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ABSTRACT
The aim of this thesis is to examine the notion of 'genre' in general as a basic
unit in linguistic, cultural and literary analysis. Chapter One is an introduction
to this study outlining my aims and objectives which are mainly related to
popular fiction in English and Arabic. Chapter Two discusses the theory of
genre both from a linguistic and a literary point of view, underlining cross-
cultural differences and similarities. These critical insights should enable us to
form an overall picture of how the subject of my case study (Mills & Boon and
its translation into Arabic) is viewed in the languages and cultures concerned:
this particular genre has not been acceptable to the Western literary
establishment until recently, and is not acceptable to the Arabic critical
establishment even today.
Chapter Three historically deals with the first attempts in writing novels in
Arabic. This was influenced by translation, but an Arabic genre nevertheless
emerged. Chapter Four critically focuses on this aspect of the canonization of
the novel in Arabic. This has influenced the development of popular fiction in
this language. Chapter Five presents a detailed analysis of one particular
example of popular fiction in Arabic, one which was seen negatively by the
critics. Chapter Six discusses the tension between the canon and the periphery
as far as the novel is concerned. This is illustrated by an analysis of an Arabic
novel which we take to be a good example of popular fiction. Chapter Seven
deals with aspects of Eastern and Western translation theory relevant to my
analysis of genre. Chapter Eight presents a detailed analysis of a Mills & Boon
novel in English and its translation into Arabic. Finally, Chapter Nine briefly
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1.1 Motivation of the Study
This thesis aims to achieve a number of related aims. First, I intend to look
into 'genre' in general as a basic unit in cultural and literary analysis. This
will be dealt with in Chapter Two. The discussion will naturally include an
examination of Arabic genre theory (naZariyyat al-ajnaas al-adabiyya *) for
insights and a cross-cultural view. Second, I shall look at genres in particular
as they develop and become distinct in a given language and culture. This
will also lead to a discussion of cross-cultural differences in the way genres
are handled. Third, I am particularly interested in the role of translation in
the creation and development of genres with particular reference to Arabic.
This topic will be dealt with against the background of 'domestication' and
'foreignization' as translation strategies. Briefly, domestication is when the
foreign text is adapted to suit the target language and culture. Foreignization
is when the foreign text is imposed on the target.
* I follow a simplified Arabic transliteration system set out on page 'di
My interest in these topics started when I wanted to use my academic
background in Arabic language and literature, and to combine this with
translation theory and practice. As I will make clear in Chapter Two (Genre
Theory), genres have attracted the attention of critics from the very
beginnings of literary studies. With foreign influence and the availability of
translations of foreign literary critical works, a new dimension became
possible in Arabic for a more comprehensive literary analysis based on
genre. This new vision together with old insights should enable us to form an
overall picture of how genre is viewed in this language.
My interest, however, is not purely theoretical. I have a practical aim, and it
is this which lies behind my concern with genre theory (both Arab and
western). I became interested in the genre of popular fiction (e.g. the Mills &
Boon novels). I was eager to find out why this genre has not been acceptable
to the Western literary establishment until recently, and is not acceptable to
the Arabic critic even today. Finally, I was also interested in the translation
problems involved in the English-Arabic context.
I had a hunch that the problems of translating the genre of Mills and Boon
into Arabic would be of two major types. First, there would be the language
aspect: the Mills & Boon novels use the kind of register which, given the
dominance of classical Arabic in writing, would be difficult (if not
impossible) to reproduce. Second, there would be the cultural aspect: the
kind of themes, values, customs, etc. dealt with in Mills & Boon novels
would also be a problem for an Arab/Islamic culture.
So my search began for an Arabic version of Mills & Boon, and I was
fortunate to learn that a Lebanese publishing house has decided to launch a
series of Arabic translations of Mills & Boon. In acquiring the sample, my
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first priority was to find out whether a similar genre exists in Arabic fiction
which can be taken by the translator as a model similar in form and/or
function to the English genre. As I will explain in Chapter Two, the genre is
indeed known in modern Arabic literature, but (a) it is a relative new-corner
and (b) it may be similar to the English Mills & Boon in function but
perhaps not in form.
Chapter Three and Chapter Four survey the historical development of the
novel as a literary genre in Arabic, the appearance of popular fiction and the
reaction of the critics. Chapter Three specifically deals with the beginnings,
the first attempts in writing novels which were influenced by translation.
Chapter Four focuses on the canonization of the novel in Arabic. My aim in
these two chapters is not to document the history of the novel but to prove
that popular fiction has always been opposed.
As I discovered in my analysis of the translations, these linguistic and
cultural aspects have proved to be serious problems in the work of the
translator. But as my conclusions will show, the barriers were not impossible
to overcome. With some modification, the genre is forcing itself on the
language and culture (with little success so far). It has nevertheless exercised
an important influence on Arabic fiction writing in recent times. These
problems are discussed in Chapter Five which presents the detailed analysis.
That is, despite the language and the culture resisting the new-corner, the
genre has nevertheless managed to emerge. But the struggle of the new form
continues. The question I then asked myself is: how can this situation be
improved?
First of all, except in those cases where the linguistic system absolutely
forbids a certain kind of language use, the Arabic linguistic system (like all
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communicative systems) is open to modification. A new style emerges which
while rejected by the 'purists' can nevertheless make its presence felt. This
seems to be the case with the translation of Mills & Boon. For example,
The shock of what happened had her rooted to the spot (Legacy of
Shame, p. 6)
Ko livo I jya.th
Second, except in those cases where the target Arabic/Islamic culture
completely rejects a particular theme, or image or metaphor, the majority of
foreign cultural elements are capable of being retained. Once again, these
would no doubt be rejected by the moralist, but would eventually become
part of a developing culture. For example,
Shut up! (LS , p. 105)
viAis
To use the terminology of translation theory, the translators of the Mills &
Boon novels seem both to 'domesticate' and to 'foreignize' the text. But the
general strategy is domestication. The above examples are rare. Let us take
two other common examples of domestication:
... her eyes hating him across the small table (LS, p. 125)
41.164
... naked apart from a seriously small bikini bottom (LS, p. 51))
t_40, ots'
The abbreviation LS stands for Legacy of Shame, the Mills & Boon novel used in this study
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One of my conclusions is that obeying the rules of Arabic language and
culture (grammar/vocabulary and the themes discussed) can only be good for
the stability of the Arabic language. But the genre (the social occasion and
participants) is a foreign genre and in translating Mills & Boon into Arabic,
for example, the Arabic language and culture has received a new-corner
which must be presented as it is. This is a dilemma which I will discuss in
Chapter Six on translation theory.
To make this point clearer, I will in the following section defme what I mean
by semiotics or the systematic study of cultures. An important concept here
is the 'sign' as a unit of meaning. I will distinguish between different kinds of
'signs', and will focus on the so-called 'macro-signs': genre, discourse and
text. I prefer to discuss all these matters here, because they are essential to
an understanding of my statement on the general theory of genre (with Mills
& Boon as an example) in Chapter Two. These will help me to carry out
and present my analysis in Chapter Five. Finally, Chapter Seven will contain
my conclusions. This will briefly summarize the issues discussed and point
us towards some general direction and pedagogic implications.
1.2 A Model of Text (Hatim & Mason 1990, 1997)
Text may be viewed in its context and in terms of the give-and-take
relationship between them: context influences text and vice versa. Three
contextual domains are identified:
5
1.2.1 Register
Here, two basic factors are underlined. First, there is the writer (or the
speaker) of the text. In discussing this aspect of 'register', we talk about
context from the point of view of:
(a) the geographical factor (British or American English, for example),
(b) the historical dimension (Shakespearean or Modern English),
(c) social class (upper or working Class),
(d) level of education (standard or substandard language)
(d) personal characteristics of language, or what has been termed the
'idiolect' of the speaker.
All these come under 'dialects' and help us understand what is meant.
The other aspect of register has to do with 'use' of language. It does not
matter where the writer or the speaker comes from; what matters is
(a) the area of activity. Does the text belong to the 'field' of law, science,
etc.?
(b) the level of formality or what has been termed 'tenor': is the speaker
casual or serious?
(c) important differences between spoken and written language or 'mode'.
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The Mills & Boon novels, for example, are written in a special register: they
deal with a variety of subjects under major themes such as 'love',
'relationships'. The style is 'light-hearted' and entertaining, more or less like
someone speaking. As I will show in my analysis, these are problems for the
translator who works into languages which define popular fiction register
differently. For example, in Arabic, the writing tends to be somehow serious
and the level of formality fairly high. In Arabic popular fiction, love is not
the major theme as it must be combined with other subjects (family, society,
etc.).
1.2.2 Intention
This is the subject of Pragmatics defined as "... the study of the purposes for
which utterances are used" (Stalnaker 1972: 380). That is, is the speaker or
writer trying to get the hearer or reader to do something or is he or she
merely producing a statement of fact? Is the utterance a compliment, a
warning, etc.? For example, what looks like a question here is in fact a
command:
Don't I get further than the doorstep? (LS)
meaning, let me in!
According to pragmatic theory (Austin 1962), words and sentences are in
reality 'actions'. Three levels are distinguished for a given utterance:
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(1) The locutionary act. This is the basic act of producing a meaningful
utterance, in accordance with the phonological, lexical and grammatical
rules of the language (question form, command);
(2) The illocutionary act. This is the act performed when the utterance is
produced (requesting information, ordering, etc.)
(3) The perlocutionary act. This is the effect which the utterance has on the
receiver (warning).
This is the theory of speech acts and as will be seen in my analysis, it is
extremely important for translators. Problems with speech acts arise when
we encounter so-called indirect speech acts as the above example shows.
These are acts whose form tells a different story from what they are meant to
do. For example, the teacher tells his students:
You might want to look at chapter two for next week
But what he is actually doing is saying "Do it or else!"
Writer's intentions are extremely important in novels such as Mills & Boon.
Part of attracting the reader's attention, and keeping him or her engrossed in
the novel is to play the 'realistic unrealism' game as we shall see. This means
that people communicate naturally with each other: they have hidden
motives, they can be direct or indirect, etc. The reader must be able to get to
the meaning in between the lines and to interact with the characters. The
translator is a reader first and a writer second who must be sensitive to these
forces.
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In addition to speech acts, another important field of pragmatics deals with
what has been termed 'implicature'. According to Grice (1975), language
users are normally 'cooperative'. They obey four maxims:
(1) Quantity: they say no more and no less than what is required
(2) Quality: they speak the truth
(3) Relevance: they say what makes sense
(4) Manner: they speak and writer clearly and unambiguously.
But sometimes, Grice goes on to say, language users deliberately 'flout' these
maxims. By flouting, he means 'having a purpose in disobeying a maxim'
For example, you drop a cup of coffee on me and I say "Marvellous". Here I
am flouting a number of the above maxims, but I have a reason: to be
ironical. As we will see in my analysis, this kind of implicature is very
common and is a problem in translation. Let us take, for example, a common
devices used in popular fiction: instead of using common words (verbs such
as go, run, etc.). Mills & Boon, for instance, uses so-called non-core
vocabulary: rush, dash, etc. (Carter & Nash (1990). The writer in doing this
signals to the reader that the aim is not information but something more than
that: heart-warming, etc. as part of what popular fiction is expected to do.




This is the area of semiotics, the systematic study of cultures in which
elements of linguistic expression interact with each other as 'signs'. Items of
vocabulary, grammatical structures, paragraphs, as well as non-linguistic
elements such as type face or book cover, are all treated as signs. For
example, as I mentioned above, non-core vocabulary (words like dash, rush,
etc. and not run, go, etc.) are all 'signs' which express certain values,
feelings, etc. In Mills & Boon, there are also common structures like the
participle construction as in:
She decided wondering if she had misjudged him (LS)
This is also a kind of 'sign' which indicates that the two actions are
simultaneous and thus 'action' packed. In fact, whole paragraphs could be
seen as signs. As I will show in my analysis, Mills & Boon are known for
'topic skipping' as a way of entertaining the reader and holding attention.
These are all examples of linguistic signs. As for non-linguistic signs, look at
the cover of Mills & Boon: the rose, the heart-shape and always a man and a
woman together, often in a garden.
What happens when these signs interact with each other? Hatim & Mason
(1997) identify three basic levels for this interaction:
(a) the interaction of the speaker or writer with the hearer or reader as if it
were a dialogue;
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(b) the interaction of the text producer or the receiver with the text (by the
linguistic choices made and understood);
(c) the interaction of text with text. This is intertextuality or what is called
in Arabic al-tanaaS.
1.2.3.2 Intertextuality
This is the third level of text interacting with text which, in the Hatim &
Mason model, is considered the most important. By text is meant here any
element of linguistic expression from a word to a whole Mills & Boon novel.
The process of intertextuality starts with the identification of a 'sign' (a word,
an expression, etc.) which reminds the reader of another text in which the
sign has occurred. For example, talking in a newspaper article about Britain
as "a precious stone set in the silver sea" should immediately remind the
reader of Shakespeare's Henry V. In the translation of the Mills & Boon
novel which I have analyzed we come across the expression in Arabic min
waraa' Hijaab.. This is a Queanic quotation, which is intended to remind us
of Queanic style and is therefore an interesting intertextuality.
Two basic types of intertextuality have been identified. According to
Bakhtin (1986), a text element may remind us of another text element
'horizontally' (e.g. the 'set in the silver sea' example above leads us to Henry
V and min waraa' Hijaab to the Qur'an). In the second type of intertextuality,
the relationship between text and text is less concrete: a text reminds us of
the conventions of, for example, Shakespearean drama. There is nothing
specific, but an image 'of a mode of writing. This is called 'vertical'
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intertextuality. We look at the following advertisement and we immediately
think of 'popular fiction':
THE CAMERAMAN'S DAY
It's 3.04 am and they have just finished shooting the fmal
scene in the boxing ring.
Tom Becker, the cameraman, heaves a sigh of relief.
After all, it has been a long day. He has been on set for
sixteen hours.
There have been thirty different camera positions, each needing
careful thought and equally careful framing, lighting and focusing
(...)
A TISSOT ISN'T OUT OF PLACE FOR A SECOND
TISSOT
1.2.3.3 Micro-signs and Macro-signs
This distinction between horizontal and vertical intertextuality is similar to
another distinction which Hatim & Mason (1990, 1997) make between what
they call micro-signs and macro-signs. Let us first explain these terms.
Micro-signs are 'socio-cultural' objects and tend to be concrete and
somewhat static. The Arabic terms gal aabiyya, Camaama, Ciqaal, etc.
which all refer to different modes of dress in Arab culture, are examples of
micro-signs. In fact, even simple items such as "single-parent" or "nurse"
could be considered micro-signs because they carry added cultural
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meanings: the meanings 'tradition' or 'self-sacrifice' etc. Even the
Shakespearean metaphor cited above could be considered as a micro-sign.
Intertextuality on the basis of micro-signs, Hatim & Mason (1997) suggest,
is bound to be of the so-called 'horizontal' type. It is simple, concrete and
static. One item reminds you of another item. In translation, this is a matter
of either you know it or you do not know and you can easily learn about it.
Hundreds of these cultural micro-signs occur in Mills & Boon novels or
indeed any other fictional register. For example,
Women who didn't screw their hair back in a plait, who wouldn't be
seen in washed-out jeans and baggy T-shirt (LS)
The micro-signs here are plaited hair, washed-out jeans, baggy T-shirt. They
are cultural signs and remind one of the 'unsophisticated' woman, the
independent, the Green Peace protester, etc.
A macro-sign, on the other hand, is the entire popular fiction kind of writing.
This includes the conventions which govern this kind of writing and how
these are put in operation by using language (vocabulary, grammar as well as
fictional elements such as characters, plot, etc. as we shall see). To take
another example, the whole of 'feminist' or 'racist' kinds of speech and
writing is a macro-sign. Macro-signs are thus less concrete, and not as easy
to identify as micro-signs. For example, in Mills & Boon, we come across
ways of describing women's position as follows:
Tears blinded her and she stumbled (LS)
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Women are pictured as weak, dependent on the man, etc. This is a general
theme, and a general attitude; it is therefore a macro-sign.
When one text reminds us of another text at this macro-level, we have
'vertical' intertextuality, as Hatim & Mason suggest. The starting point may
be a word, or a grammatical structure, the way a paragraph is organized or
the way a text is typed. But what we are reminded of is something not as
concrete as, say, Verse such-and-such in Chapter such-and-such of the
Qur'an. We are reminded of something we have a rough image of (e.g.
'Queanic kind of writing'). This kind of intertextuality is full of problems for
the translator, who must have knowledge of the culture and its conventions.
1.2.3.4 Discourse, Text and Genre as Macro-signs
In the Hatim & Mason model of translation, three basic macro-signs are
identified. These are genre, discourse and text. In this section, I will
introduce these, since they are important for the discussion in the following
chapters. My interest, however, mainly lies in the category of 'genre'. I have
therefore devoted the entire Chapter Two to this basic macro-sign. As I will
show in my analysis of the influence of translation, genre is an extremely
important factor.
Discourse is a matter of expressing attitude towards what we are talking
about. From the language used, we can tell whether the speaker or writer is a
'racist', a 'feminist', and so on. Racism or feminism are social institutions
which seem to have their own 'language'. To be accepted by these social
institutions, we must therefore know the rules: what to say, how to say it,
where and when. According to Kress (1985:7):
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Discourses are systematically-organized sets of statements which give
expression to the meanings and values of an institution. Beyond that,
they define, describe and delimit what it is possible to say and not
possible to say (and by extension, what it is possible to do or not to do)
with respect to the area of concern of that institution.
The important point in this and similar definitions of discourse is the fact
that discourse 'actions' are 'realized' in actual texts. That is to say, we see a
writer's attitude through the way that writer uses language. Particular
grammatical and lexical features serve as signals which direct us towards a
particular discourse. An example will make this point clearer. Carter and
Nash (1990:62) analyze discrimination in the media and give the following
two headlines, one used by the BBC, the other by ITN. Both headlines
report the bombing of Tripoli:
(a) Children are casualties - three from Gadaffi's own family
(BBC)
(b) Bombs meant for terrorists kill Gadaffi's daughter (ITN)
These two headlines express two different attitudes, that is, two different
discourses. Let us first look at the vocabulary. The word "children" is highly
emotive, especially when the children become "casualties". Regarding the
word "terrorist", we all know that what some people call 'terrorists', others
call 'freedom fighters'. Words are therefore powerful weapons in the
discourse war.
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I now consider grammar. This is also an important area through which
discourse is expressed. In the BBC headline the word "Children" is used as
theme. ITN uses "Bombs" as theme, which can only mean 'you cannot blame
them', especially when through the so-called agentless passive, we are told
that they are "meant for terrorists" (i.e. what happened is therefore an
accident and is not deliberate).
Language and the way it is used is an important signal of discourse.
Language means words and sentences arranged in a particular way. This
arrangement is what Hatim and Mason (among others) refer to as 'text'. Texts
are different from discourse. While discourse expresses attitudes, texts are
sequences of relevant sentences which together express the writer's or the
speaker's 'rhetorical purpose' (Hatim & Mason 1990). Is the speaker
'narrating', 'describing', 'explaining' or is he or she 'arguing' about a particular
point?
As we will see in my analysis of Mills & Boon, this kind of fiction has its
own discourse: stories must be 'heart-warming' to women. This discourse is
expressed through a particular way of telling a story (which is what we mean
by 'text'). This kind of discourse and this text type become important
characteristics of the 'genre' popular fiction or specifically Mills & Boon.
To introduce genre briefly, I will start with a general definition from applied
linguistics. According to Swales (1990:58):
A genre comprises a class of communicative events, the members of
which share some set of communicative purposes.
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Writing a Mills & Boon story, for example, is a communicative event. This
is similar to other sub-genres within popular fiction: the detective story, the
spy thriller, etc. In all these communicative events, the writers (as important
members in these events) all share similar purposes. These purposes can be
summed up as the desire to write an entertaining story for the benefit of
sentimental readers. The language used by these writers will have some
interesting similarities in the kind of words or grammar they use. In this way
a genre develops and grows.
Another group of participants in these communicative events is the readers
of popular fiction. These will share common purposes (the need to be
entertained by light-hearted fiction). Such readers are different from those
who like to read non-fiction, for example. There is here an interaction
between a particular kind of reader and a particular kind of writer: writers
anticipate readers' needs, and readers' needs are normally satisfied. This
interaction helps the genre to become stronger and to grow continuously.
Then we come to translators. These also form groups, and those who want to
translate popular fiction become experts in the genre. But these translators
are at the same time readers and writers in their own language. The question
I will be asking and will be trying to answer in this thesis is: is translation
like a container into and out of which we pour meanings, or is it sensitive to
cultural environment? A related question will be that, given the fact that the
genre popular fiction exists in many languages, will this affect the way, the
English genre Mills & Boon is translated into these languages? These and
similar questions will be dealt with in this thesis.
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CHAPTER TWO
GENRE THEORY AND APPLICATIONS
The main aim of this Chapter is to define the notion of 'genre' and to
document the development of the term in linguistics and literary criticism as
well as in language teaching. In order to do this effectively, a brief outline of
the text model within which I have been working is necessary.
In this model, which is presented briefly in Chapter One, genre is seen in
context. Structures larger than the sentence include not only genre but also
discourse. Both these units manifest themselves in the language of the text.
Here we have, according to Hatdm & Mason (1990) activities such as
'narration' and 'description'. Context, on the other hand, includes the three
basic domains of register, pragmatics and semiotics. These terms will be
briefly defmed and illustrated. Finally, genre (the focus of my study) is
shown to be very much a part of cultural meaning.
In the presentation and clarification of all the above theoretical notions, I
will pay close attention to the particular genre I have chosen for my analysis:
Mills & Boon popular fiction. This will be used for exemplification
purposes, with a section at the end serving as an overall statement of what
this particular genre involves. Examples from both English and the Arabic
translation are used and commented on briefly. A proper analysis from both
English and Arabic will be presented in a Chapter five.
2.1 Genre: An Introductory Definition
As language users, we use genres in the same way as we use any other unit
of the linguistic system. That is to say, there are rules of use which apply to
grammar and to genre. However, while the rules which state what to do or
not to do within grammar or vocabulary are fairly fixed, those which govern
genre are dynamic. They develop as the genre grows. Our linguistic
behaviour (whether what we use is grammar, genre, etc.) is nevertheless
governed by conventions: what to say, to whom, where and when and so on.
The sentences
The meeting is adjourned until next Tuesday
and
See you guys next Tuesday
are different from each other only in that the first is more usual in formal
situations while the second is suitable between friends.
Language use is therefore both social and conventional (Halliday 1978). The
same may be said of genres. According to Kress (1982:123-4):
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The learning of genre is... intimately linked with the codification of
knowledge in a society, and with modes of organizing communicating
information to others. This represents a vast convenience to society and
no doubt to individuals. If our modes of establishing, encoding,
organizing and transmitting knowledge differed markedly from
individual to individual, there is no doubt that society would be quite
different, and probably far less efficient. However, it is important to
recognize, first, that the genres have this constraining effect and,
second, that they are conventions.
When we examine this statement, a number of points emerge. First, society
creates structures like genres to make sense of communication and to
become more efficient. A genre such as Mills and Boon is probably invented
in the same way. It is an interesting way of telling stories, and this kind of
narrative is attractive to a particular group of people. Second, structures such
as genres, in turn, will have their own constraints: there are special ways of
writing Mills & Boon stories. These are ways which writers must learn and
readers have come to expect. Failing this, chaos will result and
communication will break down. These are all unwritten laws or conventions
which we must obey.
In studying a genre such as that of Mills & Boon, we immediately become
aware of certain features. First, there is a time and place (or what Kress calls
a 'social occasion') typical of this kind of story. This is different from the
kind of social occasion usual for a detective story or a cowboy film. Second,
the world pictured by genre is inhabited by a particular kind of 'people'.
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Again these 'participants' (as Kress calls them) are different in a Mills &
Boon novel from a detective story or a cowboy film, for example.
The idea of the 'social occasion' and the idea of the 'participants' are both
taken from standard definitions of genre. According to Kress (1982:90),
genre is:
(...) a kind of text that derives its form from the structure of a
(frequently repeated) social occasion, with its characteristic
participants and their purposes. Because such texts are often repeated,
the form takes on (the appearance of) a certain autonomy as a merely
formal category.
This is the same as saying that genres are social and conventional. This
conventionality is seen in the frequently repeated kind of social occasion and
kind of participants which we usually see in a particular genre. For the Mills
& Boon novels, we will be able to identify and as translators work with:
(a) a sense of social occasion (man meets woman and they fall in love, a
story told in a light-hearted and entertaining way);
(b) typical kind of participant (or actor) in this affair (tall, dark men; blonde
attractive women in their 30's, etc.); and
(c) what each participant wants out of a relationship, the cheating or honesty,
the lies, etc.
We must note, however, that these elements are not necessarily always
present in a clear way. As Halliday, Strevens and Mackintosh (1964) put it
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when talking about 'register', language varies as its context varies, and the
context of popular fiction is as rich and open-ended as any we care to name.
People are naturally creative and they do this even wider genre and similar
constraints.
2.2 Genre in Context
In the above introduction to the notion of genre, we mentioned a number of
key terms such as 'society' and 'culture', communicative 'purposes' and the
'register' of the text. We also spoke about genre in terms of the kind of
language used (i.e. the text). I see this within the model of text in context
developed by Hatim and Mason (1990) and which we presented briefly in
Chapter One. I want here to focus on genre within this model. I will illustrate
this with a passage from a Mills & Boon novel:
She couldn't get a word out, flinching in alarm, waiting for his
reaction to the sight of her, but as she stared at him she realized that
he already knew she was pregnant. His face didn't register shock or
incredulity; he ran one brief glance over her heavy body and then he
took a step forward, into the flat, forcing her to step back out of his
way.
This is a typical passage within this genre. It is a text which has a number of
features:
(1) the use of a special kind of vocabulary that is particularly eye-catching:
e.g. "flinching in alarm" (riot simply "frightened"), "stared" ("looked"),
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"register shock" ("was surprised"), "ran one brief glance" ("glanced"). (see
Nash (1990) who discusses this device in popular fiction).
(2) the style is generally informal ("couldn't get a word out") and the only
formality is found in the strange use of vocabulary as mentioned under (1)
above.
(3) The story is told in a style that is very much like oral narrative: it is easy
to follow and it holds our attention.
These three factors give us what we presented in Chapter One as the
'register' of the text. The register of Mills & Boon stories tends to have its
own 'field' or subject matter (under 1 above), 'tenor' or level of formality (2)
and 'mode' or the difference between spoken and written language (3)
(Halliday 1978).
Writers who use this kind of register usually have a communicative purpose:
to entertain, for example. This illustrates what we discussed earlier under the
term 'intentionality'. Intentions are studied within 'pragmatics' which we
defined as "the study of the purposes for which utterances are used"
(Stalnaker 1972).
From the kind of register features such as the use of colourful vocabulary
and short informal sentences, and with the intention, of entertainment, for
example, popular fiction emerges as a genre. This is only true for a
particular language and culture and it is seen as a 'sign'. Signs make up what
many writers in textlinguistics refer to as 'semiotics'. In Chapter One, we
divided signs into micro-signs and macro-signs. Genre is a macro-sign since
it contains so many features that together define and establish it as such.
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2.3 Genre as a Macro-Sign
Signs are elements of cultural meaning: the way members of a society share
a given language and culture and talk about things in a particular way. Genre
is one example of this kind of expression. In an interesting article on the
subject, Reiss (1981:126) defines genre as:
(...) the classification of a given text according to specifically
structured socio-cultural patterns of communication belonging to
specific language communities.
Important here is the 'social' and 'conventional' nature of genre. The
statement by Reiss also makes clear how we as members of a society and a
culture agree on what is and what is not a genre. In fact, the idea that there is
a right way and a wrong way in how we express ourselves through signs is
widely recognized in the field of language teaching. For example, Swales
(1985) presents genre from an applied linguistic point of view as:
A genre is within variable degrees of freedom a structural and
standardized communicative event with constraints on allowable
contributions in terms of their positioning, form and intent.
In other words, genres (like any text) have a beginning, middle and end. This
is all part of a structure which text producers obey and which text receivers
expect. This structure is of two major types:
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(1) formulaic, allowing minimal flexibility. This is found in genres such as
the Letter to the Editor (Claim, Counter-claim, Proof, Conclusion). For
example:
LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Sir - I read with interest Dr A. M. Al's review of Islamic medicine,
which appeared in a recent issue of .... However, it was with some
surprise that I read that.
(2) Open-ended, allowing maximal flexibility but (as Swales pointed out
above) still within limits. In fact, the more extensive the genre is, the less
rigid it is. Take for example, Mills & Boon or popular fiction in general.
This can only be analyzed in relative terms and the structure has to be
discovered with extra care and attention.
2.4 Social Occasion in Genre
According to Martin (1985), genres provide ways of talking in and about
occasions recognized by society as important and in some sense 'noteworthy'
(weddings, funerals, cooking recipes, letters to the editor and so on). Genre
provides the words with which we can recognize these occasions (or
"communicative events") for what they are. Foreigners sometimes face
difficulties not in knowing the vocabulary or the grammar of a language but
in knowing what these occasions require, how to behave in them and what
kind of language is most suitable (Swales 1985).
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What is important in these social occasions is the way people interact with
each other. There are typical social relations and these are usually part of the
conventions which govern a genre: boy meets girl and the result is known in
advance. The whole social occasion usually has a purpose in our lives: Mills
& Boon novels are "heart wamiing" to women , a James Bond novel is
"action packed" and appeals to men more than to women (Nash 1990).
Thus, these social occasions which create genres are very much like
situations. As I pointed out above, for these situations to become genres,
they must have a structure: a beginning, middle and end. Some genre
language is suitable for beginnings (e.g. "once upon a time"), others are more
suitable for ends ("and they lived happily ever after"). For example, it is
common for blues songs to begin with the phrase "I woke up this
morning...". However, quite a large number of features we find in genre are
not linked to any part of the overall structure. This kind is most common and
the language of popular fiction is a good example.
2.5 Participants in the Genre
In any discussion of 'social occasions' as an element of the 'genre', the idea of
the 'participants' is bound to be important. According to Kress (1985:19),
The social occasions of which texts are a part have a fundamentally
important effect on texts. The characteristic features and structures of
those situations, the purposes of the participants, the goals of the
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participants, all have their effects on the form of the texts which are
constructed in those situations.
Thus, to have a genre, there must first be a social occasion. These occasions
must have participants which users of the language recognize in the abstract.
By 'abstract', I mean conventional, and a part of the conventions is the 'roles'
which these participants conventionally play. For example, the cowboy
genre as a 'social occasion' has stock characters we expect to see in any
cowboy film (e.g. the Sheriff). Sheriffs always want something from the
interaction (they have goals) and behave in a certain way to achieve this:
they are mean and unreliable, for example. We know all this not because we
have seen all Sheriffs, nor because all Sheriffs are mean (some are not) but
because according to the conventions of the genre this is the way we expect
Sheriffs to behave.
In discussing genre, Preston (1986) identifies two kinds of participants. The
first kind is seen in terms of what Preston calls "ascribed" descriptions such
as blonde, recently widowed, sexy. The other kind of participants is
approached from the point of view of descriptions "acquired" as the genre
develops. The second type is "largely socially conditioned" (p.14). Here, the
blonde, sexy, recently divorced woman becomes 'mean', 'kind' or 'unable to
resist tall dark men'. That is to say, one description of participants will be
'physical', the other 'interactive'. The latter is "acquired" in the interaction
and, although still conventional, is changeable within the plot of the events.
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2.6 The Mills & Boon Novel as a Genre
In this section, I shall specifically discuss the Mills & Boon novel as a genre,
with its own conventional 'social occasion' and 'participants'. Some of the
features of this genre are specific to it; others are shared and may be found in
other genres as well. A Mills & Boon novel is an example of popular fiction
and it is not totally sealed off from other kinds. Translators must be able to
recognize these features and pay special attention to those which are specific
to the genre under analysis.
It might be helpful at this point to give a brief background about the
emergence of Mills & Boon as a category romance. In 1949, Harlequin (a
Canadian Publishing House) approached a British Publisher of romantic
fiction for the North American rights of its Medical Romances (the
Doctor/Nurse series) and what it called Mills & Boon Romance. By 1971,
Mills & Boon, which became Harlequin's sole preoccupation, grew at an
explosive rate of 25% per year. The editorial output similarly grew from 8 to
48 titles per year. The series also began to expand internationality: between
1972 and 1984, for example, Harlequin Enterprises came to include 13
locally-based companies, publishing romantic fiction throughout the world.
The books are translated into as many as 23 languages, which soon brought
the total number of markets to 100 (Paizis 1998: 1-2).
In approaching Mills & Boon (or any other genre), we have to be aware of
three kinds of factors (Ryan 1979). One is contextual, specifically
'pragmatic'. This relates to how a text of a given genre is used in
communication with the reader. In the case of Mills & Boon, we first have to
recognize the fact that this kind of romantic fiction targets a largely female
readership. This has helped the genre to acquire the reputation of being
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"heart warming". Through the genre, the reader is given the chance of
experiencing her fantasies, the chance to live in a different world for a short
time, the chance to forget about her worries and so on.
The second factor related to genre according to Ryan (1979) is 'semantic'.
This is specifically related to 'content' which a given genre must cater for
since it is expected by the reader: the passionate embrace of the hunky six-
foot tall Greek lover. The content may be trivial, but this is what we expect
of the genre. As Nash (1990) points out, popular fiction is the kind of writing
which one reads once and is therefore "disposable".
The final factor proposed by Ryan (1979) in relation to genre covers the
surface features which the genre must possess. Features of this kind can be
language expressions (including grammar, vocabulary, etc.) or non-linguistic
features. In Mills and Boon, the use of short sentences and 'striking'
vocabulary are examples of this surface. We also have the visual image of
the cover: the half-heart shape framing an artists colour drawing of an idyllic
setting, two people (a man and a woman) in a loving embrace.
2.7 Language in Mills & Boon
This is what Ryan calls 'surface features'. But the contextual and the
semantic categories are also involved. This includes both language and
themes usually tackled by this kind of popular fiction. In this section, an
outline of some of these features will be presented and illustrated from
English.
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2.7.1 Vocabulary in Non-fiction
In popular fiction, vocabulary is used in a way that may be described as
'marked' or 'unordinary'. To define this term and then discuss it in popular
fiction, let us first discuss what Carter (1987) calls "core" vocabulary.
According to Carter & Nash (1990: 63),
The term CORE vocabulary is used to describe those elements in the
lexical network of a language which are unmarked. That is, they
usually constitute the most normal, basic and simple words available to
a language user.
In psychological terms, core words are considered to be those which are
most prominent and which cover common areas of our experience such as
'size' (large, small), weight (heavy, light), colour (red, green). Notice that
within colour terms, 'scarlet' or 'fawn', for example, would not qualify as
core vocabulary but would be what Carter (1987) refers to as "non-core".
Core vocabulary may also be described from the standpoint of society. They
pre words which refer to items we as members of a society and a culture
naturally need most. They are also items we find most suitable when we talk
to children, to foreigners or to people less educated than ourselves.
Carter (1987) suggests a number of tests which we can use to distinguish
"core" from "non-core" vocabulary:
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(1) Core words have clear opposites (hot/cold, laugh/cry, fat/thin). It is more
difficult to find an opposite for "skinny" which is non-core.
(2) Core words are frequent in collocations or clichés. Thus, we usually use
"fat" in talking about a fat cheque, a fat salary, etc. But we do not, for
example, say "chubby salary" since "chubby" is non-core.
(3) Core words are used to define other less common words. For example,
"snigger", "grin", "beam", etc. (which are non-core words) can all be defined
by the use of "smile + adverb" (e.g. beam = smile happily). "Smile" is
therefore a core word.
(4) Core words usually do not carry added (negative or positive) meanings.
For example, "thin" is simply neutral. But if we take non-core items such as
"skinny", these do carry other associations.
(5) Core words are usually not specific to a field or an occupation, but non-
core words can be. For example "left and right" are core, but in the nautical
field, we use "port and starboard".
(6) Core words provide us with what is called a 'superordinate term'. For
example, the non-core words "rose", "tulip" and "carnation" all come under
the core superordinate "flower".
This discussion of core and non-core vocabulary leads us to the conclusion
reached in the study of popular fiction (e.g. Mills & Boon) that non-core (or
marked) vocabulary is a common feature. As we pointed out above, a genre
like Mills & Boon is aimed at women and is intended to be 'heart warming'.
Crafty writers in this genre try to play this game. One way of doing this
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seems to be the use of language to thrill or, as Carter & Nash (1990: 104) put
it,
to express or stimulate appropriate states of feeling. This is achieved by
some fairly simple manipulations of lexicon, syntax and text structure.
In the following discussion, we shall take these aspects of text one by one
and illustrate them specifically from Mills & Boon:
2.7.1.1 Verbs
Many of the verbs in popular fiction are not part of what we described above
as core vocabulary. They are special verbs chosen to relay "energetic action
and reaction, or particular and intense states of perception and cognition"
(Carter & Nash 1990: 104-5). For example, instead of the simple, straight-
forward "go" or "run", in Mills & Boon we have: dash, rush, fly, hurry,
scuttle. These choices can be a problem for the translator whose vocabulary
in the target language is not rich enough. To illustrate this aspect of verbs, let
us consider the following:
"She sauntered towards him"
"The fascinating voice flooded her with the pain of memories"
"She wrenched her wayward mind away"




As I pointed out above, the language of all genres is usually formulaic and
conventional. In a Mills & Boon novel, this is seen especially clearly in the
heavy use of clichés (an aspect of language) while talking almost exclusively
about 'love' (an example of the kind of themes which this genre discusses).
For example, instead of simply saying "tears flow", the Mills & Boon writer
would probably prefer clichés like "tears sprang to her eyes, streaming,
coursing down her cheeks". Other examples of clichés commonly used in
this genre are:
"Tears welled in her eyes"
"Her heart missed a beat"
"He looked deeply into her eyes"
"It took her breath away"
"They were entwined in a passionate embrace"
Thus, to achieve added effects, writers of popular fiction in general and
Mills & Boon in particular tend to "upgrade" verbs (Nash 1990). Rather than
use verbs simply and directly, a special kind of verb is used and, more
important, these verbs are normally amplified by the use of adjectives and
adverbs referred to above. So rather than "shouted", in Mills & Boon we
encounter:
'Why the hell didn't you phone me?,' Alex blazed at the chauffeur. 'Not
his fault,' Sarah slurred, struggling ... (Bond of Hatred)
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As I will show in my analysis, the problems of translating a Mills & Boon
novel into Arabic are mostly caused by these two areas of 'language' and
'theme'. Arabic, for example, has not developed this peculiar style simply
because these themes are not often discussed in writing fiction or non-
fiction. Vocabulary plays an important role in this.
2.7.1.3 Special Use of Adverbs
A typical Mills & Boon novel is full of adjectives and adverbs. These are
used for the single purpose of generating interest. They are used to create
certain effects which are important when in fact nothing is actually
happening. The author thus seems to make up for this by drawing the
reader's attention to other details of characters and events.
As Carter & Nash (1990: 105) point out, adverbs are used in two important
ways in popular fiction:
(1) to modify or define what is in fact a 'core' item through the addition of
so-called 'manner' adverbs:
e.g. walk slowly, run quickly
(2) To make even stronger already intense core items, commonly by the use
of manner adverbs also:
e.g. dash hastily, stare fixedly
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As I will show in my discussion of the problems in translating Mills & Boon
into Arabic, this special use of adverbs causes problems for the translator.
First, the translator will have to be particularly careful with the added force.
Second, even when this device is handled well, the result may clearly show
the influences of foreign literature. An example of these devices is the
following:
She felt her nerves leap as his bull head lowered, as if he were about to
charge, his sullen eyes surveying her suspiciously, morosely,
accusingly (Deadly Rivals)
2.7.1.4 Special Use of Adjectives
Carter & Nash (1990: 105-6) suggest that popular fiction may also be
characterized by a special use of adjectives. Types of adjectives typically
found in a Mills & Boon novel include:
(1) Adjectives of 'sensory perception' (e.g. glittering)
(2) Adjectives describing texture (e.g. rough)
(3) Adjectives of 'tactile sensation' (e.g. cool)
(4) Adjectives of dimension (e.g. broad)
(5) Adjectives indicating emotions (e.g. furious, loving)
(6) Adjectives suggesting a response from the reader (e.g. spine-chilling)
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These and similar devices also form part of the difficulty faced by translators
in dealing with this genre.
2.7.1.5 The Use of Participles
A particular problem in translation into Arabic is related to another feature
of popular fiction in general. Nash (1990) identifies this as one to do with
the use of 'participles'. Participles, Nash points out, are used in two basic
ways:
(1) They denote overlapping (usually violent) action:
e.g. Smashing his fist into ..., he plunged ...
(2) They suggest a simultaneous emotion, etc.:
e.g. She sighed, remembering ...
2.7.1.6 Kind of Agents
The agents in popular fiction tend to be 'inanimate' or 'impersonal'.
According to Nash (1990), using this kind of agent as a 'subject' is
ideological. I will discuss this later under 2.7.2 ("Themes in Mills & Boon
Novels"), but I will give a brief example here:
Tears shook her
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Using "tears" as the agent in subject position makes the woman 'passive',
'weak' and 'helpless'. Again, many languages do not favour the use of this
device and if it occurs it is another example of the power of the foreign
genre.
2.7.1.7 Use of Figurative language
Popular fiction is almost empty of symbolism, extended metaphors, and
extended imagery. However, as Carter & Nash (1990: 107) point out,
popular fiction (and Mills & Boon is no exception)
makes persistent use of a kind of metaphoric cliché, repeatedly
parading a few figurative devices, with the aim of infusing energy,
excitement, interest into practically every sentence.
This is similar to the use of clichés discussed above. Here, it is important to
mention that a common kind of metaphor in the sort of fiction under analysis
is one which belongs to 'sizzling' metaphors, with sexual and emotional
meanings. In addition to the fact that translating metaphors of whatever
subject is always difficult, the themes in this case will be a problem in many
cultures.
2.7.1.8 Alliteration and Similar Devices
With the specific purpose of entertaining and holding the reader's attention
as much as possible, writers of popular fiction make heavy use of decorative
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devices such as alliteration, rhythm and parallelism. These become features
of the genre and, as translators, we must pay special attention to them. This
is particularly the case when translating into a language like Arabic with its
rich history in the use of such devices. An example from English will make
the point clear at this stage:
A slow, sweet, sensual pleasure drowned her mind. (Deadly Rivals)
2.7.1.9 Dialogue
Another feature of the genre Mills & Boon has to do with how the narration
is on the whole carried out through dialogue. From the point of view of
general style, the heavy use of dialogue makes the interaction more real,
taking place here and now. Let us compare this with the use of 'indirect' or
'reported' speech through which narration could be conducted. This is bound
to be more passive and rather distant. The use of direct speech, however, is a
problem in translation into Arabic. The realism of the Mills & Boon novel
through the use of dialogue is bound to suffer when Modem Standard Arabic
is used. The argument about the use of Modem Standard or one of the
varieties of Arabic will be presented in my analysis later and a brief example
should be sufficient here:
'Put this on; you'll catch cold.' She tried to walk past. 'Leave me alone!'
'Leonie, for God's sake!', he muttered hoarsely.
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2.7.2 Themes in Mills & Boon
All the devices discussed above are used to serve particular 'themes'. These
subjects become an important feature of the genre. First of all, we have what
Carter & Nash (1990: 100) describe as follows:
In the domain of popular fiction, there is an implicit supposition that
men like their stories to be 'action-packed', whereas women prefer a
'heart-warming' tale.
These themes influence the way writers of, for example, a Mills & Boon
novel write. They also tell us a lot about what readers of this kind of fiction
expect. As I said earlier, this is like a game played by clever writers for the
sake of arousing the interest of readers.
The expression of these meanings is helped by the use of the linguistic
devices outlined above. For example, the kind of verbs used are all aimed at
showing strong actions and reactions which keeps the reader interested in the
book. Adjectives in popular fiction do the same thing and try to put words in
the reader's mouth. Participles make violent action seem close to the reader.
The use of inanimate subjects are meant to make the human actors passive.
The use of clichés and sizzling metaphors is also meant in the same way.
Finally, the use of dialogue keeps the reader completely involved.
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2.7.3 Realistic Unrealism
In addition to the linguistic devices discussed above, Carter & Nash mention
another feature of using language to add to the air of realism. This is called
"realistic inuealism":
Most works of popular fiction are characterized by a paradox of
realistic unrealism, in many cases so marked as to amount to a
game played with the reader." (Carter & Nash 1990:99)
This kind of unrealism is manifested through the use of such devices as:
1. Naming:
e.g. On another track south of the VC-10 a Boeing jumbo jet of a British
Airways left Heathrow bound for New York
2. Dossier:
e.g. Though the groom, Andrew Morton, had only ever treated her as a
friend - the local doctor's second daughter who had trained as the nurse at a
nearby hospital - she loved him
3. Variation in the naming:
e.g. Jill looked at Mr Hogan. The kindly old Irishman ...
4. Technical specification
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e.g. What was missing, the proprietor confirmed, was a single hunting rifle,
one of his finest, a Finnish-made Sako Hornet .22, a highly accurate
precision piece.
5. Measurements, weights, volumes, times, dates, distances.
2.8 Text as a Macro-Sign
In my presentation of the context model in Chapter One, I closely follow
Hatim and Mason's (1990) idea that the 'semiotic' domain of context contains
two kinds of sign: micro-signs and macro-signs. These are defined in the
following way. A micro-sign is a socio-cultural 'object', things by which the
culture is identified: galabiyya or "bowler hat". Macro-signs are ways of
organizing these objects to show attitude (feminist discourse), to achieve a
rhetorical purpose (description as a text) or to serve a conventional social
occasion (popular fiction as a genre).
For the time being, I shall leave aside the question of micro-signs and focus
on macro-signs. One of these - genre - has occupied us in the present
chapter. The other two - text and discourse - will be dealt with in the
following section.
In this chapter, we have seen how a genre such as the Mills & Boon novel
may be described in terms of the various linguistic devices which are
commonly found in it. For example, the use of non-core vocabulary, clichés,
special kinds of , adverbs and adjectives and so on. These devices cannot be
seen as isolated items in a disconnected list. Rather, these are patterns of
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language in use to serve particular purposes. They are, in Hatim & Mason's
terminology, "elements of texts".
Narration and description are two examples of text types which are relevant
to my study here. These two types belong to what is called 'exposition' and
this is different from the other major type 'argtunentation'.
I will first illustrate narration and description from fiction in general. One
feature of fiction relates to figurative language (the use of similes,
metaphors, etc.), and the way symbolism plays a major part. It is a common
feature of what we may call 'high' fiction (to distinguish it from 'popular'
fiction) that the narration is made richer by the use of so-called 'extended'
metaphors. Abu Libdeh (1992) defines this as patterns of imagery which
span entire works.
Popular fiction is different in this respect. According to Carter & Nash
(1990: 107):
Pop fiction rarely, if ever, cultivates the resources of symbolism, the
possibilities of extended metaphors or patterns of imagery that
gradually inform a whole narrative. Instead, it makes persistent use of a
kind of metaphoric cliché, repeatedly parading a few figurative devices.
That is to say, the kind of 'texts' we see in high fiction are different from
those we see in pop fiction. In a way, this makes reading popular fiction
easier, and the job of the translator becomes easier also. But, in a different
sense, what Carter and Nash call 'metaphoric cliché' is particular to the genre
and for the Mills & Boon novel to be preserved as a genre, the translator
must pay special attention to how these figurative devices are used.
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Another feature of the narration found in popular fiction as defmed by Carter
& Nash is also interesting when we consider the macro-sign 'text'. This is
basically syntactic and is described as follows:
A recurrent syntactic symptom of figurative processes in pop style is
the phraseology of as if and as though. These expressions which are
ordinarily used to introduce an elucidation or reformulation (he felt
tongue-tied as if he had forgotten) are also the operators that pile the
improbable on the unlikely (the hero feels as though a horse had
stepped on him). (Carter & Nash 1990: 107)
Such devices in the narrative as a text introduce what Hatim & Mason
(1990) call 'evaluativeness'. This is usually found in argumentation. When
used in popular fiction, these devices become extremely important. The story
is not simply a report but is to arouse the interest of the reader. In other
words, entertainment is an important text function which writers of popular
fiction observe, readers expect and translators must preserve.
There is another feature of popular fiction which I find in Mills and Boon
and which I shall discuss under the macro-sign text. This is what Carter &
Nash call "topic skipping", to be distinguished from "topic holding".
According to these authors, the device of topic skipping:
refers to a technique of structure in passages of narrative or description.
One passage [with topic held], for example, pursues its topic dutifully
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and coherently, following a logic of construction that assigns each
sentence to its place in the developing narrative. Another passage [with
topic skipped], by contrast, is full of breaks and shifts, with no obvious
central strand. (Carter & Nash 1990: 109)
Both textual devices are used in the genre popular fiction (for example Mills
& Boon). Topic skipping is important in passages of "transition": street
scenes, bars, airports, railway stations and so on. As Carter & Nash (1990:
109) explain, this narrative technique is used "when the author wants to
maintain the pressure of an 'action-packed' yam". Attention-catching is once
again the aim of the text here. What interests us is the problem this creates
for the translator. The translator may be tempted to ignore this 'skipping' and
'holds' the topic as far as possible, something which violates the rules of the
genre.
2.9 Discourse in Popular Fiction
2.9.1 Escapism, Entertainment and Fantasy
The features of text and genre listed above all have an aim. As I explained,
they are mostly aimed at arousing attention and entertaining. Hatim &
Mason (1990) identify another macro-sign in the semiotics of
communication. This is referred to as 'discourse' and is defined as statements
which express attitude towards a variety of issues (e.g. racism, feminism).
Discourse is expressed through the use of linguistic devices such as the ones
identified above in the analysis of the Mills & Boon novel as a genre. For
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example, in discussing 'topic skipping', we said that the author by using this
device wishes to "maintain the pressure of an 'action-packed' yarn". This is
part of the 'discourse' of popular fiction. Another example is from the use of
devices such as 'as if and 'as though'. As we pointed out above, these are
used by writers of popular fiction to "pile the improbable on the unlikely"
and to help the reader 'escape' and to 'fantasize'. Escapism is a discourse
found in this kind of fiction.
These are all one aspect of the discourse of popular fiction. Here, we are
mainly concerned with arousing attention, entertainment, escapism and
fantasy. Ideology is another aspect of the discourse in this kind of literature.
2.9.2 Ideology in Popular Fiction
Ideology has been defined in a number of ways. A definition that is useful
for our purposes is the one which looks at ideology in terms of language in
society. Here, we are concerned with 'values' and 'beliefs' which are not
something concrete but which are 'constructed' in language (Fairclough
1989). In this way, particular kinds of relationships are constructed and
internalized. For example:
e.g. Her idiotic teenage infatuation was still alive and kicking
This shows an image of women as less rational than men, which is a sexist
attitude. To discuss ideology in popular fiction briefly, let us focus on one
of the features discussed above and just illustrated. This is related to the use
of 'inanimate' or 'impersonal' agents as 'subjects'.
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Tears shook her
Her ears warned her of the danger
Jealousy fretted at her peace of mind
This is a feature of the genre, the text and the discourse (or ideology) of
popular fiction. Carter and Nash (1990:106) explain this very well:
[Sentences of this kind] occur again and again in contexts presenting
the character as a victim-object of uncontrollable forces ... When Nurse
Nancy is alone in the fogbound clinic, fear grips her with an icy claw,
and cold scalpels of apprehension threaten to cut incisively into her
firm resolve.
As I pointed out above, the fact that women are always pictured as 'acted
upon' in this way is deliberate. I suggest this is part of the ideology of
showing women to be weaker and more vulnerable. Translators must pay
attention to these hidden signals and try to preserve the discourse.
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CHAPTER THREE
THE EMERGENCE AND EVOLUTION OF THE ARABIC
NOVEL: A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
In this chapter , I attempt to develop an understanding of genre in general
and popular fiction in particular in Arabic. To do this, we must take a
historical view of the way the novel as a genre has developed in this
language and culture. This will involve a survey of the changes in society
(social, political and artistic) which called for the creation of the novel.
Writers began to experiment with this literary form. As we survey these
attempts, we will look at the critic's reaction and the reader's response.
Together with the influence of culture and society, these two factors played
an important part in introducing the novel to modem Arabic literature. But
the most important influence came from translation since without this
window on the west, the novel in Arabic would probably have not come into
existence.
* While there are studies on various aspects of the Arabic novel (Allen 1995, Wadi 1996, Sa'afiin
1987), there has been relatively little work on the specific issue of the novel as a genre. Similarly,
with the single exception of Bach 1976, there has been almost total silence on popular fiction as a sub-
genre.
It is generally accepted that, to reach the phase of full artistic development,
the modern Arabic novel passed through a number of stages. There have
been a number of social, cultural, and political factors, which together
played a role in the creation of this particular genre. Faced with this new
form, critics took different positions and their attitudes varied. Some took the
Arabic novel as an extension of the classical narrative form. Others,
however, saw it as a new genre appearing on the literary scene as a result of
the interaction between local culture and foreign influences through
translation and the work of foreign scientific missions in the beginning of the
twentieth century.
What immediately concerns me, however, is not to assess the validity of this
or that critical position, but to approach the issue with an open mind and to
focus on the way the novel has evolved in Arabic literature. I shall focus on
the role played by the various factors which surrounded the emergence of the
new form. In surveying this field, I shall also pay special attention to how
the genre stabilized and where it stands at the moment during this last decade
of the century.
As my research gradually narrows its focus, of particular interest to me will
be the emergence and development of the so-called popular fiction in Arabic.
Despite the lack of critical attention, this subgenre has asserted itself on the
modern literary map, has been well-received by a considerably wide
readership and it is developing fast. It is certainly here to stay, and it would
therefore be useful to inquire into its genesis, which is my ultimate objective.
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3.1 The Novel before World War I (the Renaissance Novel)
During this period (end of the 19th century and the beginning of the 20th
century), Arabic literature in general and narrative art in particular were
going through what may be described as stagnation and general weakness.
The subjects tackled were in the main simplistic, mostly presented in stilted
forms such as the traditional rasaa'il (epistles) and maqaamaat (story with a
moral). To put life in what was almost totally =inventive, literary
productions resorted to embellishments. The result, however, was
structurally not well thought out (Heikel 1993: 38).
In this period and that which preceded, the narrative (al-qaSaS al-shaCbii)
was the predominant form, revolving around heroes and villains, myth and
legend, as well as the life of popular characters such as Ali al-Zaybaq, Sayf
bin dhii Yazun, al-Malik al-Dhaahir, Banii Hilaal, al-Ziir Salim The aim of
such narrative forms was mere entertainment and pastime. It may be safe to
assume here as Heikel (1993: 18) does, that such light narratives were
probably sought by an Arab who at that time wanted to lighten the burden of
the unhappiness he mostly found himself under: a general deterioration of
cultural conditions, rampant illiteracy and lack of schools, and a deplorable
political situation due to Ottoman rule which was similar to feudalism in
Europe.
3.1.1 The Interaction with the West
In the midst of all this, the influence of Western civilization reached Arab
society represented by those western powers who competed to occupy and
exploit Arab land economically. On the cultural front, another form of
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occupation was making itself felt in the form of the French cultural
campaigns which arrived in Egypt carrying a new culture. The French
established research centres and chemical labs and factories. They also
carried out all kinds of studies into the social, economic and cultural
conditions. (Badr 1976:21-2)
A printing press was established, and newspapers were published. This
period also saw the establishment of a theatre with a new French play
presented every ten days or so. New schools for the children of the French
expatriates were opened, and a library was built to house the hundreds of
books which the French brought with them, as well as those collected from
Egyptian mosques. The attention which the French paid to scientific and
cultural activity eventually led to awakening the Egyptian people to the need
for change and for breaking the state of stagnation and impoverishment.
Soon after this, Mohammed Ali assumed power and strongly felt the need to
build a powerful army, representing in this the desire of the people. He also
began the educational process by building schools and recruiting teachers
from Lebanon and Syria. But his greatest achievement in this field was the
numerous missions he sent to Europe. This was one of the first immediate
contacts which Arab civilization had with Western civilization. The scholars
sent on these missions opened up to the West, its literature and its science,
seeking upon their return to improve conditions in their country (1-leikel
1993: 26-27). Schools began to be opened, and particular attention was paid
to translation and publishing. The foundations were laid for a truly modern
Arab literary and cultural movement, ridding the Arabic language of the
stagnation which surrounded it. This was achieved through the use of new
terms and through dealing with new subjects and ideas that were felt to be in
harmony with modern life (Heikel 1993: 29).
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The establishment of Madrasat al-Alsun (the School of Languages) in Cairo
was perhaps the first step in a long process of keeping up with progress in
Western civilization. The school was put in charge of the Egyptian scholar
RifaCa al-Tahtawi and was mainly concerned with the teaching of foreign
languages alongside work on the Arabic language and literature. Graduates
of the school were then entrusted with the process of translating some very
valuable books (Heikel 1993: 27).
Tahtawi himself translated widely in the field of science and the arts. He
paid special attention to the translation of French systems and laws. Most
prominent in this effort is his takhliiS al-ibriiz fii talkhiiS pariis in which he
tells of his trip to Paris, his impressions of that visit and his experience while
in France. This particular book was written in an elegant style and could be
said to belong to the genre 'travel books' (Badr 1976: 58).
Although somewhat lacking in the narrative element as we know it, the
takhliiS considered by many to be the first seed in the development of what
became known as the didactic novel in modern Arab literature. But Tahtawi's
importance does not end here. He was the translator of the French father
Fenelon's Les Aventures DeTelemaque which in Arabic he entitled
mawaaqiC al-aflaak flu waqaair teliimaak. This is thought to be the first
translation into Arabic of a French novel. The style was more elegant and
more smooth than the styles which were fashionable at the time. The
translation thus represents the first real shift from the cumbersome mode of
writing which smacked of Turkish to new models that brought in modern
trends (Badavvi 1992: 16).
The spirit of the Renaissance was also to be seen in Manfaluti's work.
Present here was an awareness of the difference between the state of Arabic
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literature in general and the Arabic novel in particular on the one hand, and
the developing forms of the Western novel on the other (Wadi 1997: 42-43).
This stimulated writers after Manfaluti and encouraged them to follow the
western example and to take western civilization as a model. This coincided
with the period of general awareness in which, as I pointed out above, we
have seen numerous educational missions making their way to Europe.
3.1.2 An Arab Awakening
Education was also spreading widely, which, as the social reformer All
Mubaralc (cited in Badr 1976: 67) observes, underlined the contrast between
modern learning and the classical Azharite mould. Mubarak was thus
encouraged to establish Dar al-Culuum in 1871 to supply the country with
qualified teachers who commanded both Arab and Western cultures. This
was a double-bind, however. As the number of educated members of society
increased, so did their desire to make more prominent the glory of their
history and the superiority of their own culture. This was to counteract
imported western ideas, hence the return to classical Arab heritage and to the
selection and the publication of what were seen to be the 'gems' of that
heritage.
The revival of the past was a response to a growing desire among the
populace, which began actively to seek a new Arab culture that could stand
in the way of the invading forces of western civilization (Heikel 1993: 47).
The so-called Society of Knowledge (JamCiyyat al-MaCaarif), established
in 1867, was extremely important at the time. With a printing press at its
disposal, this institution was mainly concerned with the publication of
classical poetry anthologies and with the revival of important classical works
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representative of Arab heritage. With the spread of this kind of publications,
a new educated middle class began to emerge demanding among other things
more narrative art.
Periodicals and daily newspapers were the first to respond to this need. The
journal rawdat al-madaaris appeared under the general editorship of
Tahtawi himself. This was used to give young hopefuls an opportunity to
publish their literary works. Other journals appeared, a trend which helped
to increase general awareness of cultural matters: waadii al-niil, nuzhat al-
ajkaar, al-watan and Ahmed Faris al-Shidyaq's al- jawaa7b. Shidyaq's
journal mainly focussed on works by Egyptian writers. But other journals
and daily newspapers were also published by Syrian immigrants, including
al-kawkab al-sharqii, al-ahraam, miSr and so on (A. Yaghi N.D.: 44)
3.1.3 The Press and the Novel as a New Form
Collectively, these attempts contributed to the creation of an awareness of
the different artistic literary forms current in Western civilization. The novel
stands out as a notable example. Periodicals and daily newspapers began to
serialize translations of western novels. These proper translations or
sometimes adaptations were a response to public demand, particularly from
amongst the middle classes. The Cairo journal musaamaraat (edited by
Khalil Sadiq) and the weekly al-riwaayat al-jadiida (edited by Nicola Rizq
Allah) provide us with evidence that the novel was becoming a truly popular
form.
Thus, the press played a very important part in acquainting the educated
classes with the various new literary genres. Furthermore, the press
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contributed to raising linguistic awareness and thus promoting the use of
Arabic, developing a number of styles and getting rid of the over-use of
embellishments. Language use became more elegant and more transparent.
Simplicity and comprehensibility became important considerations for the
benefit of the less educated. Particularly in translations, language became
extremely accessible; this was intended to introduce the Arab reader to
foreign works, a factor that was very important in preparing the Arabic
language for the stage to come, namely that of the Arabic novel (Cachia
1992: 25).
3.1.4 Major Contributors
The popular revolt in Egypt led by Ahmed Curabi also exercised some
considerable influence on general awareness. This was reflected in language
and literature and in the way these evolved. It was the beginning of a new
era in which Arabic heritage was revived and fuller knowledge of western
literary forms was achieved. Western influence encouraged writers to
attempt producing similar novels to what was known in the West. Whether
through translation or by direct exposure to western works, writing in these
foreign moulds began with Ali Mubarak's Cilm a book whose
primary aim was didactic, containing comparisons between conditions in the
east and those of the west. The book took the form of travel literature, a
journey from Egypt to Europe narrated to arouse interest and heighten
readers' curiosity.
Mubarak's work is in many ways similar to that of Tahtawi's takhliiS
mentioned above. They both use travel as a narrative vehicle for didactic
aims, and they both link east with west. In fact, Tahtawi began the process of
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writing in this mode, Mubarak completed it, adding to the genre an
imaginary, fantastic touch, paying special attention to character portrayal and
using narration more effectively. Mubarak's book, despite lacking in qualities
of the novel and in spite of the dominant non-fictional, scientific element,
strictly speaking, was considered a first step in what later became the
didactic novel (Heikel 1993: 80). This effort was to continue at the hands of
a number of other writers.
Mubarak's basic contribution, then, was to draw attention to this kind of
writing, or to this genre (narrative art). He was later joined in this effort by a
number of translators who produced the works of great western novelists, a
fact that had a direct influence on writers in Arabic. These translators
included Mohammed Othman Jalal who translated Saint Pierrs' Paul et
Virginie (Cachia 1992: 31).
The novel was not so much translated as Arabized and carried the title al-
amaanii wa al-minnah flu Hadiith qabuul wa ward jannah. The novel was
thus adapted considerably to suit Arab taste, Arab environment and the Arab
reader. SajaC was heavily used and the heroes were taken from Arabic
poetry and classical literature. True, the book did not strictly speaking satisfy
the artistic requirements of the novel. It did however contribute to raising
awareness regarding the genre and drew attention to the new form.
3.1.5 Foreign Occupation and the Novel
With the involvement of the British in the rule of Egypt, and subsequently
their occupation of this country in 1882, and as a result of the economic,
political, cultural and moral exploitation which followed, Egyptian
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intelligentsia felt the need to repair the damage and to stand steadfastly in
the face of colonial policies. The occupying forces were thought to be
determined to destroy Egypt, hence the struggle on all fronts - politically
against colonialism, economically against poverty and exploitation, and
educationally against illiteracy and ignorance. In the latter field of education,
numerous schools and scientific institutions had been closed down, with
educational missions completely disrupted.
The struggle extended to include the field of culture. There was a movement
against attacks on the Arabic language and Islamic heritage which the British
tried to replace with imported values such as the use of English, and
employing vernacular Arabic as the language of literature and the press.
There were attempts to show up the backwardness and general impotence of
the Arab nation. In fact, publications including the press were banned and so
were newspapers and periodicals coming from abroad. Al-Curwaa al-
Wuthqaa, published in Paris under the editorship of Jamal al-Din al-Afghani
and Muhammed Abduh could no longer enter Egypt, while Cairo-based
papers such as al-watan, mir'aat al-sharq, al-zamaan, and al-ahraam were
stopped. Intellectuals felt it their duty to stand against these acts of
aggression, and against the social and moral backwardness that was
widespread as a result of lack of freedom, together with wide-spread
corruption.
3.1.6 The Conservatives and the Innovators
The struggle took two forms, both of which affected literature at the time.
Firstly, there were those who believed that reforming al-Azhar and returning
to the righteous path of Islam based on genuine traditions pointed the way
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forward. These included Mohammed Abduh who led this movement which
came to be known as al-Hamaas al-Diinii (the religious enthusiasm trend).
Another prominent figure in this school was Mustafa Kamil who used al-
liwa' newspaper as an organ expressing the opinions of those who defended
this way of thinking: the motto was 'religion against occupation' (Heikel
1993: 249).
The second trend included those who were more politically than religiously
oriented. This was coloured by nationalist enthusiasm believing in preparing
the people to rule themselves by themselves as a way of getting rid of
occupation. The preparation was to take social, cultural and political forms.
Lutfi al-Sayyid led this camp and used al-jariida as a forum to defend its
position. (Heikel: 1993: 257-8).
The first trend built on Islamic principles. Heritage and the glorious past
became focal points in opposing foreign influences. The influence of this
trend, however, began to weaken when the other secular trend started to
operate in an effective manner, westernizing their activities and ideologically
calling for change and innovation in literature and art. The two trends, each
in its own way, influenced literary modes in the period before World War I.
3.1.7 The Didactic Novel
3.1.7.1 Social Reform Novel
On the conservative side, narrative forms influenced by the classical heritage
began to appear. The narrative material was varied, getting its inspiration
from classical sources. Nevertheless, the element of entertainment was still
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there, although it was of an imaginary, spiritual kind. waraqat al-aas, a
fictional work by Ahmed Shawqi may be taken as an example of this trend.
In this entertainment work, Shawqi was influenced by the classical maqaama
and The One Thousand and One Nights' style. Other fictional works were
more social and reflective in nature, for example layaalii suTayH by Hafez
Ibrahim. This kind of fiction was also influenced by the maqaama, taking its
characters from classical models. However, the aim was not entertainment
but social criticism and social reform.
An important work which represents the conservative trend is hadiith Ciisa
bin hishaam by Mohammed al-Muwaylihi. The maqaama was also the
model which this work imitates, and the aim was also social and critical. The
importance of this work, however, is in starting a new fictional genre of
comparing east and west. It is interesting to note that the book is written in
rhymed prose sajaC, with characters disappearing as soon as they serve their
roles, features which are typical of the maqaama. But many features which
we associate with the novel as a genre are also present: the long story which
presents the reader with varied and complex situations. There is a sense of
'plot', that is a beginning, middle and end done in a convincing manner.
Finally, in this work we find all elements of arousing interest and surprise.
This makes the work the first social novel in Arabic (Bath 1976: 74-82).
3.1.7.2 The Beginnings of the Historical Novel
Judi Zaydan was a journalist with interest in writing fiction about Arab
history and Islamic civilization. For his material, he went to Islamic
historical sources, focusing on prominent issues particularly in the Umayyad,
Abbasid and Ayubite eras. He then turned to Modern Egypt. During the
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period from 1891 until his death in 1914, he wrote some 21 novels within
this historical-didactic genre. In addition to that, he edited the periodical al-
hilaal which he started in 1892 and used primarily as a vehicle for the
publication of historical novels.
Zaydan's novels include fataat ghassaan, armanusa al-misriyya, ghadat
karbala', al-Hajjaj ibn yusuf abu muslirn al-kharasani, etc. In this wealth of
productivity "there is no doubt that Jurji Zaydan was influenced by certain
Western writers who were recognized masters of the historical novel, such as
Alexandre Dumas and Walter Scott" (Heikel 1993: 195). Two basic elements
of the historical novel are present in almost all of Zaydan's novels: first, a
historical component relying on actual historical characters and events;
second, an imaginative component which paradoxically revolved around
love affairs, a recurrent theme in what was otherwise a historical novel.
But Zaydan's novels were not considered sufficiently artistic by the critics.
Primarily, the reason for this negative attitude is the love theme in most of
his novels. But there were other reasons including his inflexible attitude to
characters who were either absolutely good or absolutely bad, the lack of
character analysis, the absence of coherence and the lack of a clear event
sequence, the reliance on accident and chance and an element of surprise.
These and other features were nevertheless instrumental in paving the way
for what was to come later when the genre truly matured. Another important
contribution which Zaydan made is related to the trend which he set
regarding the exploitation of the popular, folklorist heritage in the
development of his novels. This together with the historical element and the
westernized mode of presentation made his novels extremely popular among
the masses.
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Zaydan with his historical novels captured the attention of generations of
readers; he made Arab Islamic history both accessible and attractive and
skillfully combined history with narrative art. In short, he single-handedly
cultivated an entire taste, and thus promoted the novel as a genre. Indeed, it
can be said as Allen (1982: 26) observes that
For all their combination of history and contrived romantic interest, not
to mention the emphasis on action, [Zaydan's] novels were far superior
to many of the translated, adapted and original works which were being
serialized during these decades.
3.1.7.3 The Beginnings of the Romance Novel
Moving between the two trends (of emulating the west or reviving the
classical) was al-Manfaluti (1876-1924). The first collection of stories by
this writer had previously been serialized not as novels but as essays. Two
books appeared containing these: al-nazaraat and al-Cabaraat. The
objective was somewhat didactic as the various pieces dealt with a variety of
subjects. The narrative artistry in al-Manfaluti is derived from two sources:
one was in essence foreign, the other was essentially invented and imagined.
The source which showed foreign origins may be illustrated by novels whose
sequence of events were translated. These 'romance' novels as they were
called were actually adaptations of foreign works, rewritten in a particular
way and a style that was his own. There were omissions, additions,
modifications, and the product turned out to be new or almost new. These
kind of novels included al-Manfaluti's al-Faziila based on Paule et Virginie,
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Magduliine based on Alfonse Carr's taHta zilaal al-zayzafuun, al-shaaCir
based on Edmond Rostand's Cyrano de Bergerac andfi sabiil al-taaj based
on a verse drama by Francoise Copier, reworked by al-Manfaluti into a
narrative prose form and cast in his own rhetorical style (Heikel 1968).
The second source of invented or imagined material is represented by his
two collections of stories mentioned above: al-nazaraat, al-Cabaraat. These
dealt with a variety of social issues of day-to-day existence. The aim of such
stories was clearly educative as they all revolve around defects and problems
from which society was suffering. Manfaluti intended to correct these
shortcomings and the style was therefore generally advisory.
Manfaluti's narrative art is not artistically perfect. That is, the novels did not
meet the criteria commonly associated with this genre. However, they were
(and still are) extremely popular, particularly among teenagers. It is also
worth noting that the method adopted was one which was highly expressive.
According to Allen (1982: 24)
The most significant feature of [al-nazaraat and al-Cabaraat] was the
manner in which al-Manfalauti chose to express his ideas, a curious
blend of Islamic modernism an awareness of the classical heritage and
anti-western sentiments.
It is in this element of popularity among the young and skillful use of the
classical that Manfluti's importance primarily lies. This promoted the novel
as a genre and established it on the literary scene. At his hands, the genre
developed and began to be seen as high form no less superior to the glorified
poetry.
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3.1.8 The Literary Scene in Lebanon
In Lebanon, a number of writers also began to show an active interest in the
novel as a genre. These included Farah Antoine who edited and published
al-jaamiCa, a literary magazine which appeared in 1899. Antoine used this
as a forum for a new social school of thought concerned with the meaning of
life and its relationship with literature. This trend believed that literature
should be for all, an idea that relied on romantic narrative culture as
practised in Europe. Antoine was well versed in the ideals of this foreign
movement and reflected this in his translation work. He translated the novel
al-kukh al-hindi, Paul et Viginie by B. de Saint-Pierrs, atala by
Chateaubriand, Dumas' trilogy (nandat al-asad, wathbat al-asad and farisat
al-asad) (Yaghi ND: 45).
Antoine was intent on expoiting the western culture he had acquired in
developing the Arabic genre of the novel. He used his novel orshalim al-
jadida, fatH al-Carab bayt al-maqdis (1904) to test out some of his ideas
regarding the new form: he recalled past historical events and subjected them
to the light of modernity, using his brilliant skills of analytic social
philosophical and historical awareness. His artistic skills, however, let him
down; he was unable to execute the artistic design of a novel and the book
ended up no more than a collection of lectures or essays in philosophy,
sociology and ethics (Yaghi ND: 45). The story repeated itself in his other
novel (al-dimn wa al-Cilm wa al-maal) (1903). This was also structurally
defective as a novel and amounted to no more than an exposition of scattered
socio-cultural and philosophical symbols. Despite his wide reading and
extensive cultural awareness, Antoine was thus unable to grasp the structural
criteria of building an artistic design suitable for the novel as a genre. There
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was always an imbalance between content and artistry, a shortcoming from
which so many so-called novels suffered in that period.
Another attempt at novel writing was that of Nicola Haddad. Despite trying
hard to curb superficial content which merely stayed on the surface of the
artistic structure, his al-liS wa al-shariif kulluh naSiib, Hawwaa' al-jadiida,
and aadam al-fad/id failed in dealing with social issues in a profound and
moving manner. This was to do with the difficult beginnings of the Arab
novel (Yaghi ND: 47).
Noteworthy in this respect are YaCqub Sarrufs novels which were important
not artistically but from the standpoint of genre theory and reception. By
using Sarrufs novels, I intend to prove that there is a generation of readers
who eagerly awaited the birth of the genre, who wanted the novel to be
created. In the beginning Sarruf was reluctant to put his name to such works.
He was concerned that given the form and content of what novels should
ideally be, the youth were in danger of being corrupted. Eventually,
however, he came to the conviction that this was what was demanded, and
the need must be responded to.
Sarruf started publishing his novels in al-Muqtataf, the magazine which he
edited. He used the historical novel and on the social novel as vehicles for an
element of interest arousing. Thus, within a social, political, journalistic or
economic format, and in the middle of describing wars and so on, he would
present the lighter side of love scenes, love relationships, etc. This can be
most clearly seen in fataat al-fayuum, fatat misr and amiir lubnaan.
To summarize, the Arabic novelist discovered the art of novel writing
through foreign literature read in the original or translated. The early stages
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of this development were mostly experimental. However, the focus remained
on internal content which turned these attempts into mere lectures, or essays
concerned more with moralization and less with the novel as a genre. There
was also an Arab influence which was difficult to shake off. This came from
Arabic narrative forms as we know them through genres such as the
maqaama and oral folkloristic narratives.
All these factors were obstacles in the face of the novel's development.
However, the new form managed to emerge through imitating western forms
and adapting these. Both in terms of style, narrative technique or attention to
social issues, the literary form of the Arabic novel finally appeared. In that
period, one problem remained, however. This was the inability of the Arab
novelist to create Arab characters that were real or credible (Allen 1995: 30).
This was the basic hurdle which Arab novelists tried to overcome in the
subsequent period where we see the real form of the novel entering the Arab
literary scene. I will now move on to discuss this aspect in the development
of the novel.
3.2 The Arabic Novel Outside The Arab World
3.2.1 Mahjer Emigre Writers
Most of the attempts at writing novels covered so far did not have much
success in creating an artistic novel. Too much attention was paid to the
content which was basically didactic. There was also the classical Arab
model of the maqaama which was dominant. However, we had a group of
writers who lived in the west and were able to experiment with the new
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form. These are known as the Mahjer writers. Before I move on to the period
between the wars which saw the real novel in Arabic, it may be helpful to
pause and consider these writers who spent a considerable part of their life
in the west. These men of letters had first-hand experience of the process of
cultural and literary maturation outside the Arab world. The question is: did
this influenced them and did their writing come up with anything new?
The first name that comes to mind in this respect is Jebran Khalil Jebran, the
originally Lebanese writer who lived in the Americas a good portion of his
life. While there he published numerous works including Cara'is al-muruuj
(1906) and al-arwah al-mutamarrida (1908). These were followed in 1908
by al-Cawasif and then by his most important novel: al-ajniha al-
mutakassira in 1912. It was this particular novel that attracted the most
attention and that gave Jebran his distinctive importance as one of the best
writers in the period between the two wars.
Jebran focused on social reality as the subject of his writings. He discussed
theology and the way theologians predominated. He was of course against
all this, calling for the liberation of women and talked at length about
marriage status and constraints in the Arab east. In all of this, comparisons
were made between eastern reality and what goes on in the west, between
backwardness and progress.
Jebran's style was also distinctive: the reader seems to be moved by what is
said, believing every word. Jebran was also able to express inner motives,
getting as far as possible away from preaching and didacticism. This element
of emotional sincerity is perhaps the single most important factor which
attracted so many to Jebran's novels. The reader identified with what Jebran
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was writing about and immediately saw the link with the grim reality of
eastern societies.
Amin al-Rayhani is another writer who operated within the school which
Jebran belonged to. Rayhani experienced western culture and civilization
and was able to examine the advantages and disadvantages. Consider his
novel kaarij al-Hariim (1915): here we have a comparison between the
eastern and western environments with the aim of raising the issue of
women. The novel is intended as a call for the liberation of women and for
limiting patriarchal power. These concepts were new, ushering in a new era
and a new spirit in the Arab East.
3.2.2 Heikel's Zaynab: The First Proper Novel
The best documented example of the interaction between east and west in
the literary field is perhaps Mohammed Hussain Heikel's Zaynab (1914).
This was written when the writer was living in France. On the surface, the
novel was intended to be no more than a nostalgic piece of writing
containing scenes and events from rural Egypt. Indeed it has all these
elements. There is also the theme of rural morality which is Heikel's way of
expressing his love of Egypt while being away in far-off western lands. But
at a different level, the writing of Zaynab was in fact an expression of a
deeper desire (subconscious perhaps) to introduce this new form to the Arab
literary scene.
Heikel knew a great deal about the art of the novel as a genre from his
familiarity with western culture. This novel tells a love story between a
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young woman (Zaynab) and a young man (Hamid). But rural restrictions and
traditions were obstacles in their way. The plot is skillfully mixed with
descriptions of nature, some would say excessively. Critics were not happy
with Heikel's depending too much on the descriptive technique and the novel
was criticized on this point in particular.
However, Heikel was (perhaps subconsciously as I have just said) imitating
what he had read in French literature, perhaps by romantic writers. There are
certainly clear western threads in the narrative, like picturing Zaynab as an
open-minded, outgoing kind of girl. Hamid also reminds us of the Christian
confessional when he talks to a Sufi Sheikh about his troubles. Indeed the
ending is extremely foreign to Arabic literary values: Zaynab bleeding from
the mouth.
But although Zaynab may now be considered the first Arabic novel, the
critics have not been entirely happy with it, neither then nor more recently.
The objection to Zaynab is that it does not fulfill certain artistic
preconditions. There is the clear presence of foreign themes served through
westernized modes. Then there is excessive description glorifying Egypt.
Characters are neither precisely drawn nor are they given appropriate
registers. Finally, the critics objected to the confusion in the sequence of
events.
Against this critical background, however, there were those who praised
Zaynab. According to Allen (1982: 36) Zaynab "is normally afforded a place
of importance because it depicts Egyptian rural life peopled by Egyptian
characters". The novel was also successful in terms of a tightly-knit structure
and of its ability to express a view on social issues encountered by the
various characters (Yaghi, p. 135).
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3.3 The Inter-war Period
The First World War and the events which followed had a considerable
influence on the structure and constitution of Arab societies. Values, beliefs,
concepts and general awareness were all affected. This was also
accompanied by changes of a political, social and cultural nature, creating a
new climate and a new taste. These required new artistic forms which could
express these changes (Badawi 1992: 20).
A number of factors contributed to the development of cultural life,
particularly in Egypt. These included most importantly the role played by
writers returning from their missions in Europe. These men of letters were
all eager to see literature as a way of expressing all aspects of life back
home. It was for this reason that they paid special attention to the novel as a
genre. They were convinced that the narrative art of the novel is the most
powerful tool for the expression of the various changes which had taken
place in Egyptian society. According to Yaghi (p. 60)
a group of men of letters and thinkers got together and shared one basic
idea, namely a full appreciation of what the novel can do, its artistic
value and its place in Western literature. They were also full of regret
that Arabic literature is almost devoid of this particular narrative art.
They therefore called for innovation in all aspects of cultural life and
looked forward to the establishment of a purely Egyptian literature.
This group of writers included Ahmed Dayf, Hussain Heikel, Taha
Hussein and Mansour Feluni.
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The activities of this group of writers were helped by the opening up of the
Egyptian university system and its achievement of comprehensive goals
which included this cultural growth. Al-Azhar establishment was also being
reformed, education was becoming widespread, more women were being
taught, and more missions were being sent abroad both by the government
and by private institutions.
3.3.1 The Press
The most important factor in this development was possibly the press. First,
we had political party journalism, with each party having its own newspaper
promoting its ideals and serving its aims. This is the reason why the press
paid special attention to cultural matters in order to attract more educated
readers. Among these readerships we thus always had one or two prominent
writers. For example, al-Wafd Party had al-balaagh newspaper, kawkab al-
Sharq and al-balaagh Weekly, and had Abbas al-Aqqad, Salama Musa,
Abdul Qadir Hamzah. Al-Aluar Party used a number of daily and weekly
newspapers and won writers such as Muhammed Hussein Heikel, Taha
Hussein and Malunoud Azmi. All these writers were influenced either by the
English or French languages and cultures.
In addition to this kind of party journalism, we had cultural journalism. al-
hilaal was a literary magazine, and al-muqtaTafhad a scientific character.
Numerous other literary magazines were born in this period. We saw al-
risaala and al-riwaaya, both of which were edited by Ahmed Hasan al-
Zayyat, while Salama Musa published his al-majalla al-jadida. The role this
kind of journalism played in cultural life was considerable. They started
serializing foreign novels in translation, as well as Arab novels. This is in
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addition to dealing with literary topics of interest to men of letters, a factor
which was extremely important in the development of the novel in Arabic.
No doubt an important factor behind this commitment to the creation of the
novel as a genre was the influence which foreign culture exercised so
strongly. But such influence was not an act of passive importation of foreign
conventions. These were creatively used in portraying the concerns of Arab
society, and in reflecting (sometimes supporting, at other times questioning
and even rejecting) values and beliefs deep-rooted in the Arab mentality.
Thus, the two opposing trends which dominated the previous era (the
conservative revivalist trend, and the innovative westernized trend) had to
merge in this period. There was no question of leaving the past well-behind,
but the general trend was towards borrowing western modes and new
narratological structures (Heikel 1993: 251-252).
3.3.2 The Egyptian Novel
In fact, it is this wise use of western modes that eventually established the
novel as an acceptable genre on the Arab literary scene. The prominence of
the new comer was strengthened by the participation of prominent writers in
writing in this mode. This feeling was so strong that it almost became the
fashionable thing to do; even those who actually resented the new genre had
to contribute to it: novel writing was no longer something writers apologized
for, but rather a point of pride in one's skills.
Taha Hussein's al-ayyam is perhaps the most important example of the genre
in this period. The book was first serialized in al-Flilaal magazine, and was
later put together and published in 1927. The importance of this work
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basically lies in its autobiographical character, a factor that made the style
particularly transparent, flowing with ease and grace. There is also the
element of imagination, and the use of psychoanalysis. All these aspects
contributed not only to the importance of al-ayyam, but to that of the genre.
The novel was now thought to be capable of talking about the most intense
and noble of emotions (Badr 1976:303 ff.).
Taha Hussain's autobiographical novel was followed by a number of other
works in the same mould. Ibrahim al-Mazini published his novel (ibrahiim
al-kaatib) in 1931 and won the novel prize of the year for it. This novel was
particularly important for a number of reasons, including the mastery of the
character portrayal technique. In fact, al-Mazini was well-known for his
ability and typecasting his characters, even in his short stories. The secret of
his success in this respect may perhaps be due to his ability to inject his
sense of humour in the overall picture as this is developed (Badr 1976:241).
Another prominent writer, Tawfiq al-Hakeem, also contributed to laying
down the foundations of the novel in Arabic literature. He wrote a number of
novels, the first was awdat al-ruuh in 1922. Here, al-Hakeem pictured the
real situation in Egypt at the time: serious problems and difficult social
conditions seen within the framework of the family and its links with the
outside world. Casfuur min al-sharq (1938) is al-Hakeem's second novel
where he experimented with character portrayal and event development in
dealing with the problems of the Arab student in Europe. A comparison is
made between the spiritual East and the materialistic West. In fact Taha
Hussain previously dealt with this very subject in his novel al-adeeb (1935)
and as a theme was to recur in the work of a number of later writers
including Yahya Haqqi and al-Tayyib Saleh (Heikel 1968: 175).
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But the best known novel by al-Hakeem was yawmiyyaat naa'ib fii al-aryaaf
(1937). This attracted a great deal of attention and is considered even by
today's standards one of the most memorable pieces of writing in modem
Arabic literature (Bath 1976: 399). Here, al-Hakeem benefitted considerably
from his own experience as Public Prosecutor, a position which allowed him
to reflect on the life of the Egyptian peasant from close quarters. Peasants
struggle to better their lot in life, but it is an uphill struggle against customs
and conventions which had been going on for thousands of years. There
were numerous obstacles which were described in an extremely effective
style - powerful yet entertaining, hence the popularity of the story until this
very day.
Then came Abbas Mahmoud al-Aqqad who played an active role in this
preparatory period with his novel saara (1938). Psychoanalysis was used
and applied to literary analysis of characters and events (Badr 1976: 362).
This was of course a direct influence of We stem themes. Al-Aqqad's novels
are characterized by a style which relies on the interconnectedness of
relationships, cause and effect and a complex logic in following the narrative
thread through. The novels thus turned out to be complex to read but at the
same time intellectually rewarding.
Mahmoud Taher Lasheen published his novel Hawwaa' bilaa aadam (1934).
This particular work is distinctive; it is characterised by an artistic unity
which derives from the interaction between characters and the environment
in which they find themselves. A number of social issues were dealt with
within this coherent development (Heikel 1968: 202). The realism is also
very much in evidence and can be seen from the ways the characters behave
and talk. This was achieved most naturally as opposed to the artificiality of
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dialogue which was seen in earlier works by a number of other writers in this
period.
3.3.3 The Novel Outside Egypt
Before we move to the stage in which the novel as a genre and a narrative art
took root, it is perhaps important to pause a little and reflect on the novel in
al-Sham Countries and in the rest of the Arab world. This is an important
focus and a way of shedding more light on how the Arabic novel developed
and what the determining factors were.
Lebanon carried the banner of the novel as a genre from the very beginning.
The First World War, however, left its scars, and literary productivity was at
its lowest. The Lebanese seemed to have left it to their Egyptian counterparts
to shoulder the reponsibility of developing the new form. Nevertheless, a
number of attempts were made and these were highly successful in reflecting
nationalist sentiments and the feeling of one's sense of Lebanese identity.
This led Lebanese writers to focus on local conditions, and on the reality as
they saw it, analyzing social relations and individual feelings typical of that
particular environment (SaCafeen 1987).
It was with these deep feelings towards a Lebanese identity that father
Marun Ghusn wrote his first novel al-baraka bacd al-laCna in 1927. The
novel is centered on the relationship between the city and the village and the
failure of such a relationship due to the exodus of the villagers and their
weakness in the face of the city. Artistically, the novel is fairly poor and ill-
structured. The same may be said of Elya Abu Shabak's al-Cummal al-
Sahhun published in the same year telling the story of a young boy
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committing suicide as a way out of the difficulties of a miserable life. Abu
Shabak's novel tends to deviate from artistic structure towards a focus on the
event sequence for its own sake and with the aim of entertaining and seeking
escapism.
The Lebanese novel continued to deteriorate until Karam Milhem Karam
appeared with his periodical alf layla wa layla. This was an important forum
for translated and adapted French literary works. The aim of the periodal
was to encourage narrative writing and to return narrative art to the masses.
The movement started with writing historical novels as it was believed that
this type of novel deepens awareness of national consciousness, and
appreciation of the glorious past. This is precisely what Emile Habash al-
Ashqar did when he published his periodical al-layaalii in 1929. al-layaali
was filled with translated novels and historical novels.
The case of Karam and Ashqar remind us of what Jurji Zaydan did in Egypt
before the appearance of the novel as a distinct genre. Zaydan was also
motivated by nationalist feelings and by the desire to bow to the readers'
fondness for historical novels. Al-Ashqar wrote novels which described
episodes from pre-Islamic Arab history: balqiis malikat al-Yaman, Hasnaa'
al-Hijaaz, al-Haarith al-akbar, zaynab mall/cat tadmur and so on. His
exposition was historical and documented, hence his rather restricted
historical style. His novels were a good example of what has been called the
event novel, since all characters are created only to serve the event as this
develops.
Like Zaydan, Emile al-Ashqar's novels also dealt with Islamic historical
subjects: Muhammed and Umm Kulthurn, for example. It is perhaps worth
noting that al-Ashqar was fascinated by strife and intrigue, and was slowly
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moving away from the dominance of events and from historical accuracy and
documentation. He would sometimes add events which never took place in
fact, but were imagined in order to create an element of entertainment and
excitement. Karam did that too in his historical novels: damCat Yaziid,
Saqar quraysh, umm al-ban/in, waamuCtaSimaah. The desire to include an
element of entertainment on the part of both Karam and al-Ashqar was
perhaps prompted by the needs of the periodicals they worked for; alf layla
wa layla and al-layali both required a narrative art that can maintain readers'
interest and attention (SaCafeen 1987: 141).
MaCruf al-Arna'ut was in his own way a landmark in the development of the
Arabic novel. He was influenced by the Western imaginative novel and by
romantic writings in general. But the mode he favoured most was once gain
historical writing. Novels of this kind, he thought, glorify history and
generate feelings of pride. Thus, in sayyid quraysh, his aim was to serve
contemporary historical issues related to Syria by referring to events of the
past. Such events were used as symbols which pointed to the importance of
unity for the Arabs' achievement of victory. Al-Arnaut's novels have actually
been considered a first serious attempt to establish the Arabic novel as a
genre: attention was devoted to narrative form. However, there were those
critics who felt that such a form was never free from the constraints of
classical writing, which was a slight disadvantage (SaCafeen 1987: 163-187)
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3.3.4 The Themes of the Novel Outside Egypt
I will now move on to a consideration of the factors which were behind the
appearance of the novel in Lebanon and Syria and which in the process
influenced the development of the genre. To begin with, a number of
translated novels began to appear in this part of the Arab world. These were
mostly of the 'fantasy' type, a factor that was to have an impact on cultural
life. Social conditions were of the kind which happened to be comparable to
those dealt with in the imported Western literature. The fantasy thus became
one way of satisfying readers' curiosity and desire to escape.
But soon, this kind of writing was shunned. The argument against them was
basically that such novels are totally removed from reality and did not have
anything to do with the day to day life of the man in the street. The
individual was going through a crisis left over by the First World War and
what was needed, it was felt, was a more realistic mode of writing. A
combined effect was achieved: a realism that was imagined, creating for the
reader a world he or she knows well, but it is one which existed only in the
imagination of the writer (Yaghi, p. 71-73).
This call for realism coincided with a new individualism which writers
began to experience. Writers were suffering from political and social
conditions which stood in the way of their ambitions and aspirations. They
therefore turned to their inner selves as a way of expressing deeper problems
felt by both the individual and by society in general. To do this, writers
needed external models, and this is how the novel in Syria was in effect a
reflection of what the West was going through at the time. Western views
arrived through the interaction of those who left the east either looking for
new homes elsewhere, or to study abroad and so on. New ways of thinking,
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both ideological and cultural, made their presence felt on the Arab literary
scene. Martin Abbod's novel - al-ameer al-aHmar - represented a new
beginning in the development of narrative structure: it is both cohesive and
coherent, it had a clear aim and the development of events was clear. There
was no artificiality in the adventures and events portrayed, as event
development and character potrayal were undertaken with skill, the overall
aim being to entertain. The same may be said of afraa', a novel by Milhem
Karam and one which clearly shows a change from the usual style of the
writer earlier on. The novel seems to pay particular attention to structure and
event development within this architecture. The love climax was not forced,
but came to be seen as a nutural development of the thread of character
portrayal.
In this context, we can see how far the novel in the Sham countries was
influenced by romanticism, a trend which was first seen in the work of
Gebran Khalil Gebran , e.g. the Broken Wings (1912). Another writer fitting
in with this new trend is Mikha'il Na'ima; in his novel liqa', which is set
against a background of a transparent spiritual world, Naima is seen at his
best practising a style that is elegant, musical and highly poetic. This shows
how Na'ima benefitted from philosophical reflection, and from a literary and
a spiritual culture: we have romantic idealism set side by side with a poetic
spirit, a philosophical depth and the simplicity of myth (SaCafeen, p. 222).
In Liqa', we have a philosophical exposition of the struggle between body
and soul, the physical and the spiritual.
Away from love and emotions, novelists responded to another romantic call:
to abandon the falshood of cities and embrace nature and rural purity. Martin
Ghusn's novel al-baraka baCd al-laCna represented this new trend. As a
result of this variety of themes and issues, the narrative art of the novel
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began to stablize in Lebanon. This was helped by the publication of literary
magazines such as Al-Makshuf (1936), whose influence can be seen in the
publication of the novel Cumar afendii by Lutfi Haydar (1937), portraying
nationalist feelings against Turkish fanaticism, alongside aspects of social
drama and hypocracy (SaCafeen, p. 227). Here, Haydar used psychoanalysis
and was able to provide an in-depth analysis of characters, a new beginning
in the history of the Arab novel in Sham countries.
Popular subjects such as religious differences and the eventual dominance of
religious conventions over humanitarian sentiments, were also tackled.
These can be seen in, for example, Ahmed Makki's novel al-Nidaa' al-
baCiid (1939). But the highest point in the development of the Arab novel
was reached in Tawfiq Yusuf Awwad's novel al-Raghiif (1939). This
revolves around the Arab struggle for independence and for a dignified
livelihood. This particular novel equalled Tawfiq al-Hakeem's Cawdat Al-
RuuH in terms of artistic importance and the role played in the development
of the Arab novel. A new stage began: this is the stage of maturation. The
novel established itself as a literary genre and one that is commonly used by
prominent writers, including Nagib Mahfouz.
To summarize the situation of the novel between the wars, we could say that
major writers (e.g. Taha Hussain, al-Caqqad) began to take interest in the
new form. The split between the Arab heritage and western influences was
reconciled and writers started to discuss social issues more freely. The form-
content problem was also dealt with: instead of the dominance of the
didactic (historical, etc.) content, form became important and writers used it
to deal with a variety of themes. Elements of the novel such as character
portrayal, event development, language and register were all used skilfully.
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CHAPTER FOUR
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE ARABIC NOVEL:
A CRITICAL PERSPECTIVE
4.1 The Beginnings
When we talk about the way the Arabic novel developed and stabilized as a
genre in Arabic literature, we are basically thinking of Heikal's novel zaynab
(1914). Critics are almost in total agreement that this point represents the
stage which saw Arabic fiction reaching full artistic form. Numerous studies
dealt with the Arabic novel both from a historical and from a critical
perspective. Here, there is a general agreement that the beginnings of this
genre were only seeds of a fictional art that was in the main, heavily based on
content. That is, fictional form was not handled properly. Thus, critics
usually speak of a particular author as being "the first to plant the seeds of
the didactic novel" (Badr 1976: 58) or a particular book as "representative of
the beginnings of Egyptian fiction" (Allen 1995: 27). Critics were also
interested in anyone or any book simply for the contribution it makes
towards encouraging people to read and appreciate narrative fiction.
As we made clear in the previous chapter, any search for the first beginnings
of narrative fiction as a genre must begin with the early attempts which took
place at the end of the 19th and the beginning of the 20th centuries. It is also
necessary to look at how the various writers themselves viewed their works
and the reasons for writing. This is an important source of information. We
have to assume that the critical establishment at that time was made up of
these writers themselves. This is because literary criticism was not an
established field at the time, and the novel as a genre was too new to be
known intimately.
This is not to deny that there was always some form of narrative art which
always had its own distinctive features. These were similar to a number of
aspects we discovered with the modem novel, particularly in the area of
content and the relationship with al-maqamaat. However, nothing like the
modem artistic form of the novel had ever been seen before (Ayyad 1993:
89). The reasons for this are obvious: the novel as we knew it is an imported
form which came to us through translation from the west. It is a product of
western culture (particularly French).
The word 'imported' may be misleading without explanation. The new form
had its own admirers, but these were not totally passive. They combined
elements of artistic structure which they took from the west with what they
already had of well known themes regularly treated in classical Arabic
literature. The new was combined with the old. Thus, the early product did
not fulfil the specifications of the maqamaat, nor the criteria of western
artistic form. This made the task of the writers extremely difficult: although
there was an Arab fictional tradition, this was unable to express what the
writers felt. The result was a generally weak artistic structure simply because
there was no model to follow (Ayyad 1993:132).
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The absence of a model may also explain how this fictional form managed to
move from attempts almost totally devoid of any genre specific elements to
attempts which showed some elements and, filially, to attempts characterized
by complete artistic unity. To survey this territory, I turn in this chapter to
the critics and assess the extent of the receptiveness to the novel as a new
genre on the Arabic literary scene.
4.2 Critical Opinion
Critics are powerful in this context. They tend to accept some works of
fiction and consider these as examples of high literature, worthy of reading,
studying and research. Other works, on the other hand, would be rejected
and branded as 'cheap' and 'unworthy'. The question here is: are such critical
positions based on an analysis of the extent to which a given piece of writing
fulfils the artistic conditions of what the genre involves, or is the decision
made on the basis of other criteria? And if critical views mostly belong to
the latter, what are these criteria?
We recall that the beginnings of the novel on the Arab literary scenes
witnessed three main trends dominating the literature of this language at the
end of the 19th and the beginning of the 20th centuries. These are:
1. The purely didactic trend;
2. The trend which fluctuated between didacticism and light-hearted
entertainment
3. The purely entertainment trend.
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These trends will be discussed shortly. Before I can do this, however, it may
be helpful to concentrate on the novel of the initial stage (the early works)
and sample the kind of attitudes these received from the critics. Such critical
positions are taken in prefaces and introductions by writers, novelists or
translators to works produced (critical studies, novels or translations). They
mainly deal with the function of the genre as they saw it and its social
mission as far as the reader is concerned. Part of this was the nature of this
audience, the social class element, the quality of the readership, how far the
novel reflected social problems experienced by the particular class of people
addressed, and so on.
4.2.1 The Function of the Novel
Regarding the function of the novel, most critics see this as purely didactic
and educative. Other critics see the novel as purely a means of
entertainment, escapism and pastime. Here is the critic Saleem al-Khuri
outlining the function of the novel in his well-known critical study "Novels
and Novelists":
We are no doubt all aware of how infatuated Europeans are with the
novel particularly the representational novel. This is due to their
conviction that through this medium, we express wisdom, cultivate
taste, improve morals and enrich the mind. There is light-heartedness
and humour, but beneath all of this there are facts. No wonder then that
the wise men in this civilization were unanimous in considering the
novel the greatest pillar of civilization; it has the power to influence
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people's thoughts and behaviour, and to spread awareness. (1899:457,
cited in al-Hawaii 1983:26)
For Khuri, then, the function of the novel is to cultivate taste and improve
morals, to present facts and make these digestible in a narrative mode. This
indicates Khuri's awareness of the power of the genre, the critical role it can
play and the influence it can have on the reader. In short, it is the didactic
appeal which is uppermost in Khuri's mind when dealing with the novel.
Similarly, Naguib al-Jaweesh sees the function of the novel in the following
way:
Whoever has read anything produced by westerners in the field of
fictional writing and appreciated the painstaking nature of the task in
dealing with this most enjoyable art would immediately discover the
joy of that pain and the interest it shows among the majority of those
writers in promoting that art. The best thing a man can hope to attain is
to get to know new things, to delve into the unknown, particularly the
kind of knowledge related to his fellow human beings regardless of
race, creed or origin. There is absolutely no doubt that the novel has
been instrumental in cultivating taste, manners and morals, smoothed
the rough edges of customs and habits, educated the populace and
raised awareness. It has stirred feelings, activated inner thoughts,
restored justice and challenged the arrogant and the oppressive. It has
raised the banner of literary freedom and has achieved all this under the
guise of entertainment, even humour. (Naguib al-Jaweesh (1901:175,
cited in al-Hawaii 1983:27)
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In this text, we notice that writing in the novel genre is based on the study of
the individual in his relationship with society. This is almost contrary to the
traditional methods of narrative art represented by tales of myth and
superstition. Thus, the novel focuses on the didactic and the educative, the
discovery of what is new and acquiring knowledge regarding the experience
of others. This was a source of enrichment and cultural awareness. In
addition to all of this, Jaweesh underlines the similarity between the
infatuation of the reader with the novel as a genre and the infatuation of
human nature with telling a tale in general. Finally, Jaweesh stresses the
liberating influence of the novel and how beneficial this can be to the human
spirit and its purity.
4.2.2 The Novel and the Reader
Another important theme in the critical enquiry into the novel in particular
and in literary criticism in general relates to the influence of the novel on the
reader. Critics looked at human nature from a purely moral standpoint. As
the didactic and cultivating objective of writing novels became apparent
particularly in the early stages, this concern with morality among critics was
heightened. Critics, Ayyad (1993: 109) observes, demanded that the novelist
be concerned with moral and ethical issues: good vs. evil and how the
former always wins thus fulfilling what novels are there for, namely
educating the individual, raising his awareness and cultivating his taste.
This kind of attitude was common among critics at this stage of
development. al-muqtaTif literary magazine, for example, was an important
forum for such ideas:
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The aim of education is not to unpluck the seeds of evil from the
human psyche but to educate the young and to demonstrate how good
always wins over evil... As the reading of novels whatever the subject
captures the attention of the young, who find the process both
interesting and entertaining and is thus part of education, people fell
into two camps over the issue: some saw the material as something to
be avoided and admonished against reading it, particularly that which
deals with love themes; they saw this as a waste of time and a morally
harmful activity. The other camp encouraged reading the new form and
saw it as a place where good competes with evil and wins at the end,
thus warning against the former and encouraging the latter (al-
muqtaTif 1905:663, cited in al-Hawaii 1983:29).
Al-muqtaTif continues with the theme of education as a function of the novel
and with the influence on the reader, thus: "Moderation in reading novels
and in appreciating how they distinguish between good and evil is a virtue.
To restrict oneself to those novels which are beneficial is likely not to waste
time or energy. On the other hand, those writers who also economize in
lavish descriptions of good deeds or of bad . deeds can only provide the
reader with a product that is beneficial, novels that are to be preferred" (al-
muqtaTif ibid.).
Thus, one can see how the theme of 'good' and 'virtue' dominates what the
critics wanted the novelists to do. This is explained in terms of the positive
influence such writing morally has on the human psyche. Critics would not
stop at that, however. They went further and issued directives to parents to
watch over what their children read. The critics thus played a moralizing
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role: "Parents must make sure that they read a particular work and fmd it
sound before they can allow their children to read it" (al-muqtaTif, ibid.).
4.2.3 The Well-being of the Nation
This brings in nationalist concerns into the picture alongside didactic values.
The critics seemed concerned with the well-being of the nation, its cultural
and religious conservatism. This attitude can only be taken as an implicit
rejection of the kind of values which translated literature brought along: love
and man-woman infatuation. Such themes were shunned on moral grounds
and literature was thus purified from such dangerous, imported ideas. Of
course it is difficult to talk about human nature without touching on themes
such as love. Nevertheless, the word love was banished from the literary
lexicon. Social pressure was great and the critics promoted these attitudes.
Morality is therefore an important influence on critical thinking and literary
writing (al-Hawaii 1983:32). The young had to be protected, and the critic
and the writer thus became the spiritual guardians:
If we were to examine the anxiety of the young, we would find that the
root of the problem is the kind of love relationships young people
commit themselves to at an early age. Novels and poetry dealing with
love themes and the like can only make matters worse. This kind of
writing is addictive: one thing leads to another and the end result would
be a waste of time and a lowering of standards. These desires must be
curbed. (al-muqtaTif 1882:174, cited in al-Hawaii 1983:32).
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The critic is thus insistent on the need on the part of the novelist to keep
away from such inappropriate themes. The critics believed that these issues,
particularly the one related to morality, love, etc., are closely linked with
human nature. Any damage is therefore thought to lead to the corruption of
taste, as though this would result from merely reading novels.
Of course, when we examine such sentiments today, we can immediately see
that the views expressed do not stand up logically. But, given the climate of
opinion at the time, there was nothing out of the ordinary about the
associations made. The critics felt that it is their task to take part in social,
reformative and moral discussions and given the conservative Islamic
environment in which they operated, subjects like love were declared taboos.
It is such views which were perhaps behind Fuad Salim's defensive attitude.
In introducing his novel wafaa' zawja, Salim wrote that the subject of love
dealt with in the novel is platonic love, the love of a husband for his wife.
He also considered the love and infatuation scenes in the novel as aspects of
the style of writing which is aimed at pastime and entertainment, and not
gimmicks for their own sake:
This is the second novel by Count de Schmit; the aim is both moralistic
and educative, portraying pure love in its most beautiful manifestations.
The novel shows us the importance of keeping one's promises, and
showing constancy in friendships and relationships. Of course the
novel like any novel has to have love scenes. These would not be
intended for their own sake but rather to entertain and lighten the
burden of reading. Pure love must be presented as beautiful, noble and
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something from which the reader can derive benefits. (Salim, cited in
al-Hawaii 1983:33).
a more frank response to the critic's attitude, Al-Hawaii in his naqd al-
waaya (1983) on which I have depended heavily so far holds the view that
e consequence of the traditional critical approach was two-fold: they could
)t objectively see the reality surrounding them, on the one hand, and they
)uld not properly analyze human nature and behaviour, on the other hand.
ccording to al-Hawaii (p. 35):
What the critics did was thus to simplify the essence of human
experience represented by the relationship of man to woman (that is,
love) and they isolated this experience from its natural course. They
settled for semantic generalities instead of focussing on the nature of
the conditions in which people lived, analyzing these and expressing
feelings that reflect the experience of society. These avenues remained
closed as they could not find a novelist to explore them.
his then is a sketch of the way critics saw the novel and how they defined
3 task: education and benefit are the basis, with morality providing the
)cus of attention and the major criterion by which novels are accepted or
jected. This leads us to a discussion of the didactic novel which responded
psitively to what the critics wanted at the time.
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4.3 The Didactic Novel
Two main trends may be identified within what came to be known as the
didactic or educative novel. The first is the purely didactic trend which
dominated in the 19th and early 20th centuries. The second is that which
swung between education on the one hand and entertainment and pastime on
the other.
The main feature of the first purely didactic trend is the almost exclusive
attention paid to education. There was little attention paid to the artistic
elements of the novel as a genre (character portrayal, event development,
etc.), elements which were at times completely ignored. This is in contrast to
the second mixed trend where the didactic was relayed through elements
such as a well-woven plot.
4.3.1 Tahtawi's Adventures of Telemaque
RafaCa al-Tahtawi is considered one of the pioneers in writing within this
latter educative-entertaining mould. He established the form in Arabic
literature in an attempt to cultivate taste and raise the awareness of the
reader. This was felt important at a time when there was very little education
and illiteracy was wide-spread. The Renaissance in Arab culture was just
beginning and attention was being redirected to education in the era of
Muhanuned All and Isma'il.
Given this concern with educating the reader and seeking general benefit,
Tahtawi's waqaa'iC talmaaak almost completely lacked what we now
consider to be the main elements of the novel as a literary form. Education
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and information were uppermbst in . Tahtawi's mind and no need was
therefore felt to produce a work which satisfies the requirement of the novel
as we know it. In the introduction to the book, which is a translation of
Fenelon's Les Aventures de Telemaque, Tahtawi states that
the book contains the most profound of tales. There is no doubt that the
subjects touched on are similar to the maqamaat al-HariirThitis a
collection of articles which became famous among the nations of the
world. This reputation is due to the sound and deep meanings, advice
to the Kings and Sultans and lessons for everyone in how to improve
one's conduct. (p. 4)
Thus, it is Tahtawi who should be credited with laying the foundations of the
Arabic didactic novel. In fact, Tahtawi's translation pioneered writing not
only in the didactic mould but in this genre in general. The importance of
Telemaque lies in two main areas: the campaign against oppression
particularly by the autocrats in Egypt and the call for unity and solidarity.
The adventures narrated in the book are not real, of course. They are
however not totally fictitious in that they are more like intellectual
adventures into the world of the unknown which Telemaque engages in as he
travels from country to country. In each of these stops, Telemaque describes
the social and political situation, identifies the weaknesses and suggests
solutions out of these problems. The adventure mode is merely a framework
through which the travels are seen, providing the author with an opportunity
to comment on as many experiences as possible.
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;garding the artistic element of the translation of Fenelon's Les Aventures
Telemaque, as a novel, these are all but absent. This is due to dominance
the didactic element over that of the novel as such. The interest-arousing
lue is hardly there, and the thread of event development is extremely weak
le search of Telemaque for his father). The desire of the writer to crowd
e novel with information forces him to move swiftly with his characters to
I kinds of places, a factor that contributes to the novel becoming a
Illection of 'essays'. This also has an effect on character; despite the large
Lmber, characters are mostly flat, unable to develop, inactive and
tanalyzed.
at when we view the novel as a translation, the book represents a
.mendous effort. It is an important contribution to Arabic literature, a
ctor that may clearly be seen in Tahtawi's style: flowing with ease, grace
id clarity, without excessive dependence on embellishments. In this, the
wel is superior to anything else, a quality which resides not only in the
:auty of language but in the effectiveness of the style. With this, the book
is come to represent the transitional stage from the fossilized modes of
riting to the new mode of the modern age.
.3.2 Mubarak's Cilm al-diin (1883)
Ii Mubarak's work provides us with another example of the didactic novel.
his is represented by Mubarak's book Cilm al-diin. In fact, there are a
amber of points in common between al-Tahtawi and Mubarak: they both
ave an Egyptian peasant background and an Azharite culture which they
oth sought to reconcile with western learning while studying abroad.
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Finally, both Tahtawi and Mubarak were patriots and totally driven by the
desire to teach and educate their people.
What was Mubarak's aim in writing Cilm al-dimn? In the introduction to this
work, Mubaralc has this to say:
There is nothing more useful for [the country] and more of a bringer of
blessings and goodness than teaching our young men and women,
spreading education and the arts. This will raise awareness regarding
rights and obligations, unite everyone in the service of the land and in
achieving the aim of happiness for all. This can only be achieved
through knowledge, good education since being ignorant is harmful to
the person concerned and to others.
This has encouraged me to writing a book in which I put together a
variety of useful lessons told in the gentle pace of narrative style. The
book which should be beneficial to all has thus contained the best I
could find in Arab and foreign books, in the field of jurisprudence,
industry, rare creatures and stories of land and sea. It is the story of an
Egyptian traveller who met up with an Englishman. This vehicle
enabled me to compare conditions in the east and in the west. (p. 6-8)
These introductory paragraphs reveal Mubarak's educational objective. This
is achieved through a comparison between East and West, and is cast in the
travelogue mode which carries the informational element. The travels take an
imaginary form, with characters some of whom are rooted in reality (like
Cilm al-dimn ). In fact, this particular character has remarkable similarities
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with the character of the writer. In broad outline, this young man comes from
a village where his father is an Imam. He was sent by his father to al-Azhar
to study, got married and eventually had an opportunity to travel abroad.
This is remarkably similar to the events in Mubarak's real life. But there are
of course fictitious characters like that of the English tourist, for example.
Thus, Mubarak sought to present knowledge didactically through the
framework of an interesting tale, hence the name musaamara given to each
chapter of the book. Elements of the novel as a genre, however, were as
weak in Mubarak as they had been in Tahtawi. This huge book, made up of
three parts almost totally lacks a narrative thread. Such a thread emerges
only in the early chapters of the first part when Mubarak talks about the life
of Cilam al-Din before he started his travels. Even then, this section is not
purely narrational; it is a review of the kind of knowledge Mubarak
possessed about the Arabic language. In the first musaamara (episode), he
seizes the opportunity of his father's desire to educate his son and goes
through all kinds of wise and poetic sayings about the virtues of education at
al-Azhar (p. 9-10).
The same happens in the second musaamara: when the father makes up his
mind to send his son to a friend of his in Cairo. Mubaralc once again seizes
the opportunity to talk about the pieces of advice which father gives to son
on how to become an ideal student (p. 11-22). The narrative element is
minimal, not exceeding a few lines. In fact even when an ideal opportunity
came his way in the third musaamara when Mubaralc found an ideal forum
to get into an interesting narrative (Cilam al-Din was looking for a wife), the
opportunity was missed. Instead of an interesting story, we ended up with a
serious discussion about marriage, the virtues of this institution and the ideal
conditions which a wife must possess (p. 28-31).
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The moment travelling began, the purely scientific, didactic side never
stopped. Mubarak was constantly displaying his awareness of European
knowledge. In the seventh musaamara which starts with taking a train, the
English tourist asks Cilm al-Din about the train. Cilm al-Din replies that it
reminds him of the Day of Judgement. We are then served with an
exposition that exceeds 30 pages on heat and steam, the development which
the invention of the train has seen, the railways and even the number of
passengers using the trains around the world (p. 88-132).
This is how all the musaamaras are filled to the brim with information about
all kinds of subjects. The extent to which this focus on information and the
didactic side allowed Mubarak to experiment with narrative elements is thus
limited. It is almost as if his preoccupation with the didactic makes him
forget about his role as a narrator. This is despite his early declaration that
the narrative form would be a vehicle for information imparting. The latter
simply dominated the entire work (Heikel 1993: 80).
4.4 The Purely Didactic Trend in Twentieth Century Arab Novel
At the beginning of the 20th century, conditions through which writers lived
affected the literature produced. The colonial occupation, for example,
created a reaction against all that which is western. This is how the idea of
reviving classical Arab literary heritage began to circulate. But this body of
mostly oral tradition did not possess a well-defined genre that one might call
a 'novel'. As I explain in Chapter Three, writers, mostly from Egypt,
searching for the new form hit upon a genre that is literary and classical and
that fitted their requirements, namely al-maqaama (Bach 1976: 72).
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As for how writers viewed their literary mission, this too was affected by the
conditions in society at the time. The Egyptian society, for example, was
suffering from a number of social ills, corruption and dishonesty. Different
writers saw their task differently: al-Tahtawi and Mubarak had one approach
(purely didactic), others followed a different way (social criticism). As we
will see in the following discussion, this difference was only a matter of
focus and not real. This may be illustrated from a consideration of one of the
most important works produced in his period: Hadiith Ciisa Bin Hishaam by
Muharruned al-Muwaylihi.
4.4.1 Didacticism and Social Commentary
Hadiith Ciisa Bin Hishaam was serialized between 1898 and 1902 in
miSbaaH al-sharq, a newspaper published by Muwaylihi's father. Let us first
consider the most important changes which occurred on the view of the
novel's function as seen by Muwaylihi. In his introduction to Hadiith Ciisa
Bin Hishaam, he says:
After hearing what Ciisa Bin Hishaam had to say, one can assume that
what was said is imagined and is not real. However, once said, it
becomes a reality in the guise of imagination, that is it is imagination
cast in a realistic mode. In this book, we tried to explain the morality
and temperament of modern man whatever the social class. The
underlying theme is how certain conflicts may best be avoided and how
certain virtues must be promoted. (p. 6)
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We can thus see that there is certainly a didactic objective. However, the
didactic novel in this period seems to take on an added dimension when
compared with the novel of the 19th century. As al-Nassaj (n.d.: 51)
remarked, the aim of the writer is not simply to teach but to portray society
in all its weak and strong points and across the various social classes. Of
course, the final aim is to achieve social reform, but this is done in a much
more realistic and interesting manner.
In fact, the choice by Muwaylihi of the book's title and the dedication to the
leaders of social and religious reform such as Jamal al-Din al-Afghani,
Muhammed Abduh and al-Baruudi shows how the writer is deeply
committed to the idea of reform. But this is matched by another commitment
to the art of narrative writing and to the classical heritage. This explains al-
Muwaylihi's choice of al-maqaama as a mode of narration (al-Hawari 1983:
54-55).
4.4.1.1 The Influence of maqaama
The first thing to link al-Muwaylihi's book to the Arabic maqaama is his
choice of the concept Hadith (talk) and not say 'novel' or 'story' for his book.
The reference is to the nature and function of the maqaama in that it is a
'talk' delivered to a group of listeners. What are the grounds for this
comparison? First, Cisa Bin Hisham was chosen to be the protagonist, and as
we know this recalls the Cisa Bin Hisham, the hero of BadiC al-Zaman al-
Hamadhani's maqaamat. This has helped in bringing together a tradition and
a modern theme and thus in trying to underline the tension between two
societies: an old and a new one. Second, Muwaylihi's attention to describing
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many aspects of the social life of his age, particularly regarding corruption
(and especially of the judges and the courts). This is comparable with the
maqaama which was known to focus on the description of the social life of
the times (e.g. in Baghdad as portrayed by BadiC al-Zaman).
The third aspect of the comparison between the maqaama and Muwaylihi's
work is to do with the form, particularly with regard to the hero. Instead of
choosing a SaCluk of a protagonist who would be performing all kinds of
fantastical and strange deeds, al-Muwaylihi chose a character representative
of the aristocracy. 	 This is embodied in the leader/general who was
resurrected from his grave to represent the past. This is the character of the
Turkish Pasha. Finally, we have the matter of language: al-Muwaylihi used
SajaC in the exposition and description of the book. He also made sure that
some of the characters disappear as a particular chapter ends, an aspect
which is very similar to the conventional maqaama (Bach 1976: 76-77 if).
But there are important differences between Muwaylihi's book and the
maqaama as we know it, on the one hand, and the didactic novel as practised
by Tahtawi and Mubarak, on the other hand. The first point of difference
relates to Muwaylihi's attempt somehow to link the various chapters. Such
links are often weak, and sometimes never exist. Nevertheless, the idea of
connection was a new feature introduced into the didactic novel. This genre
used to be connected extremely superficially and not in terms of scenes or
situations. Al-Muwaylihi created a natural progression.
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4.4.1.2 Event Development
In the first chapter, we mark the appearance on the scene of the Pasha face to
face with Ciisa bin Hishaam. The Pasha then insists on going to the Castle to
change the clothes he was wearing when he left the grave. They reach the
square of the castle. The Pasha praises Muhammed All and shows signs of
submission to him. He then asks Cisa bin Hisham to accompany him to his
house, asks him to hurry and rides his horse, etc. In the second chapter, the
Pasha and his companion were prevented from passing through by a a man
on a donkey. The man was difficult to get rid of, claiming that he was
requested by the Pasha to follow them, that he was delayed for two hours
and that they had to either ride with him or pay suitable compensation. The
Pasha was astounded by the daring of the man even towards a Pasha. Such
behaviour was nevertheless cause for admirtation.
This incident led to the intervention of the police who went in rather heavy-
handedly. The situation worsened for the Pasha who was eventually accused
of attempting to harm a policeman while performing his duty. The Pasha was
taken to prison, then to court. Before the prosecutor, the Pasha had to use the
services of a lawyer. The problem now became one of how to pay the lawyer
which led to further complications with the whole system of justice. In this
way, Mawaylihi was able to voice bitter criticism of both civil and Islamic
law, the disorderliness of court proceedings, the exploitation which was rife.
Once having finished with this sector of society, Muwaylihi moves on to
another sector. But the aim is one throughout, that is criticism. This is the
theme which lends the book connectedness. But it is also where the
connection has been seen by some as weak (Badr 1976: 77-78). Instead of
sticking to one social issue and following it through, Muwaylihi surveys as
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many issues as possible (the police and the citizen, the civil and Islamic law
courts, medicine and doctors, etc.). There is also criticism not only of the
social structure in the city but of that in rural areas (the Cumdeh who
represents the interests of the rich, most of whom were naive and greedy,
thus falling into the Cumda's trap of extortion).
To add to this variety of occasions, Muwaylihi leaves both city and village to
take us through his criticism abroad. His aim here is to compare between the
eastern city and the western city. In this, Muwaylihi comes close to the style
of Tahtawi and Mubaralc who also use the travel mode for didactic purposes.
There is one important difference, however. Muwaylihi's journey mostly
focussed on society and its internal affairs He wanted to correct these ills
from within. Tahtawi and Mubarak, on the other hand, used foreign travel as
a vehicle for introducing their fellow citizens to the marvels of western
civilization and culture.
4.4.1.3 Character Development
There is another feature which distinguishes the work of Muwaylihi from
that of others. This is to do with the control of character development. He
chose the character of the Turkish Pasha as a vehicle for portraying old
worn-out eastern concepts. He then chose Cisa Bin Hisham in order to
perform the role of the intermediary between the Pasha and new trends in
society. These have been influenced by western culture and needed someone
to establish the connection between these new habits and the old wrong
ways of doing things (Heikel 1993: 185).
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One problem in this area of character development, however, was
Muwaylihi's modest success in controlling the inner thoughts of these
characters (Bath 1976: 78). He would merely use them as a means to an end,
without paying attention to deeper levels of analysis, to the logic of how they
behave and to the interaction between their behaviour and that of others. For
example, we are presented only with an extremely mild element of surprise
or even shock when people are faced with the Pasha, just resurrected from
the grave. But this did not seem to matter, since Muwaylihi's objective was
not so much to develop character as it was to serve his own didactic ends.
He wanted characters to express his own opinions and ideas and to serve
event development (Bath 1976: 79). This goes hand in hand with the didactic
aim, and it is perhaps behind the disappearance of many characters which I
referred to above. As soon as the discussion of a particular issue or the
treatment of a given situation comes to an end, characters simply go away
and others take over.
4.4.1.4 Style and Language
The style used by Muwaylihi played an important role in the development of
the didactic novel. He used a form of narration characterized by an imagist
style, that is an ability to present live pictures through natural dialogue. This
is different from the style of earlier writers which was academic and dry. Al-
Muwaylihi drew most of his images from real society, a practice that has left
us with an impression even today. There is the image of the lawyer in the
Islamic court who pretends to be pious only to hide his hypocrisy and
mendacity. When the Pasha and Cisa Bin Hisham go into the lawyer's
office, he would deliberately take longer at prayer, which is not a genuine
act. The two visitors get bored waiting until the lawyer's errand boy comes
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in to present a play. This is pre-orchestrated and is nothing but cheating and
sham:
We sat and waited for a long time to see when is he going to rid
himself of this hypocrisy, when are the two angels going to be left in
peace, when are we going to finish with this depressing tedious
episode. We were able to see him stealing furtive looks at the door, as
if he was waiting for something. A boy came in at that point shouting at
him and asking when this act of worship was going to end as the prayer
mat was worn out from endless praying, while people are waiting for
their cases to be seen to by the expert lawyer. People depended on the
lawyer, the boy continued, and His Excellency the Prince is waiting at
the palace all afternoon. We decided to leave when the Sheikh turned
to the boy and rebuked him. He greeted us most gently showering us
with God's blessings, saying that he is at our service (Hadiith, p. 103-
104).
It was through such natural pictures that Muwaylihi was able to expose
hypocrisy and exploitation, a feature which makes the book particularly
interesting. These pictures also enabled the writer to use dialogue most
effectively. In fact, Muwaylihi used two stylistic modes in his writing (Badr
1976: 81-82). First is an expository style very much like that of the
maqaama. This is used particularly at the beginning of chapters and is
always attributed to Ciisa bin Hishaam. This style is also used in describing
natural scenery and palaces. The function of this style seems to be one of
marking the scene-setting sections in the various chapters. In terms of
language, this style was characterised by the use of sajaC and the attention
to choice of gentle expression, together with short, easy-flowing musical
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sentences. Stange-sounding forms are avoided in order to achieve his
didactic aim.
The second stylistic mode used by Muwaylihi is dialogue. This was even
more smoothly-flowing than the expository parts. SajaC is completely
avoided and meaning is most transparent. There is an easy gentle pace and in
writing this al-Muwaylihi was perhaps aware that dialogue should copy the
way people speak. The dialogue is also naturally related to characters.
Register is also involved. The function of dialogue was mostly to explain
particular ideas or to clarify the essence of human nature. But this took a
number of forms depending on the audience.
For example, the dialogue between Cisa bin Hisham and the Pasha and that
between these two characters and the scholars were very similar to an essay.
Many ideas were discussed and explained and the monologue dominates.
This is different from the dialogue with lower classes of society, with the
uneducated and the backward. Here, the language is much more realistic
and lively, pushing events forward at a much faster rate.
From this assessment of Hadiith Ciisa bin Hishaam, we can see that this
book was not without a number of technical shortcomings which somehow
lessen its importance as a novel (Heikel 1993: 185). However, the book is
an important step in the development of narrative fiction in Arabic. It was
able to create a well-defined long narrative that has a beginning, a
developing line and an end. The story presents us with a variety of complex
situations and with numerous events. There are also well-developed
characters who possess a number of important fictional elements such as
entertainment, surprise, complexity and denouncement.
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4.5 The Trend In-between Didacticism and Entertainment
4.5.1 Syrian Immigrant Writers - Zaydan as an Example
While Egyptian writers were particularly concerned with educating their
fellow countrymen and making them more aware, the Syrian immigrant
writers living in Egypt were more interested in what European culture had to
offer. The Egyptians thus focused on social reform and the revival of
classical Arabic heritage. The Syrian immigrants, on the other hand, were
more keen on bringing western culture and literature back home. Their main
interest was therefore in translating important western literary forms into
Arabic.
This was in part motivated by commercial reasons. These immigrants ran a
number of newspapers and magazines (e.g. al-Ahraam, al-muqtaTif al-
jaamiCa, al-muqaTTam) and the question of attracting a large number of
readers was important to them. Thus, the immigrants were keen on giving
people what they desired most: western literature and entertainment. The
two did not necessarily go together, and a compromise had to be found.
People were given what the spirit of the modem age demanded, but at the
same time great western literature also found its way into what they read.
4.5.1.1 The Historical Element
This attitude may be seen most clearly in Jurji Zaydan. He adopted a similar
line and may thus be taken as representative of the trend between didactism
and entertainment. His specific interest was in historical novels which are by
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definition didactic. At first, we may see this as a continuation of the didactic
trend. In fact, when we examine Jurji Zaydan's work more closely, we fmd
that the fictional element is fairly strong, but dominated by didacticism. He
was less interested in the artistic side of fiction and more concerned with
teaching the historical element. This is one of the reasons why Jurji's novels
are fairly weak artistically (Allen 1995: 26). It is important to ask the
question: why did Zaydan concentrate on the historical element?.
Jurji Zaydan is the most important representative of this trend. In fact it is
due to his efforts that the novel within this combined focus emerged: the
historical novel which is both entertaining and beneficial. The didactic
element is very much there which is a continuation of the first trend. But
there is also the narrative entertaining element, and this was something new
(Cratchowski, tran al-Attawi 1989: 36-7). Zaydan used the narrative in the
service of the didactic goal and not for its artistic value. This in part explains
why his novels are fairly weak technically, an issue which I will discuss
later.
But first let us examine the reasons which pushed Zaydan in the direction of
the historical novel and then assess the most important features of his
writings. Zaydan chose to write historical novels under the influence of a
number of factors including his desire to imitate what was done in Europe,
namely the practice of the novel. Zaydan had read widely in the field of
histrical fiction and had known writers like Walter Scott and Alexander
Dumas who excelled in this genre. But Zaydan did not simply imitate; he
was different. Unlike Scott or Dumas, he insisted on using narrative art in
the service of didactic aims. That is, while writers like Scott were more
concerned with the artistic structure of the work as a novel, Zaydan treated
the entertainment element as secondary.
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One of the reasons for the position which Zaydan took is the spread of
'cheap' translations which aimed only to entertain and not serve society. Such
works ignored the social function of the novel which according to Zaydan
was to educate. But Zaydan was not an extremist. He felt that readers
wanted entertainment and he decided to give them this. We must here
remember that Zaydan published al-hilaal magazine and readership mattered
to him. But he felt that entertainment must be combined with what he saw as
beneficial for society: familiarizing the reader with classical Arab and
Islamic history, so that this field of Arab culture is not restricted to the
educated elite. This was perfectly in line with the trend that called for the
revival of classical Arab heritage.
4.5.1.2 Subject Matter
The main features of the genre historical novel as practised by Jurji Zaydan
may be seen in his preface to his al-Hajjaj Bin yusuf al-thaqafii (1902),
which I will quote at length (cited in al-Hawaii 1983: 46):
From experience, we have felt that popularizing history in the form of
novels is the most preferred way of making people want to read it, to
learn from it. This is particularly the case if we bear in mind that we
exert every effort to make history rule over the novel and not the other
way round. The form dominating the content is a European practice
and writers in this culture put as their primary objective the writing of a
novel. Historical details are then added to give the novel some realism.
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Writers thus allowed themselves to take liberties with historical facts to
the extent of sometimes distorting them. But we adopt the opposite
view: we rely in our novels on history, with the plot being secondary
merely to keep up the interest of the reader. Historical facts thus
remain intact, made less heavy by a love story or some such sequence
of events. In fact, our novels are as authoritative as any book on
history, in terms of time, place and characters. Additions will only be
those made necessary by the requirements of description which does
not distort the facts but make them clearer, particularly where manners
and morals are concerned. This affected the artistic qualities of
Zaydan's work as we will see below.
In terms of subject matter, Zaydan chose periods of struggle in Arab history
and did not pay much attention to periods that were less stressful. This is
interesting from an artistic point of view: "it makes plots easier to weave and
thus naturally add to the interest and entertainment factor of the novel. There
will always be enough variety in events and adventures, with many 'good'
and 'bad' characters to choose from, especially in love stories" (Badr 99).
Zaydan's interest in the combination of didactic and entertaining elements
may also be seen in the way he entitled his stories. He would sometimes
focus on the historical side (fatH al-andulus, al-in qilaab al-Cuthmaanii,
etc.), but sometimes on the entertaining element (fataat ghassan, Cadhraa'
quraysh, etc.). These titles are immediately followed by a munmary of the
contents which only mention the historical side, underplaying the love or
entertainment side. Historical facts are thus always observed. In fact,
Zaydan would document accurately any sequence of events he used, to the
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extent that in the body of certain works there would be references to sources
(al-Nassaj n. d. p. 180)
4.5.2 The Artistic Value of Zaydan's work
4.5.2.1 Event Development in Zaydan
I want now to assess the artistic value of Zaydan's work and the contribution
it made to the development of the Arabic novel. Because Zaydan
concentrated more on the didactic side and was specially interested in
portraying historical events as truthfully as possible, the secondary
entertaining, love-story part is the only part in which we can see his
artististic skills. In this part, we always have a love relationship between an
absolutely 'good' hero and an absolutely 'good' heroine. Plotting and intrigue
creep into the relationship. The two lines (the historical and the personal)
then run in parallel, and as soon as the sequence of historical events fmishes,
the love relationship comes to an end. This is the genre which some critics
refer to as the event story (the kind of story which tries to maintain the
interest of the reader in the event) (Bath 1976: 100; Heikel 1993: 195).
Zaydan stuck to this pattern and tried to give the readers what they wanted.
This is why he concentrated on the marvellous and the fantastic. But this had
negative effects on the way events were developed. Events lost the
connection and developed rather unnaturally. The fantastic becomes more
important than the event, and since events are historical and well-known, the
reader could see how unconnected they are.
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These weaknesses did not trouble Zaydan, however. He was more interested
in teaching his reader. He would begin his stories with a historical and
geographical desription of the town in which events took place. He even
sometimes uses a map, and addresses the reader directly "Now that you have
seen what Istanbul is like, let me take you to ...". Zaydan would also take
every opportunity to describe the civilization of the age. All these were far
more important than the events.
But events remained to be more important than characters in which Zaydan
was least interested. They are idealistic and cliched: a man violently in love
with a woman; an evil man competes with the hero and does his best to spoil
the relationship and win the woman. In this the evil man gets the help of
other characters, etc. This is the outline of the type of characters used. There
is little or no psychological analysis. Characters react in the same way,
express love or hatred in the same way (al-Rashid's concern over losing his
throne is like Sultan Abdul Hameed's concern and the passionate love of one
heroine seems to be the same as that of every other heroine) (Bach 1976:
108).
4.5.2.2 Character Development in Zaydan
As al-Nassaj (n.d.: 186) points out, there is little attempt at telling us what
goes on deep down, or what the motives for certain actions are. Characters
thus become unconvincing and unbelievable. When rarely Zaydan does
analyze his characters, he always manages to generalize the issue turning it
from one to do with a character to one related to an entire group (the feelings
of Sirin in al-in qilaab al-Cuthmaanii regarding the danger befalling her
lover becomes a feeling all women share). Character descriptions therefore
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become the description of a type of people, and personal qualities become
general themes like bravery, sincerity, etc. A related issue here is the way
Zaydan quickly comes up with the verdict; he does not allow characters to
evolve into this or that quality as events develop. His characters are
presented in all their aspects from the start.
Regarding the climax in Zaydan's novels, it is very difficult to identify the
source from which this is taken, particularly in his love stories. They all look
the same in terms of the climax. We can understand why he went for this
uniformity. He wanted the climax in the love story to be secondary to the
historical subject. Thus, he was sometimes forced to create characters
representing the love/entertaining side and tried to link these to the historical
charcters. But since the historical climax is the one which moved his novels,
he had to use tricks and an element of superficial surprise to make the love
part work. These devices are used less when the love story characters are in
fact historical characters (Badr 1976: 103).
For example, in his novel al-in qilaab al-Cuthmaanii , the climax is based on
a number of coincidental circumstances and adventures. Sirin is presented to
us as having heard for the first time of the man she was to love - Ramez - in
a conversation she had with another character. This took place in the
municipal park, and the conversation was about resisting the rule of Sultan
Abdul Hameed and his oppression. Competing with Ramez in love is a man
with influence. He sets Ramez up and gets him arrested. He then goes to
Skin, threatens her with prison if she does not accept him as husband. Sirin
escapes and after a series of adventures reaches the Sultan. The Sultan tries
to use her to kill a maid who knew too much, and following another series of
adventures, both Sirin and the maid escape. Ramez also succeeds in tricking
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the Sultan, and in killing his competitor. Finally, Ramez declares
constitutional rule etc.
Thus, the climax of this story is based on artificial adventures which arouses
readers' interest but does not go deeper into the events leading to the climax.
What we have said about the climax also applies to the endings of Zaydan's
novels. The reader of this kind of novel expects a happy ending: love
relationships are usually crowned with the victory of the two lovers (who are
good) over the evil characters. If historical details allow this to happen, then
the two lovers see happiness together (as is the case in al-in qilaab al-
Cuthmaanii). However, historical events often got in the way of this
formula. When historical details decide that catastrophe must occur at the
end, the good people are affected and are prevented from enjoying their
success.
4.5.2.3 Dialogue
As far as dialogue is concerned, Zaydan tended towards a factual style of
simple exposition which gives the reader information in as easy a manner as
possible. The didactic tendency in Zaydan made this possible. His aim was
to inform and not to analyze characters or events in depth. Dialogue was thus
not an issue. It was something which, if Zaydan felt forced to use, was "not
a natural mode through which characters express themselves in the proper
register, but a forced way of speaking dictated by the nature of the historical
sources on which Zaydan based his novels" (al-Hawaii 1983:65). Dialogue
thus became another vehicle for transmitting historical information.
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If this kind of information is not available, we get the writer's own views
transmitted through such dialogues. For example, in al-in qilaab al-
Cuthmaanii, Sirin replies to Sa'ib (who was threatening her with the Sultan's
punishment if she did not accept him as a husband) saying: "Were you to
know that to be alive is not the sole aim of man in this world! Do you think
that man can be happy only when he eats and thinks and acquires wealth? If
you consider this happiness, then rest assured that this is beastly happiness.
True happiness is when your conscience is undisturbed and free, when your
heart is full of goodness". This is happiness according to the dignified
seekers after freedom" (p. 30). The discourse is Zaydan's and the ideas are
seen from his perspective. He acts on behalf of his characters. This is why,
according to al-Nassaj (pp. 187-188), the language of dialogue belongs to
one register, expressing no movement or development, static, frozen, fixed.
In conclusion, we can see that Jurji Zaydan, who from 1891 until his death
in 1914 gave us 21 novels, served many generations of readers. His mission
in life was to present ancient history in a modern style. He combined
historical fact with folk fiction in a vehicle that he took from western
literature (the novel). He tried to use the elements of this genre as best he
could, but his concern that what he writes must depict history was an
obstacle. This is why his novels were technically weak. The other
complicating factor was his attempt to combine teaching with entertainment.
True, this was a step in the right direction as far as the development of the
Arabic novel was concerned. But, the mixture was often artificial and
unsuccessful.
In my opinion, this critical judgement might be a little too harsh. From a
different perspective to the one commonly adopted by the critics, Zeydan
may equally correctly be seen as the writer who opened two main doors for
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the Arabic novel: the first introduced us to the historical novel as a genre in
its own right. Modern writers like Naguib Nahfouz, Adel Kamel and Famed
Abu Hadeed appreciated the value of reviving the forgotten past, although
without paying as much attention to historical detail. The second door
which Zaydan opened introduced us to popular fiction whose aim is to
entertain. This has been accepted by generations of readers which suggests
that the entertainment novel is another genre in its own right. Many writers
followed Zaydan and the genre thus came to stay as we will see in the next
section.
4.6 The Entertainment Trend in Arabic Fiction
I have tried in the previous section to show how the didactic novel developed
in order to reflect the aims of the educated class. These sought through the
new genre of the novel to teach their fellow citizens, cultivate the general
taste and raise awareness. Reformers also used the new genre to introduce
social reforms, especially during the period of resisting western civilization
and culture.
Many men of letters, however, felt that there was a need to reconcile
between didactic aims and entertainment. Thus, we had Zaydan, for
example, who combined the two aims in his novels. But the reader seemed to
want pure entertainment far more than didacticism alone or combined (Bach
1976: 121). This popular demand had an important effect on the way literary
production was going. Writers responded to this demand and began to
produce novels whose primary aim is to entertain.
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This pure-entertainment trend began at the end of the 19th century mainly
through translation and with the help of the press. But the trend has
continued to grow until this day. The development of this genre has never
been easy. Particularly after Word War II, there have been a number of
counter-trends encouraging forms such as the realistic novel and the political
(socialist) novel. The entertainment trend was limited by these but did not
disappear. In fact, it went on developing, finding quite a large percentage of
readers.
4.6.1 The Growth of Popular Fiction
4.6.1.1 The Role of Syrian Immigrant Writers
To analyze the reasons behind the popularity and growth of this trend,
particularly in the beginning and through the 20th century, we have first of
all to bear in rnirid that this genre developed at the hand of Syrian immigrant
writers in Egypt. As Bach (1976: 126) observes, the genre could not find
sufficient interest from Muslim Egyptian writers who rejected this kind of
writing. These writers were also against dealing with themes such as love.
Immigrant writers were the opposite. They had been influenced by western
(particularly French) culture and civilization, and did not hesitate to promote
the values which this foreign culture taught them. In fact, these writers
pioneered in introducing western arts (novel, drama) since they did not feel
they had to justify their actions by referring to classical Arabic and Islamic
models. Such an attitude was strengthened by their hatred of the Ottoman
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aliphate and the bitter conditions through which the Arab world was going
Badr 1976: 34-37).
1.6.1.2 The Influence of the Press
rhus, most of the writers immigrating to Egypt (particularly from Greater
>yria) showed interest in introducing the Arab reader to western fiction and
were involved in journalism. This explains the attraction they had to popular
iction of the entertainment type. The aim was to win as many readers as
)ossible. Readers were first interested in the subject of political struggle. But
when such an interest almost vanished with the disappearance of what might
)e called political struggle, writers and readers had to find something else.
qewspapers and periodicals turned to the serialized entertainment novel
)asically to win readers. One of the influential newspapers was al-ahraam.
['his was run by editors who were very much pro-French. Opposition to this
nounted, and a new political daily (al-muqaTTam) appeared. This was
7ollowed by a number of periodicals all of which sought to interest readers in
he kind of serialized literature they were offering (Yaghi, n. d.: 34-48).
Examples of the most important of these may be helpful at this point:
71-muqtaTaf (originally established and edited by Yaaquub Sarruf & Faris
\limr in Lebanon in 1876, then moved to Egypt in 1885)
71-hilaal (established and edited by the Lebanese-born Jurji Zeydan in Cairo
n 1895)
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al-Diyaa' (established and edited by the Syrian-born Ibrahim al-Yazaji in
Cairo in 1898)
Fataat al-sharq (established and edited by Labiba Hashim in Cairo in 1906)
musamaraat al-shaCb (established and edited by Khalil Sadiq in Cairo in
1904)
al-Riwaayaat al-jadida (established and edited by Nicola Rizq Allah in
Cairo in 1910)
This list shows that most editors were Syrian immigrants, with particular
interest in the entertainment novel. This is in contrast with those periodicals
edited by Egyptians (mostly Muslims). The latter group were more interested
in political, religious and social reform. But as I indicated above, these
subjects lost their importance rapidly, and a huge readership grew wanting
popular entertainment kind of fiction. Numerous magazines began to
especialize in this kind of serialized literature. Both Egyptian and immigrant
publishers worked together to provide this kind of material. In fact the title
of the magazine usually points to the kind of material published:
musamaraat al-nadiim (ed. Ibrahim Afendi Ramzi, 1903), musamaraat al-
shaCb (ed. Khalil Sadiq Afendi, 1904), al-musamaraat al-usbuuDyya
1909), musamaraat al-Muluuk (ed. Alfred Khuri 1921).
4.6.2 The Translation and its Influence
The novels serialized were mostly translated from English and French. The
choice of books to translate as well as the translation itself reflected the taste
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of the translator which tended to serve what the reader wanted: love stories
and entertainment. To do this, translators turned to the kind of literature
which dealt with entertainment themes. Translation was thus one of the most
important channels for providing modem Arabic literature with examples of
the new genre. According to Nasib al-MishCalani, a prominent translator
working for al-Diaa' magazine, "my primary aim is to translate a story to
entertain readers and give them a laugh" (Bach 1976: 128). The genre's
artistic qualities thus did not matter; what was of interest was a story line
with an entertainment value.
Back (1976: 128) points out that most literary translators at the time "did not
show a mature literary knowledge and appreciation. They could not
appreciate the value of the work they were translating. And they did not
know what translation involves. They were businessmen who responded to
the demands of the market, providing it with goods of a dubious quality,
often stolen or distorted". The method of translation was merely the transfer
of general meaning: the translator reads a novel (either in the original or in
translation), understands the general drift of the plot, recasts this and adapts
it to suit market demands. There was no attention to the artistic details of the
narrative, hidden or subtle meanings were ignored, the literary form (genre),
the linguistic meaning and the rhetorical force were all secondary matters. In
fact, the end product was often a new novel written by the translator.
Historians of translation are sometimes at a loss trying to identify what is a
translation of what (Henry Pierce index cited in Back 1976: 131).
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4.6.2.1 Adaptations
Al-Manfalouti may be cited as an example of this kind of translator. In fact,
critics found it difficult to classify this writer: is he a translator, a writer, an
Arabizer, an adapter, a distorter? Al-Manfalouti did not know French and
thus did not directly translate from this language. He always had someone to
do the translation for him. He would take the general idea of a novel and
recast it the way he understood it. The product would thus be a new creation,
nothing to do with a source text: "The overall meaning would be shaken, and
the artistic form becomes that of Manfalouti, with the fabric and the texture
of the new work becoming something that suits the temparament and taste of
Manfalouti" (Wadi 1997: 41-42).
This kind of approach to translation was also used in the translation of plays.
As Hayat Jasem (1978: 19) points out, "the dramatic climax of the play
would often be changed in the early attempts at translating plays, and many
scenes would be added or omitted". One reason for this unsatisfactory
situation is the lack of knowledge regarding the principles and methods of
translation. Another reason is to do with market forces and the wishes of
readers. Writers felt that experimentation with source fictional prose or
dramatic forms was necessary. As I have just mentioned, this was to attract
readers. But there is another deeper reason. Translation had a low status, and
to make a living as a translator of 'cheap' literature (i.e. stories, etc.) lowered
the status even more. Trying to be inventive was thus one way of getting out
of this situation.
Tanyus Abduh was a well-known translator. He attracted much criticism;
Karam Milhem Karam (cited in Back 1976: 129) criticised him for "making a
living by translating ' cheap and vulgar fiction that is nothing whatsover to do
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with literature". Tanyus, whose knowledge of French was called to question,
was also attacked for using a kind of Arabic that is very much like the
vernacular, had it not been for the grammar. But Tanyus knew what he was
doing: he wanted to adapt the work's meaning to suit the reader and he
wanted his translation to be readable by the semi-educated.
The indifference shown by the translators towards the source text may be
illustrated by the way they treated the author and his text. Source titles are
often not cited, and there is not the usual 'translated by'. At best, there would
be a mention of the source language. More commonly, however, the
translation is thus claimed to be an original text authored by the one who
actually translated it. The new title will usually be Arabic in both sound and
meaning as Ahmed Hafez Awad did with Frederick Maniet's (jafeet
yabhathu Can abb) serialized in musamaraat al-shaCb (Bath 1976: 138).
The distortion also affects the content and the sequence of events. Tanyus
Abdu and Shakir Shuqayr were among the more prominent adapters: titles
would be changed to suit an Arab readership or the translator's own taste,
and the meaning of the work would also be changed, either through omission
or more commonly through addition. Happy endings can become sad and
vice versa, as Henry Pierce in his index disovered in numerous cases.
This kind of plagiarism made it impossible to classify what we now believe
to be translations but which actually appeared as original writing. The
reverse is also common, that is, writers deciding to write on a foreign theme
or an alien culture, but because they want to protect their names they
deliberately used a false foreign name. This protection was necessary when
the work contained some shocking effects, love affairs or emotional
adventures which ran counter to Arab and Islamic values. Henrey Pierce
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documents this aspect, citing numerous translations whose allegedly French
origin cannot be traced.
4.6.2.2 Kind of Books Translated
In the beginning, translators focused on the French language. This is
because most of the Syrian immigrant writers knew this language well. Then
there was a move to English when the British occupation began. Then almost
all languages were included (Russian, German, Italian). The translation was
done either from the original or indirectly. But the more important question
is: what kind of novels were translated?
Translated works may be classified into: historical fiction, love stories,
social fiction (Bach 1976: 127-140; also citing Latifa al-Zayyat). The
historical fiction was aimed at acquainting the reader with the history of
western nations or with Arab and Islamic history. Walter Scott and
Alexander Dumas were popular writers to translate. In fact a number of
translations appeared for certain works by these writers.
Another commonly translated genre was adventure stories (both of a
sentimental, emotional type and of the police, detective kind). While the
first type was intended to be heart-warming, the action-packed element was
the focus of the second. The latter adventure stories were by far the more
common type. They were translated as long ago as the end of the 19th
century and continued to be the favourite genre throughout the 20th century.
Regarding the social novel, this was problematical. It did not deal with
problems related to Arab society and was aimed only at entertainment: love
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relationships and the kind of adventures which go with it. The translation of
these works normally have a preface which explains the translator's view of
the work and a general description intended to attract the reader to read
more.
4.6.2.3 The Influence of the Romantics
Most of the novels translated in this period were the product of the Romantic
Age which was dominant in the first half of the 19th century. In the west,
this was a reaction against the Classical age, a trend which was dominated
by reason. In Ns, emotion was not completely absent, but it was subdued
and secondary. With the romantics, emotions would overflow and feelings
are powerful: the heart is the source of inspiration. Concepts such as liberty
were very important, and an individualistic, natural tendency was strongly
favoured and encouraged.
This particular mood found positive echoes among Arab writers. These
responded favourably to the ideals of the Romantics and adopted them in
their writings. A climate respecting such values developed in Arabic
literature for the first time. This was particularly important in the context of
the Arab world: the Arab national identity was seeking to reassert itself,
demanding its right to a dignified life. The move was first collective. But
with the French occupation and in the period which followed, individualism
flourished and the voice of the man in the street began to be heard and to
find literary expression (Ayyad, 1993: 101).
The classical model of literature was thus seen by the Arab writer as a
symbol of oppression, of stagnation and backwardness. Romantic literature
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brought dynamism mixed with restlessness. This mood characterized the
early years of the twentieth century. It has to be said, however, that this
romantic character was more influential in Arabic poetry than in prose
fiction. Poetry, especially lyrical (ghinal) poetry was the jewel in the literary
crown, with romantic poets focusing completely on themes such as love and
existence. They discussed love as an individual feeling with all the pain and
bitterness which normally go with these sentiments.
The fiction writer, by contrast, could not feel this relationship as well as the
poet did. He saw love emotions from the outside and was detached and
removed from them. The writer reflected on these emotions but could not see
them as part of other emotions or of the problem of existence. The product
thus turned out to be extremely artificial. This explains the shift to
psychoanalysis as a way of trying to describe these emotions (Ayyad 1993:
108).
It is beyond the purpose of this chapter to deal more comprehensively with
existentialism or realism which are relevant to the issues being discussed.
My aim is merely to show how translation and foreign influence affected the
development of the Arabic novel in general and entertainment, popular
fiction in particular. In the early stages, the Romantic Movement helped
through its subjectivity to develop the Arabic analytical and psychological
novel. Then, through its nationalistic tendency, this Movement helped in the
development of the historical novel. The romantics were also rebellious and
this helped in developing the social novel. Finally, we have the sentimental
novel in Arabic which was directly influenced by the sentimental tendencies
of the Romantics. The realistic novel emerged as a result of all these trends
working together (Bath 1976: 135).
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4.6.3 Elements of the Translated Entertainment Novel
To focus on the entertainment novel, it is beyond doubt that this type of
novel which is characterized by adventure and imaginary emotive love
stories was met by wide acceptance from a huge readership. This is perhaps
because the form and subject of such novels suited the popular taste of the
time. The success of the genre depends on the curiosity of the reader whose
imagination is probed by the fantastic happenings. The heroes are either
good or bad. The good heroes are absolutely good and the evil heroes are
absolutely evil. The good hero is made to go through all kinds of adventures
and dangers which test him but which do not trouble the reader because he
knows that the good will win at the end.
4.6.3.1 Events, Characters and Dialogue
Interest in this kind of novel thus relies on the 'event', and how events lead to
and then resolve a climax. Character portrayal is not important because the
characters are at the mercy of events. The end is usually a happy one and in
case it is not (death, for example) this always becomes the fate of the evil
character. Translators exploited these features fully. They used them to
satisfy readers' desire for this kind of action-packed plots. This played a part
not only in the process of translation but in choosing the works to be
translated. In the long run, this was harmful to the development of the novel
in general because the works chosen were mostly of this low-grade,
artistically inferior type. In terms of translation, the disadvantages may be
summarized in the kind of attitude encourged: irresponsibility and
indifference towards the source text and freedom bordering on distortion in
the process of translation itself.
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4.6.3.2 Language Matters
An important area in which distortion of the original took place is in style
shifts. Translations avoided dialogue when this occurred in the original and
changed it into exposition, with the aim of avoiding the problem of the
classical vs. the vernacular. Rendering dialogue faithfully would be difficult
in classical Arabic, and the translator, instead of using a lower form of
Arabic, avoided the critics' harsh judgement by omitting dialogue.
The level of language, however, was not always particularly high. True, an
interesting change translators made was rendering a number of situations by
using poetry or poetic language. But the language was very much low
register, almost colloquial. Translations were thus "free, irresponsible,
distorted, full of omissions and additions, an adaptation at best, a work
which completely disregards the artistic elements of the original at worst"
(Yaghi n. d. p. 39).
In discussing this kind of distortion, we must mention al-Manfalouti again.
Here we have a translator who made a name for himself and who was the
readers' favourite for the sweeping adaptations he would produce of foreign
works. An important point to mention in this respect is to do with the little
regard Manfalouti showed for genre. He would change entire novels into
short stories as he did in his collections al-nazaraat (1909) and al-Cabaraat
(1914). He would also change a poetic drama into fictional prose within the
novel as a genre as he did with Francoise Copier where all the poetry and the
dialogue was rendered into expository prose (presented as fii sabiil al-taaj).
Despite these practices, al-Manfalouti was considered by both readers and
critics as an important figure in the development of literary genre. This can
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be explained in terms of the valuable contribution he made to the linguistic
development of the novel. He took us away from the nationalistic style
which was verbose and emotional. He also avoided the over-use of rhetorical
embellishments which had again been commonly used before his time.
Instead, Manfalouti adopted an elegant style which added beauty and
simplicity to expression.
From the point of view of content, al-Manfalouti relied more on addressing
feelings and less on intellectual persuasion. This is seen everywhere, and
regardless of whether he was talking about ideal love and human sentiments
or social issues. He would see love as a noble emotion, away from social
hypocrisy. He would talk in the same way about nationalistic feeling and
social solidarity between the rich and the poor, men, women and children.
This gave the novel as a genre an excellent name among readers. Manflaouti
was "the link between neo-classicism (which focussed on form and structure
as primary artistic element in literature) and the Romantic School which




THE ARABIC ENTERTAINMENT NOVEL
5.1 The Characteristics of the Entertainment Novel
The entertainment novel as a sub-genre represents a new trend among
writers. The general idea is satisfying the desire and demands of a readership
that was becoming wider and wider, seeking entertainment only. Writers
responded to this and their writing began to be seen by the critics as
completely void of both literary expressiveness and social content. They had
no strong feelings to express, and no clear picture of social problems to give.
There were no real concerns with the present or the future. According to the
critical establishment, all these factors affected the structure of their product.
I will in the following discuss some aspects of this structure and take as
examples actual novels written in this mould.
Two important points must be made about the following presentation. First,
the ideas of what, for example, events or characters are like belong to the
critics who were generally negative about why popular fiction is not like
realistic novels. Second, the following features indicate weaknesses, but only
when measured with the yardstick of the realistic novel, for example. That is
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to say, there is nothing unartistic about the features when seen within the
developing genre of popular fiction.
5.1.1 Events in Popular Fiction
With regard to the element of 'events' a noticeable feature relates to the way
writers often move to an environment other than the Arab environment, both
socially and physically. What is depicted reminds us very much of the kind
of places we have seen in translations of novels which were made available
this century. Thus, the influence of these translations was obvious. But there
are good reasons for writers avoided any likely clash with an Arab
reader who might object to what is said and done in these novels (Badr 1976:
146). The situation in which these writers operated was dominated by an
Arab/Islamic culture. In such a culture, dealing with love themes and stories
of infatuation was not acceptable either to the critics or to the moralists. For
example, Abdul Qadir Hamza chose for his novel CiDat al-tariikh a Russian
location.
Another related reason for avoiding an Arab stage of events is the possibility
of portraying a life of freedom and violent emotions. In al-Sadiiq al-
majhuul, Nicola Haddad used the foreign location of France to lend the plot
he was weaving naturalness, and to talk in details about emotions which it
would not have been possible for him to talk about had the location been
Arab and Islamic. In addition to the geographical factor, there was the
historical distance which some writers went for. The place would be an old
Arab locale in ancient bygone days with themes that are mostly old history.
But the aim was the same: to avoid the stare of the critics and the moralists
who would object to entertainment and the kind of themes typically tackled.
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Shawqi did this in his waraqat al-aas. Finally, another scenario was to
choose an Arab environment in the modem period, but use foreign
characters. This gives the events a foreign colour and avoid the anger of the
critics. Yaaqub Saruuf used this technique in his novel fataat miSr in which
the events revolve around an Englishman and a Coptic girl.
With regards to the way events developed in the novel, this genre relied on
the marvellous and the fantastic. The events would all be develping within 
an uninterrupted series of adventures and accidental circumstances. There is
no necessary connection, and the development sometimes defies logical
analysis. In fact, the style was totally unanalytical; it was straightforward
exposition. The focus was on the broad outline of the work and on
superficial love stories and relationships: the two lovers and the obstacles
they encounter.
For example, Abdul Qadir Hama's CiDat al-taarikh presents emotional
adventures and military action in a Russian location. With the Russians and
the Sherkis as the two sides, Hamza would present a variety of situations,
hinting from time to time at the moral of these stories. But this is done at the
expense of event development. In fact, events may be totally interrupted for
these pieces of advice to come in. The influence of foreign moulds is thus
clear in the way writers wanted to try out the entertainment novel. But lack
of artistic knowledge and skills, together with the influence of a classical




The climax is usually built on a love relationship between two good
characters whose path is crowded with obstacles. The story would normally
have a happy ending when the two lovers meet again or do something joyful.
Zaynab QaCwar's ghaadat al-zahraa' is the best example of this: it is full of
miraculous adventures, too many to remember by any reader. It is a love
story between Shalceeb (the good hero) and Farigha (the good heroine). So
many obstacles stand in the way of the two lovers who with a great deal of
effort manage to bypass them. After overcoming evil characters, the lovers
meet and experience happiness.
In this novel, the use of poetry may also be noted as commentary on certain
situations. The authoress is also seen often trying to guide and give advice
upholding older traditions of story-telling. There is also an obsession with
event sequence in a manner that is not logical, and there is too much reliance
on adventures and coincidences in resolving difficult situations. The
influence of translated novels (particularly detective stories) is clear in this
work.
5.1.3 Character Development
As I mentioned above, writers of entertainment novels often moved to
foreign locations, where more freedom is found and where love is a violently
emotional affair. This had implications for the kind of characters portrayed.
Most of the characters, especially, the major ones, were foreign in origin and
habits. As I pointed out above, this was to avoid the anger of the critics. But
there was another inieresting element in the choice of characters. Most
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characters were chosen from the aristocracy, avoiding the middle and lower
classes. The reason for this probably lies in the fact that members of social
classes other than the aristocracy did not reach the stage of confrontation
with their feelings. In other words, complications important for character
development are not likely to arise when we deal with peasants, for example.
In fact, the peasant is much freer than members of other classes. Given the
social structure and customs, males and females in this lower social rank mix
more freely. Mahrnoud Khayrat presented us with his story al-fataa al-riifii
(the village lad) which talks about a love relationship between Fatima and
Mustapha, a poor young man who goes to Sudan to do his military service.
Once he has gone, the girl's parents manage to find a rich fiancé. But
Mustapha gets back, goes through a number of adventures and saves Fatima
from the man chosen for her. The story ends happily as usual.
In choosing characters, writers use particular characteristics to enable them
to deal with certain issues. For example, Shawqi, in his waraqat al-aas
chooses his characters in a way which enables him to display his ideas
regarding social ills such as treachery, cheating, opportunism and the
corruption of kings (Bath 1976: 168). Nicola Haddad in Hawaa' al-jadiida
similarly chooses his characters to enable him discuss the issue of women
and to defend them. An element of didacticism was thus inescapable in the
way characters are portrayed.
The major characters used may be seen to fall into two types: First, there are
the 'good' characters helped by other secondary good characters, all working
for goodness and love. Second, there are the evil characters, again helped by
minor characters who are evil. Evil characters work together to spread hatred
and enmity, planting' the seeds of division between lovers and so on. One
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feature of character potrayal in entertainment fiction is the 'absoluteness' in
determining whether the character is good or evil.
This kind of characterization made the character static, prevented the writer
from the possibility of analysis and turned the plot into a flat sequence of
events. Feelings are not complex and the inner struggle is absent. There is no
dynamism to allow the environment to play a role or to encourage the writer
to rationalize actions and to say why these were good or bad. As a result,
psychological features are forgotten, which did not help the development of
characters. Matters are made worse when events rely on coincidences and
adventures, with characters unable to influence one another and with the
story not developing naturally.
Another technique commonly used was to do with the poor presentation of
characters. We are introduced to the character in the beginning of the novel
and we are told everything we need to know about that character. Characters
are therefore not allowed the freedom to develop naturally, or to present
themselves through what they do and who they are. When they are allowed
to speak (which is very rare), it is the writer who speaks on their behalf, in
the language and the style of the writer. To sum up, characters simply
became a tool for the exposition of events.
5.1.4 Exposition and Dialogue
Writers of entertainment fiction controlled the style of writing in the same
way as they did with the events and the characters. Most writers used the
evaluative (taqriri) style in narrative exposition. In this kind of style, events
are presented in broad outline and without any deeper analysis. There is no
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attention to detail. When particular situations are presented, cliched classic
images are used. This can be seen in Zaynab Fawwaz's work ghaada al-
zahraa', for example. Here, the girl in love is described in terms of .6-1)
L.,4ti lawaahiz baabiliyya , 4:14.140 ()LH sihaam Sa'ibaat and Zip imill
alfaz durriyya which are all traditional descriptions which do not carry much
meaning in the context. Through these worn-out cliches characters can never
have a specific identity and the experience cannot be seen as unique. The
situations become static and the experience becomes universal.
Then we have the problem of dialogue. As I pointed out above, characters
were mostly not allowed to speak for themselves but through the writer.
Characters are also presented as complete from the very beginning. These
problems prevented characters from developing naturally and from having
any specificity. The absence of dialogue and the excessive use of exposition
thus blocked the natural development of both characters and events.
The language and the style used did not help matters either. Obviously,
language and style varied depending on the writer's ability and skills, but all
in all they mostly tried to get to meaning through the quickest route possible.
This is to help the reader to go through the material quickly and easily. The
vernacular began to appear in various forms, and the language of journalism
became a common feature. When the classical language is used, this was full
of rhetorical embellishments (Badr 1976: 171).
Mahmoud Tahir used the vernacular widely in his Cadhraa' danashwai. He
explained that this should not be taken as a sign of his weakness in the
language but as a choice he deliberately made. The vernacular is more
expressive and can show feelings much more clearly than the classical. Bach
(1976: 171) who cites Tahir also mentions Amin Rayhani. Rayhani insisted
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on using eloquent Arabic in his khaarij al-Hariim. However, the inability of
the writer to use the language properly produced a distorted style. The
language is vague and meanings become inaccessible. There is lack of
cohesion and the work is shaky in its entirety. This is all done in the interest
of making the reader get to the meaning with ease.
As I mentioned earlier, with Nicola Haddad, we saw journalism employed
heavily. Here we have attempts at making certain vernacular features more
respectable. The language is smooth, but once again driven by a strong
desire to sound fluent and transparent. Rhetorical embellishments, SajaC,
rhythm and parallelism were all heavily used. In fact this is a pattern that is
common to quite a large number of writers such as Shawqi and Muhmoud
Khayrat.
5.2 A Detailed Analysis of an Entertainment Novel
To judge a novel successful or not, the yardstick must be the ability of the
novelist to use the artistic elements of the novel skilfully. These elements
and the way they are put together differ from genre to genre (from
entertainment to realism, for example). It is therefore mistaken to deal with a
particular genre by using the criteria of another. Can we apply criteria
developed for free verse on rhymed verse? The entertainment novel certainly
uses the usual artistic elements found in any work of prose fiction (character
portrayal, event development, dialogue, climax, locale, etc.). However, these
are handled differently from what the critics held up to be the example to
follow: the so-called serious and committed work of fiction.
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In the following analysis of Muhammed Abdul Haleem Abdullah's laqiiTa
(1945) (the novel chosen here as an example of the entertainment genre), we
will look more closely at the criteria which have evolved with the evolution
of the genre. We will bear in mind that the entire genre during the period in
question (the 30s and 40s) was at an experimental stage. This means that
certain shortcomings are in evidence. But these apply to any kind of novel,
whether the novel was described as cheap entertainment or serious and
committed. This goes to Confirm that genres fully develop in practice, in
addition to the novelist possessing the knowledge of how to construct a
novel.
5.2.1 A Summary of laqiiTa
The novel tells the story of an illegitimate girl (Layla) found one day cast
away in a bundle under the trees in a village just outside Cairo. The girl was
taken to a shelter for the homeless where she was taken care of by a nurse
called Zaynab. As a relationship develops between the girl and her nurse, the
latter dies and the girl misses the kindness she received from her. The girl
grows up, goes to school and starts working at a hospital run by one of the
physicians who took care of her while at the shelter.
The girl masters nursing but due to the jealousy and resentment of her
colleagues, she loses her job and is forced to go elsewhere looking for work.
A good, pious man helps her and in the new hospital she meets a young
doctor who was also a country lad. He falls in love with her and decides to
marry her but because of her social position (poor, illegitimate child), he
decides to present her to his family as the daughter of a rich merchant. But
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the truth emerges sometime later and the family refuses the marriage for the
disgrace it could bring to their name. The two lovers have to part.
The girl's story (and life) comes to end when she gets to know her mother
who comes to the hospital as a patient. Layla dies of a wound she inflicted
on herself using a scalpel while trying to clean the instrument. Poison
permeates through her body and medicine proves unable to cure her.
5.2.2 LaqiiTa as an Example of Popular Fiction
This brief summary of events shows first that the theme of the novel is 'love'
which fails and ends with the death of the woman. The reasons for this fate
are found in social factors and circumstances which surround the love story.
This is an important forum used by the novelist to show where he stands on
moral issues, taboos, social obstacles and the feeling of alienation which
lovers feel when all comes to an end. In fact, it is the choice of this theme
that appealed most to a readership which was getting used to this kind of
thematic development. But as time went by, social conditions were changing
and when the novelist decided to have a sad and not a happy ending (as in
the previous period), this came to be in agreement with social traditions
which did not approve of love between those from different classes.
However, there was another side to this: the novelist with his sad ending was




Events begin with finding the illegitimate girl and develop as Layla grows up
and meets her death at the end. What is of interest to us here is the way
critics viewed such event development. They say that the writer heavily
relied on coincidence. Wadi (1997: 117) maintains:
laqiiTa relies on coincidence in developing the event sequence and
in moving people around. The way people meet (Layla and the pious
old man, for example) betrays a naive inevitability. This is most
evident in Layla meeting with her mother, wounding herself and
meeting her death, all through pure coincidence.
But how else other than through coincidence are we to have event
development at all? Moreover, finding Layla the way the writer describes
emphasizes the theme of injustice which hounded this poor girl from the
moment she was born and through no fault of her own. In fact it is this
which provides us with the backbone to the whole novel: deprivation of
loving parents, and from all those who loved her which only show how bitter
life must be:
‘:.J1	 ‘1—lod Ai.**	0,,,,t4-1	 to ,	 c.tti
I wonder where the beastly lions have been for salvation to come as a
fox or perhaps a wolf (p. 10)
But salvation was not forthcoming which prolonged suffering. And from
what? From social pressures punishing her for being illegitimate in a society
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which shows no mercy towards such unfortunate human beings (abna' al-
radhila). The girl was beautiful but will this help? She was also gifted, but
would this make her happy? These are some of the questions which the
novel involves the reader with.
In general then, we do not see that the element of 'coincidence' has been
over-used or abused in any way. True, Layla encounters all kinds of
situations by accident, but in most cases these have been rationalized
properly. If this turns out not to be the case, the turn of events could still be
explained in terms of the translation factor. Writers found it difficult at times
completely to get rid of what has come through translated techniques of
event development: the coincidental and the exaggerated which
characterized entertainment novel in general. The writer in laqiiTa,
however, does his best to look at events in a logically connected and
plausible way, and the sequence always develops naturally. He avoids using
the strange and the fantastic and he always has his feet on the ground.
5.2.2.2 Character Portrayal
In laqiiTa, characters may be divided into two main groups: major (as Layla)
and minor as the rest of the cast: Zaynab the nurse, the doctor who owns the
hospital, the pious old man, etc. The major character was very much in the
limelight. All events revolved around her and the theme of injustice was
designed to cover what she went through despite her beauty and her gifts.
This concern with the major character may be taken to reflect the writer's
desire to obey the critics. At the time, it was felt that the time had come to
change from techniques that dominated the previous stage: too much
attention paid to events (and too many of these) at the expense of characters.
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Furthermore, the writer of laqiiTa was also most concerned to bring out the
psychological side of Layla's personality, as well as the moral side to her
behaviour. Regarding the exterior of the character, this was also traced
carefully, with the writer using the technique of letting one of the secondary
characters do this kind of description:
I 3.7.4 4:7* oi.1.11 Lt.:3 ct.3. 1.11 4:,01,42.4-1	 .t4 "th 6,;t1)1
cre:) 431	 yeatJli 	 3I 1.1.4i
Green eyes, blonde hair, beautiful mouth, etc. (laqiiTa, p. 12), all according
to someone other than the writer.
These techniques, particularly the psychological description, however, were
not used systematically. This is in part because these narrative devices had
not been well-developed at the time. There were no established models to
go by. Nevertheless, the writer was concerned to describe the feeling of
disappointment which bedevilled the girl from the early days, the feeling of
being deprived of parents and her constant search for the love of a mother.
This was all done indirectly through the inquisitiveness of the character and
her reflective nature. Even the images which crossed her mind were signs of
a deeper disturbance and psychological confusion.
Layla's attitude to society was also presented as being somewhat negative.
She was constantly afraid that someone somewhere would ask her about her
family and her parents. She was always unable to face a society which saw
illigitimacy as evil. The writer in this way was able to portray the suffering
which Layla went through, and the mercilessness of society. Lineage and
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family connections played a part, as we have seen, even when it came to
love and marriage. Society had burdened Layla with a responsibility that was
not hers. This feeling of inferiority stood between her and the world. She
was so demoralized that she could not, for example, defend herself when the
other nurses tried to get rid of her.
This psychological dimension was not handled in the traditional way of
portraying a 'good' character and of continually trying to rid this character of
the seeds of 'evil'. The description was natural of someone good or bad with
society playing an important part in all of this. The major character was thus
under focus, with the minor characters described only in secondary external
details. These were used as instruments in the description of the main
characters.
5.2.2.3 Dialogue
This is an important element in a novel and it is a distinguishing mark of the
degree of maturity which a work shows. The aim of the novelist is to
employ dialogue as a way of showing the many sides of the character and to
express a point of view. In laqiiTa, the writer does his best to use dialogue in
this way and in this way we are introduced to the many external and
psychological qualities of the characters. The style is not entirely successful,
however. The writer is too concerned with the language and rhythm aspect,
choosing decorative forms of expression, which made the dialogue
somewhat artificial. The other reason why the dialogue is not totally
effective is the preoccupation which the writer has with the theme of the
novel: starvation of love and social injustice. These led him to engage in
many side-debates among the characters, ending up with a kind of
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interaction that is not compatible with the social status or the reality of
certain characters. Consider how Zaynab talks to one of the nurses in the
beginning of the novel:
How well you do it, Zalikha! You're for ever finding fault in what I say (page
11)
The grammar is polished, the diction is lofty and certain references (lillaahi
darruki yaa zalikha) introduce a classical linguistic register not expected of a
character with the assistant nurse's social standing. It is a style that is no
doubt suitable for the writer's own ideas, but he could not hide behind a
character from whom we expect natural expression. This was combined with
plenty of advice and sermonizing which relayed the writer's personal
opinions and which rendered dialogue ineffective. Love is theorized and
philosophized. This is clear in Layla talking for example to her friend. As for
the role of dialogue in helping with the development of events, here the
writer was not successful either. He used straight chronology with the story
beginning with a problem, developing and then reaching a climax, with the
death of the heroine forming the anti-climax.
The first person narrative technique is used throughout. This is successful as
far as it goes: the reader can see or hear through the eyes and ears of the
writer each and every minute detail. Internal monologue, however, is
scarcely used (when for example Layla talks about herself). Flashbacks are
also used but rarely. All of this immaturity of narrative technique may be
explained in terms of lack of experience in the genre and the absence of a
narrative theory. There were no solid models to build on which made the
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novel weak in many of the important elements of the narrative work. It has to
be said, however, that the novel won many prizes which can only mean that
it was appreciated by some of the critics of that period.
5.3 A New Perspective
In conclusion, laqiiTa may be taken as a good example of popular fiction.
This genre has entered the Arabic literary scene through translation as we
have seen. However, with the emergence of differences schools literary
writing such as realism, romanticism, etc. the new form of popular fiction
was marginalized by the critics. What added to this marginalization is the
kind of themes tackled by popular fiction: love, romance, etc. This tension
takes us to the turn of the century when the quality of the work was judged
in terms of its moral and social values rather than artistically or in terms of
genre. Thus, writers had to to serve moral or social values to win the critic's
approval.
Any new issues which went against the critic's preferences had to be
modified. Introducing an entertainment element or genre would thus be a
matter of interest to the writer and to the reader but not to the critic. Literary
analysis followed this path and studying the features of popular fiction, for
example, has not been encouraged. Indeed if there have been any studies of
these new forms, these were simply to conclude that such works are not
worthy and do not fulfil the requirements of the canon. What we need is
therefore a new understanding of the new forms in relationship to the canon;
they exist in their own right.
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CHAPTER SIX
THE TENSION BETWEEN THE CANON AND THE
PERIPHERY IN EAST AND WEST
6.1 The Canon and the Periphery
A close look at the novel as a literary genre would enable us to distinguish
two main types: the serious novel which includes the realistic novel, the
historical novel and the political novel. The second variety is the
entertainment novel which includes the romantic novel, the detective novel,
the science fiction novel and the adventure novel.
These two main types may be seen from three different angles: the reader,
the writer and the critic. Particularly in the case of Arabic, these are the
elements which define the literary value of the work. Thus, the serious type
secured the attention and approval of the critics, invited many writers to
contribute to it and appealed to an elitist, high-brow readership. The second
variety on the other hand, was rejected by the critics as cheap literature if at
all and was not thought highly of by the majority of writers. However, the
genres served by this entertainment variety had an extremely wide
readership.
This brief comparison poses a number of issues. As I have shown in the
previous chapters, the novel as a literary art came from the West and the
principles which governed it were always western in origin. As all historians
of modern Arabic literature seem to agree, the development of the form in
Arabic also followed western lines: from the romantic trend, to the realistic
trend, to the socialist trend and finally to the existentialist trend. This
eventually led to what we are calling the serious variety (Ayyad 1993). This
poses an important question: if we have so far followed the west so closely
as far as the novel as a genre is concerned, will we react to the entertainment
variety in the same way? That is, given that the entertainment novel in the
West has after a long straggle managed to be recognized, will the same
happen one day in Arabic?
My feeling is that the same will happen in modern Arabic literature. We
must remember that the novel as a whole was one day shunned by Arab
critics and writers alike. Regardless of whether it was serious or
entertainment, the genre was thought to be worthless in comparison with
poetry which was the dominant mode (Ayyad 1993: 102). This is precisely
what is happening now with regard to the entertainment novel. Let us now
return to the entertainment novel in the West, this was rejected and was
thought unworthy of attention. This has been a problem of the canon versus
the non-canon. In his introduction to Reading Popular Narrative, Ashley
(1989:2) observes:
And there's not very much doubt which texts are to be studied. The
literary canon - that is the authors and texts widely deemed
important - is remarkably stable. Shakespeare, Chaucer and Milton,
Austin, Hardy and Lawrence are among the dozen or so writers who
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appear time and again in the syllabuses of English courses at all
levels. There may be space occasionally for lesser known authors,
but any controversy is usually at the periphery: the centre remains
unmoved.
6.2 Changes in Western Critical Thinking
To determine the position which popular fiction has occupied, we must first
go to the critics. As Ashley (ibid) points out, the response to popular forms is
"located ultimately in the practice of literary criticism and it is that negative
usage which regards popular fiction as second rate fiction or worse".
The situation, however, is not always so grim. Recently, popular fiction has
seen something of a revival. Many studies have been carried out into the
cultural changes in society which have led to the acceptance and success of
popular fiction. Other studies have focused on the stylistics of this kind of
fiction (the language and structure). Still other studies have appeared on how
to read and analyse popular fiction. Recognizing that much resistence still
persists to the study of popular fiction, Ashley (ibid: 3) sees a change of
mood:
The silence on popular fiction has been broken and the bulk of of the
material [in writing about popular fiction] indicates the progress
which has been made slowly, since the 1960s, both within the
practice of literary criticism and, much more significantly, beyond it,
via the influence of other academic disciplines.
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The revival of what has come to be known as popular fiction has in fact been
going on for much longer than the 1960's as many commentators seem to
indicate. In an excellent article which George Orwell published in 1945 entitled
"Good Bad Books", Orwell talks about what he describes as:
The kind of book that has no literary pretensions but which remains
readable when more serious productions have perished. (1968: 37)
He cites as examples Sherlock Holmes stories, but it is not only thrillers which
he had in mind. Humorous books such as E. Nesbit's The Treasure Seekers are
also included. Nor is it only 'escape' literature which in his estimation deserve
our attention:
There is another kind of good bad book which is more seriously
intended, and which tells us, I think, something about the nature of
the novel and the reasons for its present decadence (1968: 38)
Indeed, Orwell was extremely insightful about what we nowadays call and
dismiss as popular fiction. He sees autobiographical writing (which is looked
down upon by the 'serious' critic) as a vehicle for relaying truthful pictures of
peoples' lives, and of showing what he calls the "exhibitionism and self-pity
[which] are the bane of the novelist" (1968: 39). To Orwell, the value of
these popular forms of writing (thrillers, humorous books, escape literature,
etc.) lies in the fact that here the reader is amused, excited or even moved by
a book. If we were to go by 'intellect' alone, such books would not be
worthy, but as Orwell puts it, "art is not the same thing as cerebreation"
(1968: 39). Orwell concludes his article with the following remark that
anticipated what was to happen:
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... while civilization remains such that one needs distraction from
time to time, 'light' literature has its appointed place; also that there
is such a thing as sheer skill or native grace, which may have more
survival value than erudition or intellectual power" (1968: 40).
Thus, the emergence of the new forms of writing has had its supporters as
well as opponents. I suggest therefore that a brief outline of the
circumstances which surrounded the developmemnt of popular fiction in the
west is important to predict what the Arabic scene will be like in the near
future. In fact, parallels can already be seen between the west and what is
actually happening at present on the Arabic critical scene.
Let us first look at the reasons behind the neglect of popular fiction in the
west and the way it is distinguished from what is considered serious and
canonized fiction. The position of the critics on this matter is important and
can be seen in the views which they held about this form. They usually
speak in terms of 'high' and 'low', 'elite' and 'mass' and in the process
distinguish between 'serious' and 'popular'. This division is intended to work
in favour of the 'serious' art, while leaving the 'popular' type aside without a
definition. This attitude kept the critics away from properly studying popular
fiction and conditioned them to focus on what is considered serious. Thus,
the basic principles worked out for serious literature are the only critical
principles we have. Unless these are reconsidered, they will prove incapable
of serving popular fiction. As Ashley (ibid: 4) puts it, "It is manifestly true
that the methods of traditional literary studies offer few useful insights into
non-canonical texts".
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In fact, the principles applied to serious, canonical literature saw little
change from those reached by the critics of the mid-eighteenth century. The
notion of literary standards was a product of the cultural insecurity of the
rich merchants and industrialists. These wanted to dominate not only the
political and social values but the literary ones. As Fiedler (1975: 33)
observes, these classes "desired also to be [literature's] judges, the guardians
of the values which [literature] embodied and reinforced".
Then we had strong industrial and technological changes in society. This had
implications for printing, publishing and distribution of books and reading
materials. The dominant classes still wanted to retain control of what comes
out of the printing presses and how this should be distributed. However,
little did these dominant classes suspect that control of the technology of
print was in itself a control of that culture too. Similarly, as Fiedler (ibid: 34)
makes clear, the market place which the rich dominated "determined which
works of art would persist and be remembered by winnowing not the 'good'
from the 'bad', perhaps, but certainly, the more popular from the less"
This power, however, had to be polished and supported by expert judgement
which these dominant classes did not have. So they appointed so-called
experts to brief them on whether novels were acceptable in general and if so
which ones were more O.K. than others. But, as Fiedler (ibid: 35) explains,
the advice given was not always followed. What the critical mentors
described as 'trash' continued to be read, whether this was sentimental, pious
or pornographic. Interestingly, such work also continued to be snatched
from the hands of the children, especially girls.
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Fiedler then discusses how the critics and the clergy got together. This
relationship at first was one of competition in trying to establish values and
standards. Where literature belonged (in the critics' or in the clergy's
domains) was unclear. But as long as the critics continued to insist that
literature must 'instruct' as well as 'delight', it was difficult to separate
between Art and Prudence, between aesthetics and ethics. Given the
hierarchical nature of society, the critics took their instructions from the
clergy.
Indeed, the ethical always ranked higher than the aesthetic and it was not
until fairly recently that any critic dared to challenge the clergy. The critics
were then able to confront the moralists by adopting their own terms. Along
more or less Christian lines, the critics divided literature into 'serious',
'elevating', 'uplifting' and 'of high moral purpose', on the one hand, and
'trivial', 'debasing', 'vulgar' and 'of no redeeming value', on the other hand
(Fielder, ibid: 35). But such ethical-soundig distinctions were in fact
aesthetic and formalist. Even these were later twisted by the critics who
allowed what is currently chic regardless of morals. That is, moral standards
were sometimes adjusted and this is how certain writers instead of being
excluded from the canon were smuggled in.
6.3 The Academic Influence
In our age, the critical establishment thus took over, setting and maintaining
the standards for a New Canon. This however, was to exclude the 'philistine',
the 'vulgar', and the 'trivial', especially if this happened to be enjoyed by
millions. It was in this way that, as Fiedler (ibid: 37) puts it:
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... obscurity, or at least high density and opacity tended to become -
along with symbolism, irony and the rest - the accepted hallmarks of
High Art: touchstones for judging the works of the past and guides
for producing new works worthy of a classroom exposition in the
future.
It is this which led to the academicization of literature with universities
becoming the supreme guardians of taste. This led to the establishment of
new definition of High and Popular literature. It is interesting to note that the
term 'literature' was at this stage reserved for serious or proper books, while
other reading materials were labelled patronizingly 'paraliterature'. More
recently, however, a change of mood has occurred after modernism was
tamed. Thus it is not Joyce's Ulysses or T.S. Eliot's The Waste Land that is
being attacked but as Fiedler (ibid: 38) says: "the more vulnerable and
unredeemably subversive popular arts ; which is to say, art untamed,
uncastrated, unpurified ... vulgar, obscene, blasphemous".
Thus under attack are Deep Throat and Beyond the Valley of the Dolls,
comic books, soap-operas, TV commercials. Such elitism is to be rejected
and new rules for the study of popular literature must be found. For example,
popular fiction must be seen in terms of "Ecstatics" and not of "Ethics or
Aesthetics". The goal of popular fiction is after all not to teach the reader
about the world of facts around him or to instruct the reader in ethics and
virtue. Rather it is to please and entertain. As Fiedler (ibid: 41) argues, in
popular fiction:
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We will fmd ourselves speaking less of theme and purport, structure
and texture, ideology and significance, irony and symbolism, and
more of myth, fable, archetype, fantasy, magic and wonder.
For example, popular fiction relies on magical resolution, an aspect which is
always met by the critic's contempt. However, it is this feature which makes
the entertainment genre what it is. Heroes and heroines always seek to
overcome problems and obstacles and work towards a happy ending. Take
Raymond Williams's The Long Revolution, (1961) for instance. Here
magical resolution as Ashley (1989: 34) sees it,
signals a fictional reconciliation of how people in real life actually
think, feel, behave with the ways in which dominant ideology would
have them.
6.4 The Arabic Literary Scene
All in all, popular fiction has asserted itself on the critical scene in the West.
Books are being written about it, universities are teaching it and the critical
establishment is not as anti as it used to be. The same cannot be said of the
Arabic literary scene. At best, there is silence, at worst rejection of the
entertainment genre (the popular novel, the detective story, science fiction,
etc.). These are still considered as cheap literature unworthy of critical
attention. To analyse the reasons why this attitude should be so and more
importantly to try to predict the sequence of events in the future, I shall rely
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on the historical background to the problem presented above regarding the
West.
If we go back to the beginnings of the Arabic novel as a genre (late 19th
century) we will find that the critics were exclusively concerned with ethics
and religious values which the novel was supposed to have. Thus, the critic
played the role of social reformer and moral inspector who always warned
against the dangers of translated novels on the grounds that this kind of
literature is harmful to morality. Themes such as free love, women's
liberation, etc. were thought to be particularly threatening. Education and
instruction were thought to be the kind of purposes for which the novel as a
genre should be employed. The role of the Arab critic is thus similar to the
role which the western critics adopted nearly a hundred years earlier when
they had an alliance with the clergy and became champions of morality.
At the turn of the 20th century, the Arab critic, out of concern for the
integrity of the genre this time, adopted a slightly different attitude to the
moral and didactic position they took earlier. They demanded that the novel
should criticise the ills from which society suffered. Thus, social criticism
became one of the goals of writing. Any novel which did not function in this
role was considered cheap and not worth reading or studying. As I explained
in Chapter Four, with this kind of attitude, realism became the dominant
trend by the late 40s and early 50s (Back 1976). Realism is imported from
western literary practices. Here, we can also see another parallel with
western developments: in a similar way to the aesthetics vs ethics
distinction, the Arab critics defended cultural correctness which can only be
obtained through realism for didactic purposes.
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There is here, however, a slight difference between western and Arab
cultures. Unlike western literary criticism which fmally managed to rebel
against religious values in the arts, religion is so strong in the east that the
critical establishment had to stay within limits. To rebel, the Arab critic
would be constrained not only by the religious establishment but by political
and social forces. As Salama (1980:164-5) points out, the Egyptian popular
fiction writer Ihsan Abdul Quddus was basically threatened with
imprisonment if he did not mend his ways. These calls for limiting his
freedom all came from the critical establishment who judged his work in
terms of purely social acceptability (sex, etc. were taboo subjects).
Thus, realism became the single most important criterion with which to
judge the literary work. Art must be serious and this has to be governed by
rules which became established critical tools to distinguish between good or
bad literature. The idea of good and bad is again similar to how the western
critic had distinguished between popular and serious literature. In fact, the
critical judgement was basically borrowed from the west (in terms of
realism, good and bad, etc). However, the time difference is important; what
the Arab critic was reading and applying were ideas that are no longer valid
in the West.
This division into good or bad, serious or popular became a real one and
coloured critical judgement almost entirely. Criticism became an art of
labelling and those who were labelled 'bad' were shunned and stigmatized.
This has had serious effects. For example, popular fiction was a genre which
attracted very few writers. However, this genre has never lacked huge
readerships. For the writer and publisher, to respond to popular demand and
at the same time keep the critic (and the clergy) happy, certain adjustments
had to be made. This took different forms. From the writer's point of view,
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he or she had to abandon certain features characteristic of the genre, a point
which we will discuss in the analysis.
Seen from the critic's point of view, reading came to be an extremely
important issue. The critic could not ignore the popularity of what he
considered cheap fiction, so he felt such forms have to be somehow studied.
But to do this without changing his critical criteria, he had to see in the text
more than there was. For example, in the nature of popular fiction,
symbolism is never cultivated (Nash 1980). But to make it worth his while
and turn the critical experience into something respectable, the critics
strained the text. Thus we began to hear of all kinds of symbolic readings
and great hidden meanings which were neither in the text nor intended to be
there. Salama (1980) is an excellent example of a critic who twists Quddus's
popular fiction trying to achieve the impossible. This is a similar trend to
what we saw in the West when certain writers had to be 'smuggled' into the
canon.
6.5 Reasons for the Critical Rejection
One basic reason behind the rejection by the Arab critic of popular fiction in
general and the entertainment novel in particular is the cultural values in an
Arab-Islamic society. I use culture here in a specific way and follow Bigsby
(1975:23) who gives us the following definition:
Culture is susceptible both of a general and a specialized meaning.
In the former sense it implies the attitudes and values of a society as
expressed through the symbolic form of language, myths, rituals,
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life-styles, establishments (political, religious, educational); in the
latter ... the training, development and refinement of mind, taste and
manners.
The two senses of culture are related, producing what may called a cultural
code by which members of a given society live. It is this code which is
behind the kind of attitude shown by the critic to literature. Let us take the
social hierarchy first. Arab society is patriarchal, with the male being the
dominant force. Women, even after they gained their freedom and rights, are
still seen as housewives and mothers. Regarding popular fiction, this is a
genre which is primarily aimed at women. It discusses their sexuality,
freedom and relationship with man. As such, the themes discussed were
never thought worthy by the male critical establishment. Subjects which
emphasize watering down emotions and feelings were not considered manly
enough. The grounds on which such assumptions are made are 'thematic'.
But culture has other sides in addition to the social dimension just outlined.
Politics plays a very important role in Arab society. Subjects such as the
struggle against colonialism, the fight against oppression, justice, the nation,
Arabism, Palestine, the 6-day war, etc. were thought to be noble and thus
suitable to be written and read about. This was basic to the development of
the realistic novel in general and the political novel in particular. Popular
fiction with its love and marriage subjects stood as second-best, and this
influenced the critical judgement.
Politics joins forces with religion. Political freedom was there in name only.
That is writers are not free to write about certain subjects, and readers have
no power to change the critical attitude. Religion supports this when it
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comes to subjects which overstep the bounds of morality. Sex, women's
liberation, etc. are religious taboos. Popular fiction cannot therefore develop
under these restraints. To write in the genre, then, meant to domesticate the
genre to suit social, political and religious values. In fact, writers who tried
to experiment with the genre of popular fiction were often accused of being
socially and morally deficient.
Universities mirror society and they are the agents of authority (political,
moral and religious). This has had negative effects on the development of
genres such as the entertainment novel. Taking their instruction from the
critical establishment, the literature department degrades certain works and
upgrade others in its syllabus, teaching and research. In fact, the critical
establishment is represented most prominently by the university literature
department. Thus, the canon (classical and modern) is protected and new
forms which threaten this arragement are discarded. A glance at the critical
literature would immediately reveal an almost total silence on subjects such
as popular fiction, and, up to the present moment the number of doctoral
dissertations on non-canonic subjects does not exceeed a handful.
On top of everything else there is the problem of the Arabic language. New
forms such as popular fiction demand fresher and more transparent modes of
expression. As I made clear in Chapter Two on the linguistic characteristics
of the genre, and as I will make clear in my analysis, popular fiction has a
language of its own in terms of vocabulary, metaphors, grammar and
paragraph structure. The language which the critic had in mind was totally
different: it is classical, symbolic and highly rhetorical. Anything else was
considered not suitable for works of literature. This was also considered a
sign that the writer is not educated in the classical ways and therefore not
worth reading.
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Related to this is the issue of Arabic diglossia: there is a so-called High
Arabic and Low Arabic. The former is the classical language (fuSHaa), the
latter is the various vernaculars (Caamiyya). Now, dialogue is part of the
vernacular and for the novel to be transparent as it should be in the case of
popular fiction, dialogic language must be preserved. This however was not
acceptable to the critic. This played a very important part in obstructing the
development of the new genre and has implications for translation which I
will discuss in the relevant chapter (see Allen 1995 for further details on the
argument for and against the use of the vernacular).
6.6. Quddus' al-Tariiq al-masduud ("The Closed Road")
6.6.1 A Summary
The weaknesses which the critics found in popular fiction are in fact
strengths in the eyes of a huge readership. This kind of fiction provides the
reader with a necessary escapism, that is it helps the reader to sink into
emotional feelings which he or she would not normally experience. In fact
one could go through the list of all the critical objections surveyed so far and
turn these into attractions from the point of view of the reader. This may best
be seen in the analysis of an actual novel exemplifying this genre by lhsan
Abdul Quddus. The novel I have chosen is al-Tariiq al-masduud . This tells
the story of a woman named Faiza (literally "a winner") who suffers as a
result of the death of her father when she was only twelve. Her mother and
two sisters then started behaving in a morally loose manner, inviting men to
the house, drinking, etc. The mother justifed all of this so long as the girls
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kept their virginity. The aim of the mother is for a girl to secure a wealthy
husband and the way to go about this is to expose one's attractions but not to
go over the limit.
In fact, Faiza's suffering was hightened by these goings-on and she felt that
had her father been alive none of this would have happened. Studying and
trying to finish school was thus the only way for her out of this misery.
However, to overcome her loneliness she became addicted to reading love
stories especially by one particular writer - Munk Hilmi whom she
eventually meets in the company of her mother and sisters. The man who
was her idol, who knew all about love and affection, sank in her esteem
when one day he tried to use her sexually. After the loss of her father, this
was the first serious blow from someone she thought she loved.
The same let-down happened again when she was at college. This was at the
hands of her English literature teacher. He abused his authority and tried to
use her sexually. She refused and suffered as a result: the head teacher
simply maintained that it was her fault. It was when she started work away
from her hometown (simply because she was not prepared to go down the
road her mother and siters went down) that she met a man who fell in love
with her but was socially forced to break up the relationship. This drove her
to immorality out of revenge: she used her sexuality, told lies, etc only to get
at men.
An interesting detail relates to her going back to punish the first man who let
her down. She nearly lost her virginity. But this was also a turning point: the
man eventually turned from evil to a friend and this was when she
discovered the power of changing men. The ending however was not a
happy one in the conventional sense. She kept on drifting, suffering, lost like
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many others. The message of the novel is thus a complex one: men deal with
women merely as objects; women in turn have to accept this to survive.
6.6.2 A Critical Evaluation
We can now move on to a critical assessment of the novel as an example of
the genre popular fiction. Let us first pose the question: what is the aim of
the writer, is it pure entertainment or does the entertainment carry deeper
meanings? We recall that the critic's answer would be: it is pure
entertainment, in fact cheap sexual titillation. At best, according to Shukri
(1971:199):
Quddus does not portray sex as a social crisis. Rather in his view of
sex, he merely adopts a documentary style which does not shed light
on the phenomenon in question, does not deal with the issues and
does not identify the problem as a social ill.
In a proper reading of the genre as exemplified by this novel, however, we
reach different conclusions. The novel discusses a number of issues relevant
to the plight of women in Arab society: freedom, work opportunities, social
and fmancial independence, sexuality, etc. Above all, the novel questions the
social institutions which govern the value systems in society. For example,
there is a set of values which say that a house needs a man. But what the
novel demonstrates is that the protector can himself be the abuser. There is
also the set of values which says: a woman needs a man. The novel shows
that this protector can himself be the exploiter. So man can thus be an abuser
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and an exploiter. Even when women are given their freedom, and granted the
opportunities of getting an education, this still works in favour of the man:
she is a mere sex object. If she proves to be beyond his sexual greed, he will
use his power to destroy her.
Thus, not all popular fiction is cheap titillation. Another point which
annoyed the critics relates to character development. The critic maintains
that in popular fiction, characters are flat and urn-dimensional as to their
behaviour and motives. The hero or the heroine are basically looking for
unconditional love that leads to long-term commitment. What the critics
insisted on is total realism which requires that characters are portrayed
psychoanalytically as complex and multi-dimensional. Not only this but
characters have to relate to the entire social network, interact with others and
not merely embark on a personal journey.
What the critics failed to understand is that this level of complexity is not in
the nature of the genre. Popular fiction intends to deal with a close circuit of
personal and emotional experience which is ultimately individualistic.
Because the experience according to the genre is so personal, the writer
deliberately ignores the social network, background and the general
environment. As a result, time and place become of secondary importance,
hence the ambiguity of locations, town, etc.
Popular fiction is intended to serve a message which may not be any less
profound than any realistic or historical or political novel one cares to name.
But to get there the genre has its own conventional character vehicles:
stereotypes such as the lonely girl whose father has just died. Because of the
loneliness, she turns to the world of her hero to gain identity. She lacks
confidence; she blames herself all the time whether through a fault of her
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own or because she thinks people only want her for her sexuality. In all of
this, the writer would be trying to satisfy the reader's need for pleasure, an
aim which must be fulfilled if the novel is to function within the genre.
Regarding events, what the critics would like to see is an event development
not for its own sake (one thing leads to another) but as a vehicle to uncover
the suffering of the characters, and the forces which surround and move
them, hence the flashbacks, reverse chronology, etc. The aim of fictional
events is to produce a change in the reader regarding the real world. Popular
fiction approaches events differently: there is a temporal build-up: a
beginning, middle and end. This sequence, however, is meant to be logical;
coincidence plays a part, but to focus on personal emotions and to keep the
reader constantly interested in them and not be distracted by a thought or a
reason. In short, the reader has to be rather passive, not in the sense of
having no opinion or of accepting to be led but in the sense of accepting the
narrator's word for it and trusting the narrative as such: this is how the reader
is made to leave his or her real world behind.
Let us remind of ourselves of the features which the average popular fiction
in English, for example, is supposed to have in order to function as a
specimen of the genre. Novels of this kind are meant to be heart-warming
and engrossing to readers. They have what popular fiction experts call
'realistic unrealism'. But they are also predictably sterortyped, with well-tried
and uncomplicated moral recipes. According to Carter & Nash (1990:99):
The realism game offers us a credible world of fact but never
threatens to modify ... our view of what experience is, and what
human nature embraces.
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But it must be recognized that popular fiction is in fact a rather diverse
genre. Not only do we have a complex of sub-genres (Adventure and
Romance, Crime fiction, Spy Fiction, etc), but we have hybridization. This is
when the novel itself is a mixture of different genres. This is specially the
case when a marginal genre is trying to stabilize, when the pressure of the
canon is too strong, and/or when the receiving culture opposes the new
genre. The novel under analysis (al-Tariiq al-masduud - The Closed Road)





In this Chapter, I will review important issues in the history of translation. In
the first part, I will focus on the Arab (and generally the non-Western)
contribution. In the second part of this Chapter, I will move to Western
notions of translation. The final part will be on an important recent school of
translation studies inspired by Cultural Studies, together with work on
Polysystem theories in translation.
Regarding the latter contribution (on culture and literary polysystems),
Venuti (1995) discusses what this school stands for and puts forward the
idea of 'foreignizing' vs. 'domesticating' translation. I find this particularly
relevant to my work on genre. Equally important for my topic is the idea of
polysystems (Touri 1980): here translation, like popular fiction, is seen in
terms of centre and periphery within the literary system. This final part on
the Cultural Model will end with how the model proposed by Hatim &
Mason with which we started fits in with foreignization and domestication,
and the place of literature in all of this.
7.1 Non-Western Approaches to Translation (The Arab Contribution)
Translation has attracted the attention of the Arabs throughout the ages. In
fact, the Arabic word for "translation" (tarjama) is an original word and not
an imported concept. The entry in Lisaan al-Arab (compiled by Ibn Manzur
and considered to be the most authoritative Arabic lexicon) reads:
to translate (yutarjim) is to transfer meanings from one language to
another; the translator (turjuman) is the one who interprets these
meanings (Lisaan al-Arab p. 332).
The following is a brief historical view of translation among the Arabs.
7.1.1 A Historical View
The first serious translation movement among the Arabs appeared in the
Umayyad era, thanks to the efforts of one man - Khalid bin Yazid (d. 85
AH). Ibn Yazid was a prince who, failing to become caliph, turned to
translation and to the acquisition of knowledge. During this period, the most
important translation activity was the Arabicization of government records
which were all in Greek in Syria and in Persian in Iraq.
During the Abbasid era, translation truly flourished. Important translation
centres were established, the best known among which was the daar al-
Hikma established by the Caliph al-Ma'mun (813 - 833 AD). This was a
scientific establishment which acted as a centre of translation, a school of
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astronomy and a library. The daar was directed by one of the most
prominent Arab translators - Ishaq bin Hunayn. It was here that Ibn Hunayn
supervised the work of numerous teams of translators who were generously
rewarded by the Caliph. Extremely important works were translated in this
centre from Persian, Sanskrit, Syrian and Greek. The subjects translated
included philosophy, astronomy and medicine, and among the writers
translated were Aristotle and Galen.
The Abbasid period also saw the translation of important works in
mathematics, logic and philosophy. By the year 913, the libraries of
Baghdad were teeming with translations, not only of the sciences but also of
arts and literature. It is interesting to note here that the reason why the Illiad
was not translated is simply due to the Muslim faith which meant that idols,
myths and superstitions had no place in the way people started to think after
the age of ignorance. The other reason is perhaps the feeling among the
Arabs that they had their own 'illiads' in their own magnificent classical
poetry. Finally, translators generally lacked the skill of poetic composition,
whereas Arab poets could not understand Greek.
7.1.2 Translation Methods and Procedures
Theory of translation was rare among the Arabs who were more concerned
with the application of translation principles. The most prominent translators
like Ibn al-Batriq and Ibn Ishaq tell us little about their techniques of
translation and were content with practising the skill. This perhaps reflects
the feeling at the time that translation is a complex practice which no words
can describe.
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Al-Jahiz, in his book al-Haywaan, however, did talk about translation and
discussed what we may today see as important issues in translation theory.
For example, he listed the qualities which good translators must possess:
The translator's eloquence must equal his knowledge. He must be
equally well-versed in the language from which he is translating and
in the language into which he is translating. But we must also
recognize that knowing two languages brings with it its own
problems: each language pulls the translator in a different direction
(al-Haywaan, vol. 1: 75-76).
Two methods were used by translators. According to Salah el-Din al-Safadi,
the first method is that practised by Yuhanna bin al-Batriq among others.
Here, the translator is concerned with individual words and what each word
means. Once a word is done, the next is dealt with and so on until a sentence
is completed.
In adopting this word-for-word translation, translators faced many problems.
First, not all Greek words had Arabic equivalents, thus Greek words were
often kept in the Arabic translation. Second, languages differ in word-order
and structure, let alone in the use of figurative devices such as metaphor, etc.
In his historical survey of translation practice among the Arabs, Shehada
Khuri (1989:13) points out that these problems rendered the word-for-word
method ineffective, and an alternative method had to be found. The second
method was the one adopted by Ibn Ishaq among others and involved starting
with the sense of the entire sentence and moving on to expressing this in the
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other language. Whether the individual words are the same or are different is
immaterial, since the meaning of the whole utterance is what counts.
To conclude this section on methods, we may cite the opinion of Khalil al-
Junr, a modern critic of translation from Syriac and Greek into Arabic. In
describing the work of translators who used the second 'sense' method, al-
Jurr in his History of Arab Philosophy says:
Their method has approximately what may be described as the
scientific method of translation. They would translate the work a
number of times, and they would translate the same work from
different Greek versions. They would compare the various
translations and correct what was unacceptable. They would also list
how translations departed from the originals. When in doubt about
the author's intention, these translators would go for a literal
translation (vol.2, p.26, cited in Khuri 1989).
7.1.3 The Modern Age
Three translation movements may be recognized in the history of the Arabs.
The first is described above and belongs to the Abbasid era. The second took
place in the first half of the 19th century in the era of Muhammad Ali Pasha.
The third and most important started at the turn of this century. While the
first and second periods were characterised by the patronage of rulers and
translation was therefore 'official', the third period was marked by individual
--translation efforts as the usual pattern. Here, most of the Arab countries had
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gained their independence, and the need was felt to discover foreign thought
and ideas (Badawi 1992: 10).
As I pointed out in Chapter Three, the stimulation to translate came directly
to the Arabs with the Bonaparte expedition to Egypt in 1798. The French
arrived armed not only with the latest technology but also with teams of
scientists and translators who were extremely active at that time. This
established new ways of thinking and opened the gate to Western thought.
One immediate effect was seen in the achievements of the next ruler of
Egypt - Muhammad Ali.
The first step Muhammad Ali took was to build an army on the French
model. This brought with it a number of changes which all involved
translation in one way or another. In fact, there was a strong feeling during
this period which associated western ways with power and success (Badawi
1992: 11). Western models thus played an important part in the Arab
Renaissance (al-Nandha). But it is a mistake to assume that the relationship
between the native and the foreign was one of submission of the former to
the latter. Through translation, it was felt that 'imitation' of western patterns
of thinking was a sure way to assert one's own identity.
The Arabs immediately saw the benefits of adopting and imitating western
styles. Intellectual curiosity was the driving force behind the development of
translation in this period. But we have to recognize that in the early part,
Muhammad Al's interest in the technology needed by his army dominated
translation efforts. Ali reprinted twenty of the technical translations made in
Turkey. He also ordered that the lessons taught by foreign experts in his
schools be translated 'on the spot', then edited and published for wider
circulation.
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This keen attitude was also seen when Ali demanded of students sent abroad
that they translate the texts they used. He had agents in most European
countries to acquire the most useful books. Finally, it was thanks to
Muhammad Ali's efforts that Egypt had its first School of Languages which
improved the quality of foreign language learning and translation. But, as
Cachia (1993:26) points out:
Needless to say, literary texts had no place in these early efforts, but
new ideas were being disseminated and Arabic was being forced into
new moulds in order to express them; in time the combination was
profoundly to affect linguistic habits.
7.1.4 Individual Efforts
It is important to mention here, as Cachia (1992) in his survey does, the
Christian contribution to translation efforts. Their contribution is immense
for the simple reason that they found it easier than did the Muslims to accept
ideas coming from Christian Europe. This was made possible by the fact that
from 1825 onward, the Anglican Church Missionary Society (established in
Malta) began printing Arabic texts.
In this domain, it is important to mention the rival translations of the Bible
which appeared at that time. Until the first quarter of the 19th century, the
only parts of the Bible in print were the Gospels and the Psalms. Later years
saw remarkable effort 's to produce fuller translation. These were undertaken
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by some of the most prominents Arab literary figures including Butrus al-
Bustani and Nasif al-Yaziji.
The time then came for individuals to produce translations not prompted by
the State or by the missionaries. These individuals undertook translations
which were aimed at a new kind of readership. The texts chosen for
translation or adaptation were chosen either for their literary merit or for
their entertainment value. According to Cachia (1992:27), the first such
effort was Tahtawi's translation of Fenelon's Telemaque. This began quite a
strong movement. Some seventy French works of fiction are said to have
been translated in Egypt between 1870 and 1914. Furthermore, with the
presence of the British becoming widely felt, some English and Scottish
works (e.g. by Sir Walter Scott) were also translated.
In this connection, a point made by Cachia (1992:28) is particularly
important:
Understandably, literary histories make much of the masterpieces
that then became known to an Arabic-reading public. The bulk of
what was translated, however, was not of such a high calibre. It
consisted mostly of sensationalist material - thrillers, spy and later
detective stories, and 'penny-dreadfuls'. The reason is not far to seek:
in a genre so new to the Arabs, taste was as yet unformed, and
swung to the extreme opposite of the formal, diction-conscious
literature previously held in honour.
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With the passage of time, however, the interest in western thought and ideas
became wider and deeper. Individual efforts were still made in translation,
but the materials chosen went beyond entertainment value to thoughtful,
philosophical works. For example, Fathi Zaghlul (d. 1914) translated many
of Jeremy Bentham's books as well as sociological works by Gustave Le Bon
7.1.5 The Difficulties Faced
To conclude this section on the modern era, we have to mention the
difficulties faced by the Arab translators in their effort to transfer foreign
works. Obviously, the most basic difficulty was lack of technical vocabulary,
not only in the scientific fields but also in the new literary genres. In
discussing the novel in 1881, Cachia remarks that
Muhammad Abduh had no word for the new genre other than a
coinage from the French, rumaniyya, and for several decades
thereafter riwayah often did duty for both a novel and a play.
(Cachia 1992:30).
Another source of problems was to do with the Arabs' total respect for their
language. Arabic was the medium in which the Qur'an was revealed and in
which great poetry was written. There was an active group of purists to
whom Arabic was perfect and who for a long time fought with the
modernists. The latter were accused of ignorance for adding new loan words
and coinages.
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There were other problems which are best discussed under the issue of
'foreignization' and 'domestication' to be raised below. I will end with a few
verses composed by the great Arab translator of the Bible and other works,
Shidyaq. Here he is discussing the kind of difficulties translators faced at the
time:
He who has missed out on translation knows not what travail is:
None but the warrior is scorched by the fire of war!
I find a thousand notions for which there is none akin
Amongst us, and a thousand with none appropriate;
And a thousand terms with no equivalent.
I find disjunction for junction, though junction is needed.
And terseness of style when the context calls for
Elaboration, if the purpose is to be attained.
(cited in Cachia 1992: 30)
7.2 Western Approaches to Translation
In this second part, I will present some Western notions of translation. This
is a huge area about which several books are available. I will therefore be
selective and present only those issues which can be shown to be relevant to
my work on genre. In fact, my interest in genre has also influenced my
choice of translation model to work with. Thus, I have used Newmark's and
Nida's models to shed light on the issue of 'culture'. Similarly, I have referred
to Venuti's ideas on foreignization and domestication to account for the
problems of popular fiction as a genre in translation. Regarding the canon
and the peripherality of certain genres, I have applied the polysystem
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translation theory proposed by Toury. But, I have found Hatim & Mason
translation model useful as it brings together insights from the various
approaches and identifies genre as part of context.
The biggest argument in the history of translation has been that regarding
what 'translation proper' is. Two schools of thought have dominated the
debate from the early beginnings. There was the school which believed that
'word-for-word' is the way translations should be done to ensure total
faithfulness to the source text. On the other hand, there was the school which
advocated the opposite: free translation is what we should aim for. Cicero
(106-43 B.C.) expressed this tension as follows:
If I render word for word, the result will sound uncouth, and if
compelled by necessity I alter everything in the order or wording, I
shall seem to have departed from the function of a translator.
(Cited in Nord 1997:4)
Throughout the centuries, many felt that the correct solution to the problem
must lie somewhere between these two extremes. Situation and audience
seem to have guided many Bible translators, for example, to a recognition of
this flexible position. As far back as the time of Jerome and Martin Luther,
the view was held that there are passages in any text (e.g. the Bible) which
must be reproduced word-for word. Other passages invited a more 'free'
approach and the translator has to render the sense.
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Equivalence of target text to source text has been a hotly debated issue ever
since people started talking about translation (Bassnett 1980). This matter
became prominent with the emergence of linguistics as 'the scientific study
of language'. Here, language 'structure' and 'form' became things which could
be observed, and the idea of language as a 'code' became popular.
Distinctions such as 'word vs sense', 'literal vs free' and 'form vs function'
became more important than ever before.
This may be illustrated from the views of translation held by Catford (1965).
Catford looked at language as a system and was less interested in language
as communication (Hatim & Mason 1990). Catford focused on 'formal'
correspondence between languages at levels such as the sentence and
elements below and not beyond. In other words, meaning is virtually
banished and the cultural dimension was not properly recognized.
To move to recent times, the discussion has focussed on the distinction
between formal equivalence and dynamic equivalence. Formal equivalence
refers to a faithful translation of those 'form' elements in the source text
without any change. Dynamic equivalence is different. This takes into
account extra-linguistic factors (situation, etc.) and the communicative effect
which the source text was supposed to have on its receivers. The American
translation theorist Nida (1964:159) explains this as follows:
A translation of dynamic equivalence aims at complete naturalness
of expression, and tries to relate the receptor to modes of behaviour
relevant within the context of his own culture; it does not insist that
he understand the cultural patterns of the source-language context in
order to comprehend the message.
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That is to say, Nida sees the translator's main aim to be making sure that the
effect on the source language reader is equivalent to that which the target
text reader will have. Since Nida's field is Bible translation, the question of
culture becomes very significant. When source and target languages belong
to widely different cultures, dynamic equivalence becomes extremely
important. Cultural differences must be borne in mind. In translating a
metaphor such as "the lamb of God" for the Eskimo people, Nida suggests
that "the seal of God" would be more appropriate.
7.3 The Cultural Model
In this part, I shall present the so-called cultural model and shall focus in
particular on the work of Venuti (1995). Domestication and foreignization
translation strategies are basic in this discussion. But let us first deal with
purely socio-cultural aspects.
7.3.1 The Socio-cultural Model
It is common knowledge in translation studies today that culture is an
important factor. As Snell-Hornby (1988: 9) says:
Language is not.., an isolated phenomenon suspended in a vacuum
but is an integral part of culture.
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That is, translation takes place not just between languages, but between
cultures. This is different from the early days of translation theory which, as
pointed out above, was dominated by linguistics: language is viewed as a
stable system with a rigidly defmed code (structure and form). This ignores
the value of cultural information. As Mona Baker (1992:18) explains:
Languages understandably tend to make only those distinctions in
meaning which are relevant to their particular environment, be it
physical, historical, political, religious, cultural, economic, legal,
technological, social, or otherwise.
Seen in this wider cultural context, linguistic equivalence becomes
problematic. Various theories have therefore been put forward to deal with
the cultural side of texts. Newmark (1988) puts forward the following
typology of cultural information:
(1) Ecology: animals, plants, local winds, mountains, etc. For example, the
numerous Arabic words for 'camel' or vocabulary of the desert life.
(2) Material Culture: food, clothes, housing, transport and communication.
For example, terms for Arab modes of dressing, head gear, etc.
(3) Social Culture: work and leisure, etc. For example, the vocabulary of
falconry in Arabic or wine-making in English.
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(4) Organizations, customs, ideas: political, social, legal, religious, or
artistic institutions in a particular culture. For example, parliament structure
in Britain and religious vocabulary in Arabic.
(5) Gestures and Habits. These are important aspects in translation. But, as I
explained in Chapter One when introducing the Hatim & Mason model of
semiotic signs, these and similar categories only cover so-called 'socio-
cultural' signs and do not include 'socio-textual' macro-signs such as genre
and discourse. This idea will be related to domestication and foreignization
in the following section.
7.3.2 Domestication and Foreignization
In discussing the Arab contribution to translation, I presented some of the
diffulties which Arab translators faced, especially in the early days. These
difficulties included the lack of well-developed technical terms both in the
sciences and in the arts. Another difficulty was related to the
conservativeness of the purists in the Arabic language establishment. One
major problem I will discuss in the present section is related to the difficulty
of deciding where and when to cut materials out, abridge or expand. All
these methods were tried but in an unsystematic way. However, one method
was predominant. As Cachia (1992:30) points out:
(...) from the start, Arab translators did not view their task as one of
slavish transposition, but rather of adaptation to the needs of a new
public. When working on the Bible, Shidyaq did not hide his
impatience with his English collaborators over their excursions into
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etymology to decide the precise meaning of a word and their
suspicion of stylistic flourishes suggestive of the Qur'an.
That is to say, Shidyaq defended a method of translation which seeks to fit
the foreign work within established modes of writing in the host language. In
19th century translations, the story-line of a foreign novel, for example,
would be faithfully kept, but elaborately rhyming titles would be chosen.
This shows the strength of tradition. Names of characters were also changed:
they were kept phonetically close to the original but recognizably Arabic.
Rhymed prose was also used and the work was peppered with Arabic verses
and philosophical words of wisdom. These are interesting issues which I
will discuss again later on after we introduce Western views of
domestication and foreignization strategies.
The terms 'domestication' or 'naturalization' refer to more or less the same
strategy. According to Venuti (1992:5), this involves:
(...) effacing the linguistic and cultural difference of the foreign text
... making it intelligible and even familiar to the target text reader.
This method of translation is considered by many theorists to be ideal. As
Venuti (1992:5) points out (disapprovingly):
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A translated text is judged successful - by most editors, publishers,
reviewers, readers and by translators themselves - when it reads
fluently, when it gives the appearance that it is not translated.
One of the well-known defenders of domestication is Alan Duff who
invented the term "third language" to refer to non-domesticated translation
which he criticises strongly:
Those who come into contact with translation are put off by what
they read. And if there is any single reason for the English-speaking
reader being put off by translation, it is (...) that translation does not
sound like English. (Duff 1981:124)
Foreignization, on the other hand, is often described as 'faithful' or 'literal'.
Venuti (1995:18) defends this strategy which he defmes as a type of
translation in which the target text when necessary deliberately breaks target
language conventions by preserving the foreignness of the original.
As I will show in my analysis, translation does not seem to be either this or
that. We domesticate and we foreignize all the time in dealing with one and
the same work. We need a framework which tells us where and when this or
that strategy works. In fact, it is the absence of such a framework which
makes the cultural model proposed by Venuti slightly weak. For example,
Venuti (1995:42) himself suggests that foreignization does not work all the
time:
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What I am advocating is not an indiscriminate valorization of every
foreign culture or a metaphysical concept of foreignness as an
essential value.
7.3.3 Socio-textual Practice
In Chapter One of my thesis, I briefly introduced the difference between two
kinds of signs. In the analysis of the semiotic dimension of context, we can
have micro-signs. These are 'socio-cultural' objects similar to elements in the
categories proposed by Newmark (1988). A more important kind of sign,
however, is what we referred to as 'macro-signs'. These include the three
basic structures we have been working with: text, discourse and genre.
The conclusion which my analysis suggests is that literature (whether
canonic or peripheral) must be generally foreignized. But not everything in a
literary work must be foreignized. Those socio-cultural objects which are
dynamic and have a role to play in the source genre, must be foreignized as
well. However, those socio-cultural objects which are static (not contributing
to the genre) in the literary text are best domesticated for two reasons:
(1) they are static and to foreignize them could be misleading
(2) by domesticating these, the reader is allowed easier access to what the
work is about (e.g. the genre, or the discourse).
For example, the concept of 'wine' in the text I analyzed is used in different
ways. Sometimes it 'tells us something about the character and therefore the
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genre. Here it must be kept. At other times it is a mere reference to a drink,
and it can therefore be changed to 'orange juice' for example without
harming the genre.
To apply this theory to the translation of Mills & Boon novels, the majority
of the translations analyzed are not successful in using this strategy. Socio-
cultural objects are more or less fully Arabized whether they are static or
dynamic. This is to make the text easy or acceptable to the purists.
In Chapter Eight, I will present a fairly descriptive analysis of the translation
of Mills & Boon into Arabic. I will present those aspects of the analysis
which illustrate the theory of domestication and foreignization in relation to
micro-signs (socio-cultural objects) and macro-signs (socio-textual
structures, in particular genre).
7.3.4 Polysystems Theory
This is a theory of literary translation proposed by Toury (1980) on the basis
of a model suggested by Even-Zohar (1979). The latter sets his statements
against the background of the way in which translated literature is
considered peripheral in the literary polysystem. But he argues that
translated literature can occupy a central position if:
1. the host literature is young or in the process of being established;
2. the host literature is peripheral or weak;
3. the host literature is going through a crisis.
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Applying this theory to Arabic in general and to my topic of the novel as a
genre in particular, we find that at the turn of this century the novel as a
genre simply did not exist, and Arabic literature was in a sense weak and
going through a crisis. This helped translation to occupy a central position in
the Arabic polysystem. So far, this proves Even-Zohar theory.
As soon as the genre novel became established, it pushed translations (and
popular fiction which came with it) to the periphery. The critical
establishment used translations and popular entertainment fiction to create
their own canonized literature. This was established on the basis of: (a) an
Arab literary heritage (the maqaama genre, Classical language and rhetoric,
etc.); (b) an Arab cultural heritage (Islamic morality, traditional social
conventions, etc.). The result is that translations as well as Arabic popular
fiction ended up as cheap and unworthy. This also confirms Even-Zohar's
theory but adds a new dimension to it.
A model now exists of what fiction should be like: realistic,
psycholanalytical, educational and didactic in general, etc. (see my Chapters
3, 4, 5). Writers and translators alike are under pressure from the critical
establishment to observe this model. This is proved by my analysis and
supports Toury's (1980) theory: that translators disregard the source text in
favour of models in the target literary system. Thus, we end up with a
popular fiction which carries features of both the canonized novel and the
entertainment novel. The aim of my work is to suggest that unless we
recognize the genre popular fiction as different and unless we create
awareness of this, the genre will always suffer.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
ANALYSIS AND TRANSLATION ASSESSMENT
OF A MILLS & BOON NOVEL
In this chapter, I will analyse an English example of popular fiction from the
Mills & Boon genre and then compare this with its published translation in
Arabic. I will focus on the features of the genre identified in the English
source text and on how the translator deals with these features: Will the
translator keep, change or omit them and why? As and when appropriate, the
translation which has appeared in a series called cabiir is compared with one
from Quluub cab hr , a series of translated Mills & Boon intended
specifically for the Arabian Gulf market and drastically edited with a more
conservative society in mind (Al-Nahhas' publishers' blurb).
The main novel I have chosen is Legacy of Shame by Diana Hamilton (Mills
& Boon 1993). The blurb is worth quoting in full as it gives a good summary
of what happens in the story:
Six years ago, when Venetia was young and impressionable she had
fallen for Italian businessman Carlo Rossi in a big way. He had
resisted her charms, at the same time, made it clear that he preferred
to make the running. Now he was back in her life, and doing exactly
that. Venetia knew that she should fight him and refuse his cold-
blooded proposal of marriage for business reasons. But this time
around, she knew what she felt for him definitely wasn't girlish
infatuation.
Thus the novel is typical of popular fiction of this kind. We fmd all the usual
features discussed so far, related to hero and heroine, language and structure,
themes and ideology. In the first part of my analysis, I shall begin with broad
features related to themes / general conventions and shall apply these to the
novel under analysis. In the second part of my analysis, I shall specifically
focus on textual features.
8.1 Broad Thematic Analysis
To start with, 'pleasing the reader', 'heart-warming women readers' and
'giving men an action-packed story', these have all been goals which popular
fiction tries to achieve. Mills & Boon applies this principle. It is intended to
involve the readers by making them accept as credible all the happenings,
cars, guns, cocktails, etc. But this realism which offers us a credible world
never threatens to modify uncomfortably our view of what experience is and
what human nature is. That is, popular fiction ideologically makes us accept
the status quo. For example, we are to believe that aristocracy is a fine
British thing: we shall celebrate Royal weddings and continue to see white
British men as born to rule and many pure white English roses.
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This ideological point in popular fiction (Mills & Boon in particular) is
relevant to women who are supposed to form the majority of the readers. All
women in modern society suffer in various and complicated ways; their lives
are a series of troubles and oppressions. According to feminist analysis, this
is
just because we are women and not men.... all of us in some way
must look for ways of coping with our subordination. Romances are
stories of desire for a happy ending. If we look for happy endings in
fiction, it is because at present it is the only place we can hope to
find them. (Batsleer 1981:219).
Women are then targetted. Popular fiction repeats part of common
experience of women. This is helped by the formula story which provides a
means of making sense of the troubles which all women share: the harder
our life becomes the more we are likely to turn to a world unlike our own
and which is full of glamour and so on.
In a strange way, women through this arrangement are given power but not
real power. Common accounts of power and history are turned upside down:
kings, diplomats etc. begin to be seen not in terms of 'rulers' but in a sphere
determined by the world of women. As Batsleer (1981: 220) observes:
"Napoleon is not the director of armies and empire but the lover of
Josephine". But, women's place is still the home where power exchange
begins: women are excluded from decision making and power becomes one
to do with making a home, looking after a husband and taking care of
children.
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Beneath all this, the formula story which is typical of popular fiction
depends on promoting older systems of values. This is achieved often
through stereotyped conventions of character: heroes are capable of strong
overt emotions: they can burst into public tears as strong men used to do.
Heroines, on the other hand, are weak, dependent and shown as glad to be
so; they are beautiful and chaste. This kind of stereotyping. however, is not
always made explicit. The unity of a text relies not on what it confidently
articulates but on its incoherence, topic-skipping, silences and absences
(Ashley 1997:116). That is, what popular novels do not or cannot say is as
important as what they do say. Meanings are composed of blocks which we
grasp only their smooth surfaces. The surface harmony serves to explain the
hierarchical order and hides the real foundations of social values.
8.2 Textual Analysis
Before I present this assessment, I want to begin with the successful part of
the translation published in Arabic under the title 4.:)4:).5"0 aZr.s (translated
by ...). The dilemma I have encountered is faced by all analysts of translated
material: short of carrying out systematic Think-Aloud Protocols (TAPs) (as
I suggest under "future directions for research" in Chapter Nine) or a similar
experimental method, we will never be able to determine for certain whether
the successful parts of the translation are the result of chance and are there
by accident or whether the translator consciously made the decision to
uphold the genre, for example.
By the same token, this decision making process could also be influenced by
the translators being aware of translation theory (methods and principles) or
simply trusting their . intuition. The same may be said of those parts which
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the translator gets wrong: is it linguistic incompetence on the part of the
translator? Is it lack of knowledge and awareness of the genre? Is it lack of
training in translation theory? Is it a concern on the part of the translator not
to offend the culture, religion, etc.? Or is it the influence of the canon and
the literary establishment that forces the translator to deviate from the
source? I will be as descriptive as possible and report what is there, but
description without explanation is futile, and explanations are necessarily
assertive and in part intuitive and subjective. After all, our am n is not to find
faults with the translation but to try and demonstrate that translators of
popular fiction must be aware of the genre's specific features, what makes
the work what it is in the culture and how best to reconcile source and target
audience expectations.
8.2.1 Textual Features
The following features of the language of Mills & Boon have one thing in
common: they are essentially there to give the language an extra dimension.
To put this in Gricen (Cooperative Maxims) terms, one could say that what
the language is doing here is to 'flout' the maxim of quantity (saying more),
the maxim of quality (not saying it truthfully), the maxim of manner (not
saying it in a straightforward manner), and the maxim of relevance (what is
said and how it is said may not seem to be called for at first) (Grice 1975).
(
But, given the rhetorical aim of this flouting, all four maxims are disobeyed
for a reason: to uphold a genre of popular fiction. Specially within the
parameters of Mills & Boon as a sub-genre of popular fiction, we are in the
business of arousing interest, enthralling the reader, providing women




1) ST. She swept out of the room (LS, p. 84)
TT
The non-core (swept) was properly captured by ( ‘L.014, haraCat t) which in
Arabic gives the added meaning of 'fast' and 'in a rush'.
2) ST. She wanted to snap, Don't touch me! (LS, p. 82)
ELLA 4.,IP-ti Ot ,:...1.)1 ji`j TT
The verb (snap) is handled properly in Arabic preserving the non-core
element.
2. Adjectives




The relevant adjectives (cool and deadly) are rendered successfully
preserving sensory perception.
4) ST. And then was nothing but a thick silence (LS, p. 137)
J.1. 404 1...,9
 TT
The texture adjective (thick) is rendered as ( Li..4s. 	 Camiq) which is in
fact an adjective of dimension but is used here because it collocates well
with ( c-4-40 Samt). The rendering is therefore highly successful.
5) ST. His face looked bloodless (LS, p. 140)
tt›. 1.41 47:3 Lto TT
This is a successful rendering of a colour adjective.
3. Participle Clauses
6) ST. Venetia frowned, biting down her lower lip (LS, p. 21)
k-U--11 lei-% ksl.P 4./.4"1 v.15.9
 t . .6-11? :142.14, c-4 1--ti TT
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The simultaneous nature of the two actions is preserved by the use of the
participle-equivalent in Arabic ( ,j wa hiya...). There does not seem to be
a problem with this structure when the participle occurs as second event. But
when it is used initially, it becomes problematic in Arabic, as (7) shows:
7) ST. Biting down hard on the corner of her wide lower lip, she managed
to stifle a sob (LS, p. 144)
atAa ot 1.81..LA ots- A , 1+.•c..u.i. ,:.),AS A.:61 c.„<; vaj Ifit, ,s1c a-U.0. . .6....4.s.., TT
4-41;
Here, the translator changed the order as participle-first is problematic in
Arabic. This change, however, does not change meaning. The two events are
intended to be simultaneous, so whether the 'biting' or the 'sobbing' comes
first is not a problem.
4. Inanimate Agents as Subject
8) ST. How kind! Sarcasm sharpened her voice. (LS, p. 87)
Bap- ys-r 47 .1.4. j",.- ..t.i v..‹.4:it Ot..5-
 , ila 4.,iLlt ba :,...%lai
 TT
This structure is not common in non-literary Arabic and its use in this
language is probably a Western influence. As we will see in a later section,
the translator has serious difficulties with this. Here however, he forced this
structure on Arabic successfully as the use is still highly idiomatic.
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5. Figurative Language
9) ST. she was beginning to feel as if she were walking on pins (LS, p. 128)
,j1-1 ‘.51P .0***3 teritCi p.t.1 TT
The metaphoric element is preserved by another metaphoric element from a
different field, but successfully. Changing the field seems to be a common
strategy as example (10) also shows:
10) ST. slicing through the ton-id atmosphere like a steel blade (LS, p. 137)
4..A........1i -tx.s" j.416:1.1:) iiii.a J.:a TT
The metaphoric element (J_ sayf -- sword) is equivalent in effect to
(blade)
6. Topic skipping
11) ST. "... we have several arrangements to discuss". "The wedding? or the
merger?" She asked with chilling sarcasm. He was leaving, staying at a hotel,
and it hurt. Just when she believed they were growing closer, he backed off.
(LS, p. 139)
' 1+) 61J-1..,W 01 	 3.1.P ,A41.L1 al Ot 11 ' TT
. T cti:Ci..1-J i z.4.) t r hitiiii c.....s.‘pb ,
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4,L1 1.41.d 	 01'	 c...u6 4.11i ‘1..	 , 4.;1 4.1J
	 4i.`...<4.
C.),b eliq. at II	 LsiA
The topic skipping is preserved here and the Arabic is deliberately made as
disjointed as the English, an important feature of popular fiction.
To conclude this analysis of what may on the face of it strike us as
'successes', we can only guess whether the translator was actually aware of
these features and of the rules of the genre, or he merely translated
instinctively. A number of factors complicate the situation. The translator by
seeming to preserve the non-core nature of verbs, for example, could in
reality simply have opted for a formal variety of Arabic. The reasons for this
are many. Firstly, formal language is a strategy felt appropriate to upgrade
what could otherwise have been felt to be cheap literature. Secondly, formal
language is one way of ensuring that the kind of Arabic used is understood
all over the Arabic-speaking world. In fact„ as the analysis of the errors to
be presented below shows, the translator could not have fully appreciated the
genre. Of course, there is always the possibility that the translator is aware
of the genre, yet he is under pressure from the canon, the culture and the
language conventions. But, as I indicated above, we have to keep making
intelligent guesses until further research is carried out on the process of the
translator decision-making. I will now move to the problem areas in the
translation.
8.2.2 Translation Assessment
In this second part of the analysis, I will focus on problem areas in the
translation and will try to explain the causes for the errors. The explanations
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will be attempted from the point of view of (1) culture, (2) language, (3)
awareness of the genre (4) the influence of the canon and the pressure of the
critics. It should be borne in mind that these categories are a methodological
convenience. In reality, the various categories overlap heavily and are highly
interactive. My commentary will show how more than one factor are usually
at work.
8.2.2.1 Culture
Following Nida (1975) and Newmark (1988), I shall initially define culture
as a
"way of life and its manifestations peculiar to one speech community:
(1) Ecology
Animals, plants, local winds, mountains, plains, ice, etc.
(2) Material Culture (artifacts)
food, clothes, housing, transport and communications
(3) Social Culture - work and leisure
(4) Organizations, customs, ideas -
political, social, legal, religious, artistic
(5) gestures and habits" (Newmark 1988: 103)
In the following, I have selected a number of problems which my analysis
has uncovered. These will be presented and discussed.
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A. Socio-culture
In this category, the most important problem is the sex theme (sexual
connotations, relationships, free love, etc.)
ST. She wanted to snap, Don't touch me (LS, p. 82)
The second sentence has been omitted. Given the general conservativeness
of the target culture, the reason is probably to avoid referring to intimacy and
closeness. The majority of omissions fall under this category, and the sexual
theme is deliberately avoided (more so in Quluub Cabiir than its twin-series
Cabiir which is intended for the Levant market). Furthermore, the omissions
are not only passing, one phrase references but can actually span entire
paragraphs. It is worth noting here that once these omissions are committed,
the translator does not attempt to fill the gap, but carries on as though
nothing has been omitted, producing incoherent narrative.
But, the likely offense to the culture cannot be an excuse for what we
consider to be a poor translation strategy. For example, the reference to a
sexual theme may be offensive and may have to be omitted, but surely, there
is the translation strategy of 'compensation'. That is, these gaps can and
should be filled by something more appropriate such as " (.14s, -Low) don't
come near me". This is the least we can do. In fact, sound translation theory
would have taught the translator that there is no offense to the culture in the
first place. After all, this is a dialogue portraying the life style of the "Other"
and should therefore not be seen as threatening to the target culture or the
reader. The translator is acting on the assumption that the role of literature is
to instruct. This is the influence of the canon which has not given a genre
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such as popular fiction a chance to survive. The same may be said of the
following examples:
ST. He shot at her cynically, getting to his feet, magnificently male, totally
unashamed of his nakedness (LS, p. 98)
The whole sentence was omitted. There are obvious linguistic problems with
concepts such as 'cynically' which is normally and erroneously rendered
cr:-.4 Sarcasm is only part of the meaning which revolves around 'moral
revulsion', something like: j4:-.4t. But a more important reason for the
omission is the difficulty with 'nakedness', a social taboo. Once again, we
understand why the translator did not want to get involved with a potentially
offensive theme. But, when such 'likely offense' becomes part of character
portrayal, then omission would mean losing a crucial part of narrative
meaning. Such elements tend to have far-reaching implications for the way
the character behaves and the narrative develops. To take another example,
ST. whenever he came near her, her pulse rate soared (LS, p. 84)
This sexual allusion is omitted for obvious reasons. But, we recall that part
of the ideology in Mills & Boon is to portray women as weak, in need of a
man, and as 'acted' upon', rarely acting. A soaring pulse is one way of
showing this vulnerability and to omit this is to wipe out entire chunks of
ideological meaning, especially when the omission occurs so many times as
to form a pattern.
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B. Religion
Here, we are concerned with those western values and beliefs which clash
with Islamic religious beliefs and values.
ST. She downed the remainder of the wine in her glass... (LS, p. 86)
ail „.).4 3 AV LA tiii.,...i 0.
	
TT
The concept of alcohol (wine) is changed to 'coffee' to suit the target culture
but from a purely religious point of view. This is most probably how the
translator reacted, an attitude which (as many examples show) avoids
anything that is potentially controversial. However, the way people behave
as 'participants' in the genre's 'social occasion' is a crucial element if we wish
to maintain the integrity of the genre. To be selective about what to keep in
or out as it suits us would only result in a misleading adaptation of the
foreign genre. A foreignizing strategy (Venuti 1995) is one that is required
here. Alternatively, the entire genre may be felt offensive and should
therefore be avoided. But to pick and choose is a harmful strategy.
After all, the reader of the translation is aware that this is part of a life style
which has to be preserved. Of course, it is an acceptable for Arabs to engage
in wining and dining of this kind. But, what is involved here is a norm for
Europeans and references to alcohol is rich in cultural significance.
Particularly with reference to 'wine' ('red wine' specifically), what may be
signalled is a desire for closeness, sexuality and passion, even initiating a
seduction routine. The plot thickens when the name of a particular wine is
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mentioned (indicating the power and wealth of the male). Acceptance of this
sequence can also on the part of the woman signal that she is liberated,
adventurous and daring. Thus, culturally sensitive concepts such as these
must be handled with care and foreignizing them seems to be the right way.
It has to be noted that foreignization does not mean blind literalism. For
example,
ST. An answering pagan passion leapt to control her (LS, p. 155)
0.111	 14.1I IT
The reference to 'pagan' is avoided probably on sexual grounds but also no
doubt on religious grounds. However, opting for a dynamic equivalence in
this case is highly successful:
	 j-sa Jyt—a• (feverish feeling, indicating
'abandon') replaces pagan passion adequately. But, consider the following
case:
ST. And his chosen female companions would not be teenagers - God, how
she hated that ... (LS, p. 9)
y.i1111 We op	 to -al ,14,	 of AJ	 i J4 ut TT
In fact, 'God' is used here not in any religious sense (i.e. only as an
exclamation). However, given that such references do not serve the genre in
any meaningful way, to domesticate them may be harmless: any exclamation
formula in Arabic would be acceptable. As it happens, such an equivalence
in Arabic would also have included the concept of God, e.g. ,i0111..0.. We are
therefore at a loss in trying to explain why the omission, except perhaps an
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obsession with surface meanings. The same happens with the following
example,
ST. silently refusing everything - both the heaven and hell (LS, p. 98)
c.vry
	 ,crt	 TT
The translator glossed 'heaven and hell' under 'everything' thus avoiding the
religious concepts. What is important here is the careless way in which the
sentence is left hanging loose after the omission. This is an example of what
we meant when we talked about omission gaps not properly filled.
C. Customs & Conventions
These include the acceptable modes of dress, eating and other aspects of
everyday life (including weights and measures).
ST. close-fitting black trousers (LS, p. 84)
,i.../C111.6.4 TT
This is translated simply as 'black trousers'. One could argue that the reason
for the modification is to do with customs and modes of dress and the
differences between east and west in this respect. However, a more
convincing reason can be put forward: it is to do with the element "tight-
fitting". Specially since the reference is to a man, the description carries
sexual connotations at Many levels, including the idea that a man taking such
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good care of the way he dresses is, to an Arab, something unacceptable
culturally, that is something expected from a woman and not a man. This
example shows the overlap we spoke about earlier between categories:
customs, religion, socio-culture, etc. influence one another.
However, there is a side to culture which is rather static: there are certain
socio-cultural 'objects' which exist in one culture but do not exist in another.
This creates cultural gaps which the translator can normally fill without too
much difficulty. The present translator, however, could not cope with a
problem of this kind and unjustifiably opted for omission in the following
example:
ST. what felt like pounds of snow (LS, p. 102)
The weight unit 'pound' is left out as the Arabic conventional unit would be
'kilos'. But, a simple dynamic equivalent would have solved the problem:
z-6.11	 Aliterally "heaps of snow"). In fact, this Arabic rendering could
idiomatically be back-translated as "tons of snow", a phrase acceptable both
in English and in Arabic.
A similar example of how different cultures value certain things differently
is the following:
ST. beneath the olive tones of his skin (LS, p. 90-91)
This is once again omitted. The reference here is to convention: tanned skin
may be appreciated in the western culture but generally not in the Arab
culture where it is associated with low-paid, manual workers who spend
their days labouring in the sun. True, preserving the description as it is
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would have been misleading. But, the reference could have easily been
modified to relay certain values which go beyond the colour of the skin. For
example, we must preserve the element of leisure, the fact that he is Italian
(who is rich and who owns a yacht) and, more significantly, the idea that all
heroes in this kind of fiction are dark and handsome. In Arabic, something
like	 :Lii; j:JI Al .7,14 (bronzy complexion) would have done justice to the
intentionality of the source text.
D. Institutions
These include society's conventional establishments such as type of school,
businesses, and customary places of leisure, etc.
ST. coupled with expensive education at a girls' convent school where the
nuns zealous strictness had meant ... (LS, p. 12)
,Ujii C..'11.4).41 j1.711	 athA Loars 0. 103 Lei'	 ,4.1S Um TT
&A! OS'
The institution 'convent school' and the stereotyped 'nuns' strictness' are
adapted to the target culture by going for 'sedate women teachers at
conservative schools'. However, the translator could easily have been literal
and could still get as much of the source meaning as possible. In the Arab
world, there have always been nuns' schools and they carry more or less the
same weight as their western counterparts. In fact, the reference to nuns'
schools is crucial as an element in the character portrayal and should have
been somehow preserved.
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The criterion for why should certain cultural reference be preserved, then, is
related to the contribution which the element in question makes to the genre.
What sometimes looks trivial could be very significant in the novel. For
example,
ST. polished oak Elizabethan sideboard (LS, p. 86)
This has been omitted as the cultural institution of antique furniture is
foreign to the Arab reader. However, the description is significant in the
'realistic unrealism' game which popular fiction engages in. The reference
should have been preserved by going for something that is both old and
valuable (e.g. Persian rugs). Similar dynamic equivalents should have been
opted for in the following example:
ST. She's rapidly approaching her sell-by date; she needed someone to keep
her (LS, p. 134)
t. i 4 crvitiji LISA) ,4-) J-4-I 1.1 01. „:716' J r .A-41 La A Ltoi jt 51.1-i‘1..'il.C. TT
c iiiii
This western style of shopping language is missed out. But what is also
missed out is the whole ideology of women like perishables. The Arabic turn
this literally into "she wanted a man to provide her with all that she ever
wanted or that to which she was entitled". There are numerous expressions
in Arabic (mostly metaphorical about missing trains, etc.) which the
translator could have used to indicate desperation.
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E. Ecology and Environment
This includes references to the natural habitat, flora and fauna, etc.
ST. the green Sardinian dressed-granite slabs (LS, p. 146)
.6%,.3i als. Li:IA.4w.* ui-op (*.ALLA TT
All the references to the flooring was adapted in Arabic to ibalat akhdar'
(green tiles), a symbol of luxurious buildings in Arabic. So while the
translation is no doubt successful, the adaptation is interesting.
ST. We could lie in the sun all day (LS, p. 137)
This is not translated for obvious ecological reasons: lying in hot Middle
Eastern sun is not a pleasant experience. However, we go back to the point
we made earlier: the Arab reader is not reading about middle eastern climate,
but about a climate where basking in the sun is a pleasant experience. Some
modification may be necessary but certainly omission is unacceptable.
8.2.2.2 The Genre
Almost all of the above categories are in fact essential features of the genre,
and when they are violated, the genre is threatened. However, under this
specific category of 'genre', I shall only concentrate on thematic problems.
For example, I will focus on the way women are seen in popular fiction as
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weak, helpless and in need of a strong man. I have introduced this theme in
2.7.2 and 2.9.2 and the following recapitulation may be helpful.
As a genre formula, Mills and Boon offers both pleasure and a level of
realism and combines these in an effective way. In thematic terms, the genre
deals with issues which feminists have raised: women's work, economic and
psychic independence from men, sexuality and so on. We must remember
that in the early writings of the post-war women's liberation movement,
writers like Germaine Greer presented "romantic love and its fictional
representations as simply a form of deception aimed at preventing women
from recognizing and seeking to alter their subordinate position in male-
dominated society" (Batsleer, et al 1985: 88). More recently, however, there
is in feminist circles a new awareness of the popularity of these forms.
A relevant question to raise here is: why is the genre so popular not only in
the Anglo-Saxon world but also in other parts of the world and in cultures
totally different from that of western society? According to Margolies (1983:
12),
The popularity of the Mills & Boon romance indicates a real need on the
part of the readers. Each romance is an opportunity for exercising frustrated
sensitivities and feelings starved in the everyday world. As in Manes
description of religion as an opiate and the heart of a heartless world, the
romance offers escape from an oppressive reality, or justifies it as a vale of
tears that women pass through to salvation.
Dealing with the problem of 'appeal' from a translation perspective, Paizis
(1998) raises the following questions:
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Why the foreign reader reads a romantic novel? Is it for the same reason as
those of the reader of the original? To what extent are foreign readers drawn
by the foreign origin of the material? And linked to this question is whether
the primary force of the romantic novel is realist or escapist or some
dialectic between the two.
Regardless of the culture, readers react in a similar way to basic sexual
divisions of society and the wider ideologies of femininity and masculinity.
In fact, the power of genres such as Mills & Boon is directly related to their
ability to represent structural features of the position of women in relation to
men. However, these institutional structures take on a different national face,
a different national specificity in each community. Comparing between
American and foreign readerships of popular fiction, Albaret (1985: 68)
identifies an important cross-cultural differences:
The American reader practices a type of reading that she characterizes as
'dynamic', allowing a greater degree of realism in the narrative, as opposed to
the French reading which is 'atmospheric'.
This distinction applies in general terms to all nationalities, provided we take
into consideration the mixture of motives which the foreign reader may have
(both consciously and unconsciously). As Paizis (1998: 18) observes, the
reader "may be motivated by the attractions of the Anglo-Saxon cultural
model of great economic, social and cultural freedom for women." This is
certainly the case as far as Arab women readers are concerned, particularly
as the readership is becoming increasingly more career-oriented and
emancipated.
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A feature which is intriguing to any analyst of Mills & Boon relates to the
fact that against the background of the popularity of the genre among women
readers, the genre is nevertheless characterized by a representation of women
as 'weak':
The psychological landscape in which all the Mills & Boon romances take
place is insecurity. The heroine not only doubts that she could be attractive
to the hero, but sees herself also as the object of laughter. (Margolies 1983:
11).
As Carter and Nash (1990: 106) put it:
When soldier Sam is in a spot, his stomach tightens; when nurse Nancy is
alone in the fog-bound clinic, fear grips her with an icy claw.
I shall suggest that this seeming contradiction between popularity and
women being represented as weak is not difficult to resolve or understand.
But first 1 will illustrate the translation problems involved in dealing with
language that represents women as weak.
ST. her thighs firmly anchored by the power of his (LS, p. 8)
This was omitted certainly on cultural grounds (the sexual connotation of
"thighs"). But it is an interesting example of the power structure between
men and women that is important for the genre's ideology. Preserving such
features is therefore crucial. This demonstrates that the translator is not
aware of the role of ideology in the translation of a genre such as Mills &
Boon. Or is he aware, but could not cope with the problem of the explicit
reference to a part of women's body? Translation theory would have given
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the translator a way out by for example relaying the element of women's
weakness somehow (with or without the reference to "thighs").
ST. Hard hands on her shoulders thrust her away (LS, p. 8)
This is a similar sexist sentiment which was not appreciated by the translator
as an important theme in the novel.
ST. One way or another, she was going to make their marriage work, earn
his respect and love as she hadn't the strength of will necessary to cut him
totally out of her life (LS, p. 128)
This has also been omitted for absolutely no apparent reason. It is a striking
statement of women's dependence on a man, their lack of self-confidence,
etc. and should thus be preserved.
ST. If she couldn't .... without Rossi looking at her as if he were privately
measuring her for a pair of cement boots, then she might just as well give up
all hope of a partnership of equals and take a crash course in how to be a
doormat (LS, p. 134-5)
This whole complex sentence is totally omitted. It is a revealing statement of
where woman stands vs. man and his sexist attitudes.
ST. If she screamed loudly enough to alert Carlo, he would come to her
rescue (LS, p. 135)
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This was omitted, but it clearly shows women's vulnerability and
dependence on man.
In brief, these omissions are serious. They are intended to be there as a
vehicle for a whole ideology. We cannot but conclude that the translator did
not appreciate the function of such details which look minor but they are
important features of the discourse.
I now return to the question: why the genre is popular among women despite
this kind of ideology? To answer this question, we must bear in mind the
Mills & Boon standard story line or the plot build-up. By page 140 of the
required 180, the standard romance plot tends to reconstruct the relations
between the sexes: the man will admit to the woman that he loves her and
that he wants to marry her; the woman for her part is happy to accept what
she has always wanted, thereby regaining her identity, self-respect and
power in the home. Nopoleon would no longer be the director of great wars
but the lover of Josephine. It is true that women's vulnerability is not totally
wiped out in these situations. However, what matters is the myth in the form
of winning the man at the end.
8.2.2.3 The Canon
It might be found surprising that not many problems will find their way into
this category. The reason is that all the above omissions add up to a violation
of the genre of popular fiction, and can thus be understood as an attempt to
satisfy canonical requirements. However, I will concentrate under this
category on the attempt on the part of Arab writers and translators of popular
fiction to upgrade the genre into something that is more acceptable and
canonical. For example,
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ST. as if through a blanket of icy mist (LS, p. 93)
yl.".".
	c7,3	 ,utsj 	 j TT
The expression (6,11—,-,-ij,)-4 min waraa' Hijaab) (from behind a veil) is
High Arabic (in fact Qur'anic) and its use here is perhaps to show off one's
knowledge of the sacred Book and the classical literature. But this can also
be explained more convincingly in terms of the translator's attempt to
capture the use of clichés identified as an important feature of the language
in popular fiction (Carter & Nash 1990). The Arabic expression serves a
similar function, namely to get the reader to submit to the magic of this kind
of fiction, to leave one's troubled world behind and engage in the fantasy.
The translation is thus a highly successful.
ST. He was a fever in her blood, a wildness that could never be tamed. He
was her love, her mate now and for always (LS, p. 154)
4BI
	 j.4.) L6-9" 41 TT
The first two sentences are omitted unjustifiably on what is probably cultural
grounds of the kind discussed above. The expression (.teli ‘;1.3 I al'aan wa
ilaa al 'abad) (now and forever) is almost a literary cliché, which is high-
sounding and rhythmic. It is thus a highly appropriate rendering of the
source text which canonizes what in English is an uncommon phraseology.
Instead of the more normal "now and for ever", the English has it "now and
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for always" and thus arouses readers' curiosity. This canonization of the
Arabic may be seen more clearly in the following example:
ST. words pierced ... like the blade of a knife (LS, p. 157)
I 4.) 	 ZAl21" TT
Again, (04 ZA10 TaCna najlaa') is highly canonized language used here to
give the translation respectability. As I will make clear in the conclusion to
this analysis, such seemingly successful strategies are in the long run
harmful to the development of the genre in Arabic. The intertextuality is
wrong: it conjures up images of classical poetry and it is far from
entertaining. The same may be said of the following example:
ST. Grimly, she paced her bedroom floor (LS, p. 101)
LOA joir e.)-13 ,:..$ .1$4 IT
The use of this archaic verb (c....s.).S dharaCat) ('to cover a distance', 'to
cross', 'traverse a country', etc.) is most inappropriate for 'pacing up and
down a bedroom' in a genre which is supposed to be light-hearted and
pleasurable. This is not to say that the language of popular fiction in English
is superficial. Highly rhetorical style may be encountered as in the following
example:
ST. He stole away her breath not to mention her heart (LS, p. 2)
4.LIP	 -1:14 TT
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'To steal away the mind' is certainly high-sounding and canonical. This is
appropriate for a source sentence which is highly rhetorical, in fact
uncommonly so.
From this selective sample, we can see that the features of the genre were
not always preserved for reasons to do with culture, language and the
pressure of the canon. The western genre relies on these conventions. The
strategy of the translator is to 'domesticate' the text, getting rid of anything to
do with cultural or religious taboos. But more importantly, the translator is
all the time trying to imitate a respectable model in very much the same way
as Quddus does.
As I have explained in Chapter Seven, the translator has two options in
dealing with a given established genre: either domesticate thoroughly or
foreignize thoroughly. In my opinion, he or she should have gone for the
latter foreignization option. It is a western genre and a western way of life. If
the Arab reader is interested in the Mills & Boon then he should read Mills
& Boon. As I will show in my conclusions, it is thanks to translation for
helping popular fiction to emerge. But it is also translation which is to blame
for holding back the genre from developing fully. Of course we cannot
blame translation alone as a number of other factors are active. Unless
serious changes occur in society and literature, the genre will always be
under threat.
The translation procedure which I would like to put forward involves first of
all careful analysis of the source text to identify the genre and its features.
Once these are appreciated, the task of the translator is to maintain the genre
membership. The aim will be to preserve the effect and to re-create the
images and tone of the source text. In the case of a genre such as Mills and
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Boon, this objective will be realized only when the reader can get as much
pleasure and entertainment as the genre was designed to give. The translation
we have looked at has not been entirely successful. This is mainly due to the
fact that
(1) the register of the source text is violated in places: for example, the target
text is highly formal;
(2) the intentionality is violated in places: while the source text is intended
to entertain, create a fantasy world, etc., the Arabic rendering is obsessed
with the story line and is fond of a classical tone;
(3) the interetextuality often misfires, bringing to the reader's mind heavier
thoughts and a more solemn tone than aimed for by the source genre.
8.3 Targetting A Different Market
Publishers are usually sensitive to market forces. Specifically, these forces
include the established institutions in society: the critical establishment, the
religious institutions, the political and government agencies and those
institutions which protect social values. In the context of the Arab world, it
is safe to assume that these forces have by and large been opposed to the
introduction of popular fiction as a genre. This kind of pressure is countered
by a current pulling in the opposite direction: the reader who demand the
kind of fiction that is entertaining and light-hearted. One way out of this
dilemma was to smuggle the genre in through a translation which adapts the
genre to suit both camps.
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Adaptation is a matter of more or less, depending on how receptive the
counter forces are in a particular situation. Translating foreign works for the
Levant readership, for example, has through the ages been least constrained,
given the general nature of society. This may be compared with translations
made for more conservative parts of the Arab world where the constraints
can be felt much more strongly. Mills & Boon Lebanese publishers have
been through this experience in practice when, alongside the existing series
(Cabiir) they decided to launch a new series of translations (Quluub Cabiir)
catering for the more conservative taste. My aim in this fmal section is to
look at the kind of translation strategy adopted in Quluub Cabiir and
compare this with the standard translation series.
Let us first of all examine the length of the translation compared with the
original. As we know, the English version of Mills & Boon is always 185-
190 pages. Cabiir averages 160 pages and Quluub Cabiir 150 pages. This is
significant since it tells us something about the extent of the omissions,
particularly if we bear in mind that translations in general and Arabic
translation in particular are normally much longer than the original (Baker
.•.; Shama'a). Given than a Mills & Boon story is losing nearly a quarter of
the volume, quality must suffer as a consequence. By quality we specifically
mean the genre integrity (story-line, character portrayal and the linguistic
features characteristic of the genre).
It is now interesting to compare the two Arabic translation series (Cabiir and
Quluub Cabiir). Admittedly, the difference in length is not substantial (160
vs. 150 pages, respectively). However, interesting qualitative differences
emerge when we examine the translation strategy adopted for the different
versions. To start with, Quluub Cabiir (the conservative version) goes for
drastic omission (sometimes whole pages). Consider for example how in
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Jungle Fever (1995), pages 51, 53, 54, and 55 were completely omitted.
Interestingly, the themes dealt with in these missing pages are all related to
explicit reference to nakedness, sexual scenes, etc. To repeat a point I made
earlier, when such references (which are an important part of the genre) are
not dealt with properly (e.g. through some form of adaptation), we can only
wonder whatever has happened to the genre in translation.
I will now deal with some aspects of the story line. In the source novel, the
heroine becomes pregnant before she gets married. In the Arabic version, all
references to this episode (which are scattered throughout the novel) are
completely omitted. The reason for this is obvious and must have to do with
the Arabic and Islamic culture which does not condone pregnancy before
marriage. But, what are the implications for the event development in the
story? What we end up with is an adaptation bordering on distortion and
certainly not a translation.
As a result of this drastic form of adaptation, the translator often finds
herself forced to add (even invent) details which are not in the source but
which are necessary if the reader is to make sense of what is happening. To
illustrate this strategy, let us look at a few examples:
ST. Gabrielle looked away swallowing down the surge of fear. They would
be found! The thought of anything else was too much to bear. Her fingers
shook as she unbuttoned the blouse and started to peel it down her arms
to toss it onto the ground.
'you had better save that. It is a very noticeable colour and could be useful
if we need to signal to any planes flying overhead. Here, give it to me and I'll
put it in the bag'.
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	 r_edl , j J 	 y 4:1P a; .5 1-11.A, j4:;
4'114
	j JU,	 J.L4 1.411	 ub.104
... 0.'214'DL. 65,1a.i.: 01 j...:21V1."
The English source sentence (in bold) is omitted. The addition in Arabic (in
bold) may be back-translated as follows:
Afterwards, she disappered behind thick trees in order to change her
clothes. Moving away in the opposite direction [to give her privacy], he
said.
This addition is necessitated by the drastic omission in the previous
sentence. To help the reader get back on track, the translator had no choice
but to add heavily. This kind of omission and invention is a pattern which




In this chapter, I shall draw several conclusions from my reading about genre
theory in the West and in the East, and from a linguistic and a literary points
of view. My conclusions also come from my historical and critical survey
about the emergence and development of the Arabic novel as a genre.
Finally, my main conclusions will be drawn from how translation helped the
genre to be born, and how the Arabic critical establishment is treating
popular fiction in particular at the moment. Then I will point out some
implications which my study can have in literary criticism, linguistic
analysis and the teaching of Arabic literature at universities both in the Arab
world and in the west.
9.1 Genre Theory
For my purposes, I find helpful a defmition of genre which does not
differentiate between fiction and non-fiction. I see that there are differences
in the nature of meaning between a Letter to the Editor, a novel by Barbara
Cartland and a novel by Thomas Hardy. In Arabic there is also a deep
difference in the way language is used between the taCziya, Ahlaam Da'iCa
and Palace Walk (Bayn al-Qasrayn). But all these share elements of the
genre. My conclusion is that they all serve conventional 'social occasion'
(e.g. entertainment), conventional participants (e.g. the Cumda or the Mayor)
and they all have a formulaic structure, a beginning, middle and end which
we recognize as typical. I have also found that as genres become more
extensive they become more difficult to analyze specifically. For example, it
is difficult to find one genre system applying to all Thomas Hardy's novel or
to all Mahfouz's novels. Writers have freedom but within certain genre
limits.
9.2 The Arabic Novel
Since literature started, the Arabs divided this into poetry and prose. So
narrative art was always known to the Arabs. Up to nearly a hundred years
ago, narrative art in Arabic was almost restricted to forms (we can now call
them genres) such as the rasaa'il (epistles) and the maqaama (stylized
narrative accounts). In other words, the literary scene was void of anything
which might be described as a novel as we have known it in the west since
centuries ago. The entertainment function was adequately served by forms
such as the maqaama. The form and the kind of entertainment which it
provided suited the Arab audience and both the language and the culture.
At the beginning of the 19th century and following the French Campaign and
the British occupation later, society witnessed many important changes,
political, social, educational and cultural. These primarily resulted from the
interaction with western civilization. As a result literature among other
things was affected. For example, old forms such as the maqaama were no
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longer able to function properly in the new environment. To put it in modern
terms, the Arabic literary system had so many serious gaps which had to be
filled. One of these was a proper narrative genre.
9.3 Translation
Translation was one way of importing the new genres. The aim was to
receive western civilization that was much more advanced. So they started
with military and scientific materials. At the same time, the Arab writers
who were the translators felt the need for acquiring cultural materials from
the west. Novels were among the many forms translated or adapted. The
entertainment function was open to be filled, and translations became very
popular among the new readership.
With the new wave of translations and changes in society (e.g. the
emergence of a middle class), many institutions began to realize the power
of the novel and especially entertainment as a genre. The press played a very
important role in this by serializing what the Arabs did not even have a word
for - the novel (this was called rumaaniyya first). This was a way of raising
awareness of the new genre. Prominent writers became interested in the new
development and started to contribute to it.
9.4 The Tension
The new form of the novel with its new aim of entertainment clashed with
old values and old forms belonging to the Islamic Arab heritage.
Entertainment was seen in opposition to the didactic trend which was
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dominant. This didacticism was imposed on the new genre of the novel
pushing the entertainment function gradually to the periphery. In other
words, the novel became a way of serving didactic aims such as educating
society and trying to corrects the ills from it suffered. This led the novel to
become closely connected with serious issues, an attitude which appreciated
the realistic mode and degraded the entertainment side.
The writers who were at the same time the critics tended to value the
realistic, didactic mode. Of course some writers went the entertainment way
but these were a minority who was looked down upon by the critical
establishment. But these writers were appreciated by the reading public and
their novels were read widely. By the 1940s, studies about western trends
such as romanticism, realism and so on were becoming available and the
critical establishment became a force that is no longer in the hands of the
writers, but a power in its own right. The critics became important judges of
what is worthy and what is not, influenced by cultural, educational and
religious institutions. The realistic novel became the most admirable form
and the entertainment novel was considered as 'cheap'.
9.5 A Domesticated Genre
The entertainment genre was nevertheless fairly strong. It was in demand by
readers and publishers. Writers faced a dilemma: how to be successful and
popular pleasing the reader and keeping the genre on the one hand and on
the other hand pleasing the critical establishment and the cultural
institutions. Ihsan Abdul Quddus was one of the writers who succeeded in
keeping the genre alive, keeping the readers happy and keeping the critics
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more or less satisfied. To do this however, Quddus turned to the western
genre and domesticated it to a certain extent.
In other words, it is wrong to assume that what we have now is a copy of the
western entertainment, popular genre. The roots are western but the
development is culturally modified. An Arabic genre of popular fiction exists
and will continue for some time. It will eventually change as Arab society
changes. This is important for translation which is doubly peripheral in the
context I studied. Translation has never been as good as original writing and
when it is a translation of a genre that is 'second-best'. it becomes seriously
problematic. The translator thus seems to face the same dilemma I spoke
about earlier. The solution has so far been to domesticate heavily.
My basic conclusion on this is that such extensive domestication can be
harmful to the development of such genres. Domestication can mean the
disappearance of the main features of a genre which is trying to establish
itself. At the same time, thorough foreignization is an impossible ideal since
we have society, culture, religion and language to bear in mind. But, certain
features belong to the genre and these must be kept: if women are intended
to be shown to be weak, this must be preserved whatever the society. These
features may be adapted but not at the expense of genre.
9.6 Practical Implications
The way that popular fiction can survive and develop, I maintain, is through
raising awareness regarding different genres and how it is difficult to argue
that one genre is superior and another is inferior. Each genre has a function
to serve; some of these functions become more important than others at
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certain times in certain cultures. But the map constantly changes and we
must realize this. But who decides on this: not the critic alone, not the writer
alone, not the reader alone, not culture or language alone but a combination
of these factors. The critics' job is not to say what is good or bad but to
describe what they see (listen to the writer interacting with a reader in a
certain culture). Critical studies must therefore be to base their judgement on
how well the work served the genre it is intended to serve and not some
other genre.
The writer is there to respond to a reader and a genre not to what the critic
thinks should happen. But the final word is for the reader who decides what
suits his or her needs. Different individuals have different needs and with
changes in society these needs are becoming varied. With the world
becoming a global village, literature must adapt. If we were to ignore these
demands, the reader would have no alternative but to turn to foreign models
to satisfy his or her needs.
This has serious implications for the way we teach literature (native or
foreign) at our universities. Popular fiction, for example, does not exist on
the syllabus of the majority of literature departments and even in the west
this situation existed until recently. Theories of genre must be taught and
example of each genre must be studied. This is regardless of prestige or
critical judgement about what is good or bad.
9.7 Suggestions for Future Research
In this thesis, my main concern is with how popular fiction as a genre has
developed in modern Arabic literature, and how translation can play a part in
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this evolution. In the translation assessment part, I have identified a number
of factors which obstruct this development. Obviously, given space and time
limitations, there are a number of areas which I only touched upon but not
elaborated. These are fruitful topics for future research. For example,
1. Gender studies has recently become an important academic discipline
which has had a considerable influence on a number of other subjects,
including translation studies. Looking at popular fiction as a genre from
gender perspective and combining this with a cross-cultural view should be
extremely revealing. The ideology of a genre such as Mills & Boon is
intimately related to the relationship between men and women within a given
culture and within a complex network of social institutions. An important
question in this context would be the following: as women around the globe
are becoming more career-minded and independent, would the ideology of a
genre such as Mills & Boon change to keep pace? And if so, how?
2. It would be interesting to compare a larger sample of popular fiction
translated by different translators and commissioned by different publishers
in order to find out more about the translation strategy at work and whether
publishing policy has anything to do with the choices which translators
make.
3. There is an urgent need for experimental studies which might take the
form of Think Aloud Protocols (TAP): translators will be asked to verbalize
as much as possible of what goes on in their heads while translating or
immediately afterwards. This will empirically confirm whether certain
'successful' choices made by the translator are deliberate and therefore part
of a strategy or alternatively intuitive and merely hit-or-miss. These protocol
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studies could also be carried out in the form of interviews with the translator
to check on specific points related to the source-text genre.
4. Surveys are needed to determine such questions as the following:
Why are readers interested in reading popular fiction in translation?
Are the reasons the same as those which motivate the reader of the original?
What aspect of the foreign work attract the reader most?
Such studies should enable us to draw valid conclusions regarding the norms
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